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Abstract 

A key driver of the Linked Data paradigm (Äuer et al., 2014) (Heath and Bizer, 2011) 
is the ability to lift data graphs from legacy systems, by employing various adapters 
and RDFizers - e.g., D2RQ for relational databases (D2RQ, 2015), XLWrap for 
spreadsheets (Langegger and Wöß, 2009). Such approaches aim towards removing 
boundaries of enterprise data silos by having them open to cross-organisational 
linking and querying within a "Web of Data" overlying the existing Web of 
Documents. An insufficiently tapped source of machine-readable semantics is the 
underlying graph nature of diagrammatic conceptual models, a kind of knowledge 
that can imbue Linked Data graphs with semantics that are typically richer compared 
to what can be lifted from, for example, table data schemata, especially when a 
domain-specific modelling language is employed. The thesis advocates this approach 
to Linked Data enrichment by presenting the foundations, design decisions and 
applications (both existing and envisioned) of a proof-of-concept RDFizer for 
domain-specific diagrammatic models originally developed for the ADOxx 
metamodelling environment (BOC, 2015a) and adaptable to other environments as 
well, due to its multi-abstraction flexibility. The discussion is therefore generalized 
beyond its original implementation context, leading towards a proposed vision of 
"conceptual model"-aware information systems. 

The recent progress in information systems engineering has brought forward an 
important distinction between data(schema)-awareness and process-awareness (van 
der Aalst, 2009). The second capability enables information systems ("PAIS") to 
(en)act in accordance to the knowledge captured in business process models. A 
feature that distinguishes between these two generations of information systems is the 
type of conceptual model that governs their execution at run-time: (i) schema-
awareness relies on some data schemata, i.e. some implementation of an ER (entity-
relationship) model; (ii) process-awareness relies on workflow/business process 
models serialized in some machine-readable, XML structure - e.g., BPEL (OASIS, 
2015), XPDL (WfMC, 2015). The work at hand subsumes both classes to 
(conceptual) model-awareness by resorting to the framework of "Agile Modelling 
Method Engineering" (Karagiannis, 2015) as means for flexibly developing modelling 
languages/tools that are driven by domain-specific modelling requirements. These 
requirements (i) may arise directly from design-time needs (e.g., decision support) or 
(ii) may propagate from run-time systems, and can be answered by non-standard types 
of diagrammatic conceptual models (Buchmann et al., 2013) (Buchmann and 
Karagiannis, 2015b). 

The underlying graph nature of models and their enabling abstractions (i.e., 
metamodels) can be exposed as a semantic complement to the back-end data 
consumed by run-time systems. Consequently, run-time awareness extends towards 
arbitrary types of models produced with modelling methods that aim for domain-
specificity (therefore favouring specialization/familiarity at the expense of reusability 
across domains). The technological space employed for leveraging the knowledge 
expressed in diagrammatic form comes from the Linked Data paradigm – more 
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specifically, the standards for information linking - RDF (W3C, 2015d) and retrieval 
– SPARQL (W3C, 2015a), the Graph Store Protocol (W3C, 2015b). 

The value does not come necessarily from standardized languages - RDF 
representations of some UML diagram types have been available for some time 
(TopQuadrant, 2015), but rather from agilely developed modelling 
methods/languages that capture domain-specific semantics which are relevant within 
a limited context (an enterprise, a collaboration network etc.) based on focused 
requirements, as it is highlighted in this thesis both through a minimal running 
example and through project-based application cases. 

To achieve its goal, this work builds on the discipline of metamodelling as means 
for anchoring diagramming shapes/symbols in machine-readable abstractions 
(metamodels and meta-metamodels). Typically, metamodelling works with a rigid 
separation of these layers, based on architectures such as the MetaObject Facility 
(OMG, 2015b). The Resource Description Framework is used here to capture the 
different abstraction layers in a uniform representation that can be queried across its 
layers, thus leading to a potential "Web of Data and Models". Several visionary use 
cases are hereby discussed to fuel ideas for further community-driven developments: 
model-to-data linking, model-to-model linking, model transformation through graph 
rewriting, models as extensions of Linked Data vocabularies. 

This thesis was developed over the last 5 years, a period in which the candidate 
investigated the interplay between the paradigms of Semantic Web and Conceptual 
Modelling, on the common ground of Semantic Enterprise Information Systems - an 
interest developed after obtaining the PhD title – with initial support from two 
CNCSIS-funded research grants, followed by the participation in the ComVantage 
FP7 EU project (ComVantage, 2015) as a research fellow at University of Vienna. 

The PhD thesis of the candidate was concerned with the syntactic interoperability 
potential opened by then emerging XML technologies. The post-doctoral interests 
have developed naturally towards the next interoperability level, that of semantic 
interoperability, as enabled by the Semantic Web technological space. The experience 
with metamodelling, gained during the research stay in the Knowledge Engineering 
Research Group at University of Vienna, complemented this with additional 
conceptual and technological enablers. 

This is a publication-driven thesis, therefore parts of it have been disseminated by 
the candidate through prestigious venues and in the context of research projects 
providing appropriate use cases (additional publications are pending for reviewing or 
revisions at the time of the thesis' submission). The most relevant publications 
disseminating the contribution of this thesis are as follows: 

The initial ideas on the topic of RDF-based semantization of legacy information 
systems were published in the prestigious BIS conference (Buchmann et al. 2011a) 
and evaluated for an e-government scenario in a journal publication (Buchmann and 
Meza, 2012). The desideratum of semantization was then transferred to a diagram 
serialization approach first mentioned as a conceptual proposal in (Buchmann and 
Karagiannis, 2013), then described in the domain-specific context of mobile 
maintenance at the prestigious HICSS conference in Hawaii, USA (Buchmann, 2014). 
Formal details and case-based evaluations have been provided in prestigious journal 
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publications with high IF/AIS: in Springer's "Requirements Engineering" - a paper 
with focus on the technical specificity of the ComVantage project (Buchmann and 
Karagiannis, 2015c) and in Elsevier's "Information Systems" - a paper with focus on a 
hypergraph formalism and speculating on the opportunity of enabling a visionary 
Linked Open Models paradigm (Karagiannis and Buchmann, 2016). Other core 
aspects, focusing on detailed diagram transformation patterns, were presented at KES 
2015 (Buchmann and Karagiannis, 2015a). The idea was also publicised in 
practitioners-oriented metamodelling conferences, e.g. PoEM 2015 (Buchmann and 
Karagiannis, 2015b). 

The contribution has global value beyond the scope of the research projects where 
it originated, and beyond the running examples to be presented in this thesis. Its 
degree of generalization and extrapolations on possible extensions are discussed here 
with respect to various punctual aspects and envisioned opportunities. The work 
enriches both the paradigms of Linked Data and Conceptual Modelling by promoting 
a pragmatic bridge between the Web of Data and the knowledge externalized in 
diagrammatic form with the help of domain-specific enterprise modelling 
methods/tools, based on a metamodelling approach. Further potential and 
opportunities arise from the interplay between ontologies and metamodels, or the 
description of formal domain-specific ontologies with diagrammatic modelling means 
of high usability, thus the candidate hopes that this work and its referenced 
publications will further inspire the research community towards consolidating a 
"Web of Data and Models" as a semantically-rich extension to the emerging Web of 
Data.  
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1 Preamble 

1.1 Introduction 

The growth of the Web of Data and the global acceptance of Linked Data as a 
pragmatic paradigm (Äuer et al., 2014) (Heath and Bizer, 2011) are crucially 
dependent on the ability to derive data graphs from legacy/existing systems - e.g., 
relational databases, HTML pages, Open Data portals. In order to enable this, 
extensive efforts have been spent to provide adapters and RDFizers: D2RQ for 
relational databases (D2RQ, 2015), XLWrap for Excel Spreadsheets (Langegger and 
Wöß, 2009), the DBPedia extractor (Lehmann et al., 2009) (DBPedia, 2015), 
gleaners/distillers of Web documents (Any23, 2013), CSV Open Data lifters (van der 
Waal et al., 2014) etc. - an extensive list is available at (W3C, 2015c). Typically the 
semantics of such data are based on vocabularies that have been derived from the 
same legacy source (e.g., a table structure, a microformat dialect). 

The work at hand considers, as input for enriching Linked Data, a new source of 
machine-readable semantics that can be leveraged: domain-specific diagrammatic 
models, together with the information available on the abstraction levels of their 
underlying modelling language (i.e., metamodel and meta-metamodel). The output 
may act as a semantic bridge between Linked Data of various provenances, as well as 
a back-end mash-up for run-time systems that must leverage information available in 
diagrammatic form (for the purposes of this thesis, such systems will be subsumed 
under the moniker "conceptual model"-aware information systems). 

The value does not come necessarily from standardized languages (RDF 
representations of some UML diagram types are available (TopQuadrant, 2015)), but 
rather from agilely developed modelling methods/languages that capture domain-
specific semantics that are relevant within a limited context (an enterprise, a 
collaboration network etc.) based on focused requirements. This will be illustrated by 
a minimal yet representative running example based on (i) a domain-specific 
modelling demonstrator built on the ADOxx metamodelling platform (BOC, 2015a) 
and (ii) a proof-of-concept RDFizer (OMILab, 2015a). Further on, the thesis will 
show the application of the idea in several use cases, some visionary, some selected 
from the ComVantage EU FP7 project (ComVantage, 2015) where the candidate 
worked on this topic during a post-doctoral research stay at University of Vienna. 

The work builds on the discipline of metamodelling as means for anchoring 
diagramming shapes/symbols in machine-readable abstractions (metamodels and 
meta-metamodels). Typically, metamodelling works with a rigid separation of these 
layers, based on the MetaObject Facility architecture (OMG, 2015e). The Resource 
Description Framework (W3C, 2015d) is used here to capture the different abstraction 
layers in a uniform representation - in this respect, providing an open alternative to 
(Jeusfeld, 2009) as well as to enable the linking of diagram-related content (e.g., other 
models, Linked Data of various provenance), thus leading to a potential "Web of Data 
and Models". 
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1.2 Motivation and Goal Statement 

Goal 1: Advancing the Linked Data Paradigm 
The slow adoption of the Semantic Web vision (Berners-Lee et al., 2001) has moti-
vated researchers in defining and setting up concepts or technologies acting as ena-
blers and facilitators, focused on pragmatic solutions and rooted in available technol-
ogy, necessary to support a gradual advancement over the gap between the current 
state of affairs and the vision. While research results from artificial intelligence and 
ontology engineering are available as proof-of-concepts for the far end of the vision, 
it became obvious that the building blocks on which the Web 2.0 was developed (e.g., 
AJAX, XML/JSON, content management systems) were lacking certain ingredients 
required by the Semantic Web vision. 

The Linked Data paradigm emerged as such an intermediate step, with the aim of 
establishing both an instance data test-bed and an enabling environment for the future 
Semantic Web. The paradigm reduces the role of "ontologies" to the function of 
inducing structure to Linked Datasets (as "vocabularies"), and this is also how the 
term "ontology" will be used throughout this work (unless indicated otherwise). With 
Linked Data, emphasis is placed on structuring, distributing and querying data in 
ways that are inspired by the "semantic networks" approach from artificial 
intelligence, grafted on the networked nature of the Web. The paradigm aims to 
induce a network effect to data linking, not unlike the one that enabled the growth of 
Web 1.0 (based on document linking) or Web 2.0 (based on social and content 
linking). The work at hand extends this view with an additional layer – "Linked 
Models" - by employing Linked Data principles and techniques for content of 
different nature and granularity – i.e., conceptual (diagrammatic) models. 

The Linked Data paradigm aims to educate the Web developers towards new 
practices for information structuring, with an impact comparable to the one that made 
possible the rise of the relational databases. Indeed, "thinking in tables" had the 
advantage of being well defined at formalism level (relational algebra), well promoted 
by tools and well assimilated (on the presentation layer) by the end-users who 
produce content (data). Filling up, sorting, filtering tables is not anymore a matter of 
technical skills, it is an intuitive way in which most users expect to interact with their 
data records, regardless of purpose. A possible analogy, intended to bring the 
argument closer to the work at hand, relies on a statement made in the panel 
discussions of the Open Model Initiative workshop of 2012 by John Mylopoulos: 
"…[in the future] conceptual modelling will be taught in the elementary school" 
(Open Model Initiative, 2012). The statement assumes a level of education and tool 
support that enables end-users to structure knowledge without feeling that they’re 
actually making a content structuring effort. It is a motivational assumption for the 
work at hand that such enablers may come from the field of conceptual modelling. 
 
Goal 2: Advancing the model-driven software engineering paradigm.  
The recent progress in information systems engineering has brought forward an im-
portant distinction between data(schema)-awareness and process-awareness (van der 
Aalst, 2009). The second capability enables information systems ("PAIS") to (en)act 
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in accordance to the knowledge captured in business process models: "[a PAIS] man-
ages and executes operational processes involving people, applications, and/or infor-
mation sources on the basis of process models" (Dumas et al., 2005). A feature that 
distinguishes between these two generations of information systems is the type of 
conceptual model that governs their execution at run-time: (i) schema-awareness re-
lies on some data schemata, i.e. some implementation of an ER (entity-relationship) 
model; (ii) process-awareness relies on workflow/business process models serialized 
in some machine-readable, XML structure, e.g., BPEL (OASIS, 2015), XPDL 
(WfMC, 2015). Actually, the definition of PAIS cited above seems to declare process 
execution as the goal – however, awareness of a certain business process can manifest 
for other purposes than executing that particular process, as the relational semantics 
between the process, its environment and other processes may propagate awareness 
away from its originating context in open environments such as those advocated by 
the Semantic Web paradigm. 

We subsume both classes to (conceptual) model-awareness by resorting to the 
framework of "Agile Modelling Method Engineering" (Buchmann and Karagiannis, 
2015b) (Karagiannis, 2015) as means for flexibly developing modelling 
languages/tools that are driven by domain-specific modelling requirements. These 
requirements may come (i) directly from design-time needs (e.g., decision support) or 
(ii) may propagate indirectly from run-time systems, and can be answered by non-
standard types of diagrammatic conceptual models. The underlying graph nature of 
models and their enabling abstractions (i.e., metamodels) can be exposed as a 
semantic complement to the back-end data consumed by run-time systems. 
Consequently, run-time awareness extends towards arbitrary types of models 
produced with modelling methods aiming for domain-specificity - therefore favouring 
specialization/familiarity at the expense of reusability across domains. 

The technological space employed for leveraging the knowledge expressed in 
diagrammatic form comes from the Linked Data paradigm – more specifically, the 
standards for information linking – RDF (W3C, 2015d) and retrieval – SPARQL 
(W3C, 2015a), the Graph Store protocol (W3C, 2015b). 

Consequently, the work advocates a convergence between the paradigms of Linked 
Data and Conceptual Modelling, by exploiting the underlying graph nature of 
diagrammatic models in order to expose such models to browsing, processing and 
retrieval across the "Web of Data". This graph nature is typically enabled as a 
metastructure by meta-modelling platforms, although such platforms rely traditionally 
on relational databases for storage of the model information. Relational storage 
implies the presence of a multitude of normalized tables or NULL values (due to the 
irregular use of properties in model elements) and insufficient openness for the 
information described in models. Alternatively, graph databases allow a more 
straightforward abstraction and internal representation. The Linked Data paradigm 
adds to this standards and best practices for publishing, remote querying and 
federation across the Web that can be beneficial for Web-based model sharing and 
publishing. 
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Goal 3: Advancing the conceptual modelling paradigm  
Modelling languages are commonly involved in model-driven software engineering or 
automated programming (Pastor et al., 2001), as "means to an end", typically aiming 
for code generation. This work advocates a broader scope for conceptual modelling, 
as means of knowledge externalization/representation for the purpose of communica-
tion and understanding (Mylopoulos, 1992). For example, the practice of Business 
Process Modelling has developed in time as a successful decision support or 
knowledge management approach (Pernici and Weske, 2006) (Maier, 2004) even 
without the benefit of workflow automation. Machine-readability is just a particular 
type of "understanding" and, in this respect, the work at hand enables model under-
standing and sharing within a Linked Open Data environment. 

Just as Web 2.0 enabled user content production through simple forms and 
templates provided by content management systems, the work at hand promotes 
diagrammatic conceptual modelling as a way of inducing richer structure and 
semantics for Linked Data in a user-oriented way, for those who are agnostic of 
ontology engineering but are familiar with diagrammatic modelling. The challenge of 
knowledge acquisition for the Semantic Web can thus be met on a more domain-
focused level (compared to generic ontology editors like Protégé (Stanford, 2015)), 
possibly sacrificing inference capabilities (or rather compensating them with query-
time model transformations, as a use case will later suggest). 

We add to the motivation the research challenges stated in the FInES Roadmap 
(FInES, 2015). FInES is a research community and project cluster focused on 
investigating the potential of enterprise systems that will leverage the benefits of the 
"Future Internet". A particular subset of their research challenges are grouped in the 
so-called Knowledge Dimension: 

• RC1. The Unified Digital Enterprise; 
• RC2. Linked Open Knowledge; 
• RC3. Complex Systems Modelling. 

Conceptual modelling can have significant impact in advancing this dimension, and 
the vision discussed here is a pragmatic proposal in this respect, just as Linked Open 
Data is a pragmatic enabler for the Semantic Web. In relation to the FInES challenges, 
modelling languages can provide an entry point to the Linked Open Knowledge and 
linking capabilities are required to glue together the digital image of the enterprise 
across different types of models. 
 
Problem statement: 
We further define here the problem in terms of a generic scenario, to be instantiated in 
the next section. The assumption is that companies acting in a collaborative 
environment have the ability to lift and share with collaborators Linked Data from 
their legacy systems. For knowledge management purposes, they rely on 
diagrammatic modelling to describe their enterprise in process-centric ways, including 
details on their business context (motivators, requirements, available resources). 
Consequently, run-time data and diagrams are stored and managed traditionally by 
different systems. In this context, certain requirements are raised: 
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1. run-time systems must be sensitive to the knowledge expressed in diagrammatic 
form; 

2. partner companies need to link models created with different installations of the 
modelling tool, or even different modelling tools that use different notations for the 
same conceptual structure; 

3. legacy data is rigidly structured according to its originating system and lacks 
relations between disparate data sources; such relations are, however, available in 
diagrammatic models and can significantly enhance querying capabilities in the 
absence of an integrative ontology (or as a complement). 

The thesis proposal adds as an additional layer upon the foundations established by 
Linked Open Data, towards shaping up the Knowledge Dimension envisioned by 
FInES. In order to align this vision, in Table 1 we take into consideration the key 
requirements that define "5-stars quality" Linked Open Data (Berners-Lee, 2009a) 
and establish, by analogy, similar requirements for model linking. On the last column 
these are compared to the familiar case of the ADONIS business process management 
tool (BOC, 2015b). 

Table 1. Requirements for model linking 

Compliance 
level 

Requirements for 
Linked Open Data 

Requirements for modelling 
tools creating Linked Models 

As-Is situation: 
the ADONIS tool 

1-star Can be retrieved on 
the web, with Open 
License 

Tool must be able to export 
models on the Web, with Open 
License 

PNG/HTML/RTF exports 
are available for 
documentation purposes. 
No direct Web upload is 
provided from the tool 

2-stars Machine-readable Exported models must be 
machine-readable 

Proprietary ADL export is 
available for model 
interchange purposes 

3-stars Non-proprietary 
format 

Exported models must be in a 
non-proprietary format 

XML export is also 
available as a non-
proprietary format to 
complement ADL 

4-stars Uses RDF standards a. Exported models must be 
expressed with an RDF 
vocabulary 
b. HTTP URIs should identify all 
model elements; 
c. Direct HTTP upload to a 
server URI of choice via a 
standard SPARQL protocol 
should be provided in the tool. 

Not available, subject of 
the work at hand. 

5-stars It is linked RDF Models should be linkable 
outside the modelling tool, in a 
way that enables queries over 
multiple models. 

To support inter-model 
navigation, hyperlinks can 
be created in the modelling 
tool. 
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To summarize, the research challenges tackled in this thesis are the following: 

RC1. How can we leverage the semantics available in diagrammatic form to 
enrich the querying possibilities within the Web of Data? How can diagrammatic 
models become compliant to a Linked Data environment? 

RC2. How can diagrammatic models created at design-time purposes (e.g., 
communication or decision-support) be bridged with information created for run-time 
requirements, in order to enable model-awareness and the availability of richer 
semantics for run-time systems? 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

The thesis structure is presented here, together with references to the publications 
where the contributions have been disseminated, or those that provide additional 
background and context: 

Section 2 will summarize the contribution in the form of a minimal yet 
representative running example of a model-aware information system, to bring the 
proposal into focus. The example will start from a fictive motivational scenario and 
requirements, and will continue by providing details on the general approach, the 
design decisions and the implementation of an RDFizer for diagrammatic models. 
The section ends with a discussion on possible generalizations. 

Section 3 will discuss background and enablers for the work at hand, coming from 
different fields: (i) it will introduce the Agile Modelling Method Engineering 
framework, (ii) it will provide background on the ComVantage project from which 
practical application scenarios have been selected, then (iii) it will outline an 
overview on the Linked Data paradigm and how it is repurposed for the thesis 
contribution. Related works are also discussed in this section. The section extends the 
content and discussions of the following publications of this thesis' author: 
(Buchmann and Karagiannis, 2015b), (Buchmann et al., 2013), (Buchmann, 2014), 
(Buchmann and Karagiannis, 2013), (Buchmann et al., 2011b). Several multi-author 
publications may be consulted for additional background on the ComVantage projects 
and for additional methodological aspects: (Karagiannis and Buchmann, 2014), (Bork 
et al., 2015), (Kirikova et al., 2012), (Münch et al., 2013), (Münch et al., 2014), 
(Prackwieser et al., 2013), (Prackwieser et al., 2014), (Salmen et al., 2013), (Visic et 
al., 2015), (Woitsch et al., 2012), (Ziegler et al., 2014). 

Section 4 provides depth and insights to the design decisions that enable the 
running example introduced in Section 2. A formal hypergraph-based description of 
the knowledge structure exported by the RDFizer will establish a formal foundation 
for the work. An inventory of transformation patterns will be provided, together with 
the underlying model description vocabulary and suggestions for further extensions, 
to guide possible implementations for other platforms and other application cases. A 
specific approach for the semantization of legacy relational databases will also be 
described, to complement the core diagram serialization approach. Parts of this 
section and its discussions have been disseminated through the following publications 
of the thesis's author: (Buchmann and Karagiannis, 2015a), (Buchmann and 
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Karagiannis, 2015c), (Karagiannis and Buchmann, 2016), (Buchmann et al., 2011a), 
(Buchmann and Meza, 2012) 

Section 5 focuses on applications, both existing (based on the ComVantage FP7 
project scenarios, where results have been tested) and visionary (extrapolating 
additional opportunities). This section extends the content and discussions of the 
following publications of the thesis' author: (Buchmann and Karagiannis, 2015c), 
(Karagiannis and Buchmann, 2016). 

Section 6 discusses details on proof-of-concept implementations and evaluations. It 
extends the content and discussions of the evaluation sections from the following 
papers of this thesis' author: (Buchmann and Karagiannis, 2015a), (Karagiannis and 
Buchmann, 2016). 

The thesis ends with a concluding SWOT analysis and a Career Development Plan 
showing how the work fits in the general timeline and research interests of the 
candidate, as well as making proposals for future contributions. 
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2 Enriching Linked Data for Model-awareness: Running 
Example 

This section provides a summary of the entire thesis by way of applying its 
contributions in a minimal yet representative scenario that brings upfront the benefits 
and clarifies the motivation, before going in depth in design decisions and 
implementation details. Therefore, this section highlights the solutions contributed by 
the thesis, to be later described in terms of designs and implementations in Sections 4 
and 5, respectively. 

2.1 Motivational Scenario and Requirements 

We build a running example around a focus scenario to highlight key principles and 
design decisions, and as a basis for further extrapolation. The scenario makes 
assumptions about several participants, as highlighted in Fig. 1: 
 

 
Fig. 1. Motivational scenario overview 

A parking company publishes Linked Open Data that reports in real time on the 
availability of parking spaces in various areas, using a fixed vocabulary (more than 
one company may share the vocabulary to provide such data for different 
geographical areas). 

A courier company requires a domain specific modelling tool to design, with 
diagrammatic means, tasks for its couriers and to map those tasks on the 
geographical areas where they must be accomplished. 

Couriers (employees of the courier company) need an app that allows them to 
check designated tasks, to consult parking space availability and to reserve parking 
spaces corresponding to their designated tasks. 
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It can be inferred that the couriers’ app must make use of both run-time data 
(parking availability provided by third parties) and model information (designated 
tasks) from the courier company. Multiple cases can be further extrapolated from the 
courier’s requirements, as shown in Fig. 2: 

 

 
Fig. 2. Different mash-ups of model information and run-time data for the running example 

1. Retrieval of open data regardless of models; 
2. Retrieval of model information regardless of third party data; 
3. Retrieval of model information constrained by open data; 
4. Retrieval of open data constrained by model information; 
5. Retrieval of both open data and model information, including mutual constraints. 

In the remainder of the section we will only tackle case (5), since all the others are 
simplifications of it. 

2.2 Approach Overview 

A bird-view and a summary of key design decisions of the contribution (to be detailed 
in Section 4) is provided here to make the running example more self-contained. The 
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proposal relies on the idea of serializing diagrammatic information in open formats 
that can connected with other related information, such as the modelling language 
alphabet definition, as well as run-time data already available for legacy systems. The 
result will be a mash-up of diagram and data that may influence the functionality of 
run-time clients that are able to execute model-aware queries. 

The solution, as highlighted in Fig. 3, relies on a convergence of approaches: 

• Agile Modelling Method Engineering to design the modelling language in a way 
that ensures that the diagrams will contain sufficient information and semantics to 
answer the queries; 

• Semantic lifting to ensure that the language definition, the diagram content, as 
well as any third party data relevant at run-time will be available for queries across 
the Web in an open format; 

• The Linked Data technological space to perform the linking of the different 
information sources, the storage of the resulting mash-up and the queries over the 
Web. 

 
Fig. 3. Bird-view of the proposed approach 

2.3 The Third-party Run-time Data 

It is assumed that data on parking space availability is published by third parties 
(parking companies) as Linked Open Data. A minimal sample serving our example is 
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listed in Fig. 4, both in a legacy (table) format and its TriG serialization (Bizer and 
Cyganiak, 2007). Typically such data is lifted from legacy systems, for which 
adapters are openly available (D2RQ, 2015) (Langegger and Wöß, 2009). The thesis 
contribution in this area is a semantic lifting approach based on Formal Concept 
Analysis and the serialization of its application results in RDF. This will be detailed in 
Section 4. For the running example, we assume a minimal data set lifted from a table 
structure. The typical serialization of the table data is isolated in a named graph to 
distinguish from the diagrammatic information to be further derived. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Run-time data sample 

2.4 The Domain-specific Modelling Language 

A modelling tool must answer the courier company's modelling requirements 
(including the run-time app requirements), by using domain concepts (e.g., City, 
Parking) as first-class modelling citizens, rather than as human interpretations on 
generic constructs (which is the case of general-purpose languages such as UML). 
The conceptual foundation of a modelling language is a metamodel depicting the 
language terminology (a notion similar to that of a Linked Data vocabulary, or that of 
a Tbox in a knowledge base). In Fig. 5 we repurpose a UML class diagram to 
describe the language in terms of its metamodel, partitioned in two types of models: 

• The CourierTask model type is a rudimentary control flow, allowing the design of 
sequences of Actions and Decisions to describe courier tasks; 

• The ParkingMap model type shows the allocation of ParkingAreas (of different 
types) to geographical areas (Cities). 

The Actions from task models can be mapped to the Cities of parking maps (via the 
cross-model relation requiresParkingInCity), therefore a cross-model semantic link 
already exists at the level of the modelling language. In addition, some concepts have 
properties that will be editable as annotations in the modelling tool - this is applicable 
to both modelling elements and connectors. 
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Fig. 5. Metamodel for the exemplary modelling language 

2.5 The Modelling Tool 

An example showing models designed with the demonstrator is depicted in Fig. 6. 
Three "linked models" are visible: 

• two task models: (i) OnDemandTask, where the courier must perform all the 
necessary transportation between the production steps of a shirt; (ii) 
ScheduledTask, which is a minimal task where a product must be taken from one 
place to another; 

• one parking map where cities are assigned to task actions and parking areas are 
allotted to cities. 

The arrows between models (e.g., from Pick material to Vienna) represent the 
requiresParkingInCity relation from the metamodel – that is, semantic links from 
tasks to cities (also acting as cross-model hyperlinks in our implementation). The 
attributes defined by the metamodel manifest in the tool as pop-up sheets with 
editable properties (see also the discussion on Fig. 7). 

2.6 Model Linking 

Linking models in the same modelling tool is achieved at metamodel level, by 
defining semantic relations across the partitions (model types) of the modelling 
language. Such relations act as hyperlinks in the tool and are exported by the RDFizer 
as RDF properties (in accordance to a vocabulary to be later discussed). However, 
additional aspects must be considered when linking models to external resources (i.e., 
third party data, models created by someone else). Several approaches are hereby 
considered: 
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2.6.1 Linking by equivalence 
 

 
Fig. 6.  Model samples for the running example 

The Linked Data paradigm envisions various means for publishing and acquiring 
existing URIs/IRIs of available resources – e.g., search engines (SindiceTech, 2015), 
link discovery based on similarity rules (Isele et al., 2015). We assume that the 
courier company has the means to consult publicly available catalogues of parking 
areas and to obtain their persistent In order to achieve model-to-data linking, the 
third-party parking area URIs should be re-used as identifiers of the parking elements 
present in the models, thus establishing equivalence between a modelled parking area 
and an existing parking area. For this purpose, a "universal identifier" attribute is 
prescribed on metamodel level (see Fig. 5) in the RootClass from which all modelling 
elements inherit it, although for this particular example only the ParkingArea concept 
makes use of it. 

Filling the URI property for the modelled parking areas can be performed with 
different means, manually or automated depending on the desired level of usability 
and streamlining provided by the modelling tool: 

• Manual: creating manually parking area model elements and filling their URI 
property-slot; 

• Semi-automated: generating parking area model elements with URIs pre-filled 
from a previously created text box/text file; 

• Automated, initiated in the modelling tool: generating parking area model elements 
with URIs pre-filled from the results of an HTTP-based query initiated by the 
modelling tool; 
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• Automated, initiated outside the modelling tool: generating an RDF model 
serialization (using SPARQL CONSTRUCTs) from known URIs, and importing it 
in the modelling tool. 

 
Fig. 7. Model-to-data linking via URI import 

Stating equivalence between model elements and resources which already have 
persistent URIs in the Web of Data might be an oversimplification with respect to the 
trap of "identity crisis" – a thing should not be considered the same as its 
representation, therefore a "representation" relation should be stated between model 
elements and represented resources, rather than sameness. An analysis of ways of 
misusing sameness is available in (Halpin et al., 2010). The discussion will be 
furthered in Section 2.10. 

2.6.2 Linking by modelling properties 

Equivalence is applicable if there is some redundancy in the model-data mash-up – 
i.e., if a modelling element can be interpreted as the same as some resource that is 
also described in the data Web (with the reservation indicated above). Our example 
uses it to establish a link through the parking area model elements. 

It is realistic to assume that city-to-parking mappings would be also available in 
the run-time open data. This could be handled by stating equivalence for cities; 
however, a different approach is also possible: if the design-time requirements allow 
it, the Parking Map model type could be dropped out of the modelling language and 
requiresParkingInCity would become a domain-specific editable property for the 
(Action) model elements, to be filled by modellers with the known URIs of related 
cities. The metamodel example indicates other such properties (e.g., Country) which 
are converted by the RDFizer in RDF predicates. 

2.6.3 Linking by arbitrary properties 

Similar to the use of the URI attribute, the RDFizer also recognizes and provides 
special treatment for other editable properties based on naming conventions: 
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• a property_collector table allows the modeller to annotate any model element with 
arbitrary RDF statements for which the selected element is considered either a 
subject or an object; 

• a type property allows the modeller to link any model element to arbitrary types 
(classes) that are not provided the language metamodel (even types defined in 
taxonomical diagrams of the same modelling language). 

Examples of these are not present in the running example, but are discussed later in 
Section 4. Other means of linking may be applied after RDFization, directly on the 
output, based on existing practices (e.g., link discovery). 
 
2.6.4 Post-serialization linking 
 
All the linking means discussed in the previous subsections are applied in the model-
ling tool, before executing the RDFizer – hence, its output will be already linked). 
Other generic approaches could be applied after the diagram serialization is per-
formed – for example, applying SILK-based link discovery on the assumption that 
some similarity exists between the model-level descriptions and the external descrip-
tions of the same resource (e.g., similarity in some domain-specific property, such as 
the address of the parking areas). SPARQL CONSTRUCTs may be applied to further 
extend the linking beyond the support provided in the modelling tool. 

2.7 The Model Description Vocabulary 

In order to achieve reusability, the diagram information is described based on a multi-
layered vocabulary, which is modularized across abstraction layers with different 
degrees of flexibility. Links can be established between model elements and run-time 
open data at different abstraction levels, as suggested by Fig. 8. Details on this 
knowledge structure, which is the core contribution of the thesis proposal, and the 
basis for exporting both the metamodel and the model contents, will be discussed in 
Section 4. We only provide a summary of the key principles here to make the running 
example as self-contained as possible:  

1. On the meta2 layer, abstract constructs of common meta2models (see an overview 
in (Kern et al., 2011)) are mapped on primitive RDF Schema concepts (i.e., 
rdfs:class, rdf:property) and some specializations are fixed under the cv: 
namespace (e.g., the classes of all models, all model elements, all connectors, all 
inter-model hyperlinks, all editable properties) to anchor the lower layers; 

2. On the meta layer, specializations are dynamically generated from the language 
alphabet/metamodel, therefore each language will produce its own classes (in our 
case, the classes of all Cities, all ParkingAreas) under a namespace decided at tool 
level (in our case, courier:). This ensures that the RDFizer is reusable for other 
modelling languages; 
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3. On the model layer, model contents are RDFized based on recurring diagram 
patterns. An inventory of the pattern-based transformations will be provided in 
Section 4, we will only summarize here the key principles1: 

• Each model becomes a separate named graph, instance of its model type (and of 
cv:Model), possibly annotated with model-level attributes (e.g., author, designated 
courier); 

• Each editable property (annotation) of a model element is serialized as an RDF 
predicate (instance of cv:Attribute), if it has a single value. More complex 
properties (lists, tables) can be serialized as rdf:List, but also as patterns 
communicated by the language designer through concept-level annotations. This 
includes the property_collector mentioned in Section 2.6.3; 

• Each inter-model hyperlink is serialized as an RDF predicate (instance of 
cv:ModelRelation_NA), plus a helper property (cv:described_in) to indicate the 
model (named graph) where the target of the hyperlink belongs; 

• Each visual connector with no editable attributes is serialized as an RDF predicate 
(instance of cv:ModelRelation_NA); 

• Each visual connector with editable attributes (e.g., the Next arrow between task 
actions has an editable transition Condition) is serialized as an n-ary RDF relation, 
using the helper properties cv:from and cv:to to distinguish the connector source 
and target, respectively; 

• URIs for all model elements are generated from a namespace provided by the 
modeller; 

• Links to external resources can be created in the modelling tool, by overriding 
URIs generated for model elements, but also by freely annotating them with RDF 
triples (e.g., new types can be declared for model elements, other than those 
prescribed by the metamodel). Linking at meta-level (e.g., the equivalence of the 
ParkingArea concepts) may also be applied after the serialization, by overriding the 
meta-level (concept) URIs with a preferred one; 

• Usability and streamlining features are dependent on the underlying metamodelling 
platform (e.g., filtering the editable properties that should be exported, uploading 
the output to a Sesame repository of choice directly from the RDFizer UI, 
generating model elements with pre-filled URIs). Filtering the editable properties 
impacts the number of quads to be produced, depending on a richness/performance 
trade-off, therefore it must consider the run-time requirements. 

By mashing-up both model information and data from legacy databases, a distributed 
knowledge base may be derived, with a possible description being unified under 
description logics (see fragments of a possible TBox and ABox in Fig. 9). 

                                                           
1 Note: Although persistency is aimed for, identifiers are subject to change during future migra-

tions, until the vocabulary will be stabilized in a definitive public version 
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Fig. 8. The model serialization vocabulary and model linking levels 

 

 
Fig. 9. TBox and ABox assertions for the mash-up knowledge base derived from legacy data 
and diagrammatic information 

2.8 Enriching Queries with Model Information 

A demonstrator model-aware app was implemented to showcase queries that take 
advantage of the model-to-data links and inter-model links in order to mash-up third 
party Linked Data with diagram information. It runs SPARQL queries over HTTP 
using Sesame’s REST protocol (Aduna, 2015), thus it relies on Sesame for storing 
both kinds of information. A query example is shown here (addressing case (5) from 
the initial requirements). The example retrieves all cities and available parking spaces, 
but only for those cities that are assigned to the task called OnDemandTask. 
Assuming that the task name is parameterized with a user selection, the query 
retrieves the data necessary to the second app screen (shown in Fig. 10). 
 
PREFIX courier:<http://couriercompany.com#>  
PREFIX park:<http://parkingcompany.com#>  
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PREFIX cv:<http://www.comvantage.eu/mm#>  
SELECT DISTINCT ?cityname ?parkingname ?spaces  
WHERE {  
 
SERVICE <http://couriercompany.com/repository>  
{GRAPH courier:graphmetadata 
{?taskmodel courier:Name "OnDemandTask"}  
GRAPH ?taskmodel 
{?action courier:requiresParkingInCity ?city. 
?city cv:described_in ?parkmapmodel}  
GRAPH ?parkmapmodel 
{?city courier:contains ?parking. ?city courier:Name ?cityname. 
?parking courier:Name ?parkingname} }  
 
SERVICE <http://parkingcompany.com/repository>   
{GRAPH park:RuntimeData {?parking park:availability ?spaces} } } 

 

 
Fig. 10. Query and front-end for model-aware app 

The query assumes that the model information and the parking availability data are 
provided at different endpoints by different companies using different namespaces - 
prefixed as courier: and park:, respectively. The third namespace (cv:) is fixed by the 
diagram description vocabulary for the foundational concepts. Thus, the example 
shows a federated query which also hints to how the model information is structured 
as Linked Data – for example, that each diagrammatic model is serialized as a distinct 
named graph annotated with metadata (e.g., name, author, assigned courier etc.) and 
linked to elements in other diagrams through a serialization of the 
requiresParkinginCity hyperlink. 

 
2.9 Additional Query Examples 

Here are some other examples of queries on the RDFized diagrammatic information, 
providing additional hints on how the derived knowledge structure looks like. 
Complete formal and technical description will be provided in Section 4. Prefixes will 
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be omitted from the next examples, to keep them brief. The empty prefix is assumed 
to have been established by the modeller for the model contents: 
 
A query that retrieves the list of all models: 
select ?x 
where 
{?x a cv:Model } 

 
A query that retrieves the URIs of all model elements: 
select ?x 
where 
{?x a cv:ModelObject } 
 
A query that retrieves all model elements of the Parkings model: 
select ?x 
where 
{ 
graph :graphmetadata {?g :Name "Parkings"} 
graph ?g {?x a cv:ModelObject} 
} 

 
This information may also be retrieved if one uses the generated model URI directly – 
this highlights how these URIs generally look (however, relying on user-provided 
labels is preferable and more user-friendly, since the query client does not need to be 
aware of the generated URIs): 
select ?x 
where 
{ 
graph :ParkingMap-Parkings_ {?x a cv:ModelObject} 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all editable properties and where they are used: 
select ?x ?y 
where 
{ 
?x a cv:Attribute; cv:used_in ?y 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all editable properties of the Next visual connectors:  
select distinct ?p 
where 
{ 
?s a :next; ?p ?o. 
?p a cv:Attribute 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all editable properties of the City elements: 
select distinct ?p 
where 
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{ 
?s a :City; ?p ?o. 
?p a cv:Attribute 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all the relations without attributes (including hyperlinks): 
select distinct ?p 
where 
{ 
?p a cv:ModelRelation_NA 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all targets of inter-model hyperlinks: 
select distinct ?o 
where 
{ 
?p a cv:ModelRelation_NA. 
?s ?p ?o. 
?o cv:described_in ?m 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all connectors without editable properties (therefore minus 
hyperlinks): 
select distinct ?p 
where 
{ 
?p a cv:ModelRelation_NA. 
minus 
{?s ?p ?o. 
?o cv:described_in ?m} 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all connectors with editable properties: 
select distinct ?p 
where 
{ 
?p rdfs:subClassOf cv:ModelRelation_A. 
} 
 
Notice that relations with attributes are RDF nodes, while relations without attributes 
(including links) are RDF predicates! This is because for a relation with attributes, 
each occurrence of the relation can have different attribute values, therefore it must be 
treated as a distinct object! 

 
A query that retrieves all Next connectors together with their source and target 
element names: 
select distinct ?p ?nx ?ny 
where 
{ 
?p a :next; cv:from ?x; cv:to ?y. 
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?x :Name ?nx. 
?y :Name ?ny 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all mappings between Actions and Cities: 
select distinct ?nx ?ny 
where 
{ 
?x :requiresParkingInCity ?y. 
?x :Name ?nx. 
?y :Name ?ny 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all mappings between Actions and ParkingAreas: 
select distinct ?nx ?nz 
where 
{ 
?x :requiresParkingInCity ?y. 
?y :contains ?z. 
?x :Name ?nx. 
?z :Name ?nz 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all models that contain linked cities. 
select distinct ?m 
where 
{ 
?x :requiresParkingInCity ?y. 
?x cv:described_in ?m 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all models that contain links to elements of the Parkings model: 
select distinct ?m 
where 
{ 
graph ?g 
{?x :requiresParkingInCity ?y. 
?x cv:described_in ?m} 
graph :graphmetadata 
{?g :Name "Parkings"} 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all node names that immediately follow after the Printing 
needed? decision: 
select distinct ?ny 
where 
{ 
?x :Name "Printing needed?". 
?rel cv:from ?x; cv:to ?y. 
?y :Name ?ny. 
} 
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A query that retrieves the node that immediately follows after the Printing needed? 
Decision, if the answer is "no": 
select distinct ?ny 
where 
{ 
?x :Name "Printing needed?". 
?rel cv:from ?x; cv:to ?y; :Condition "no". 
?y :Name ?ny. 
} 

 
A query that retrieves the node that immediately precedes the Transport to tailor node: 
select distinct ?ny 
where 
{ 
?x :Name "Transport to tailor". 
?rel cv:from ?y; cv:to ?x. 
?y :Name ?ny. 
} 

 
An update query that generates a direct :followedBy relation for every occurrence of 
the :next relation. 
insert 
{?x :followedBy ?y} 
where 
{?rel a :next; cv:from ?x; cv:to ?y} 

 
A query that retrieves all the nodes that come after Transport to tailor: 
select distinct ?ny 
where 
{ 
?x :Name "Transport to tailor". 
?x :followedBy+  ?y. 
?y :Name ?ny 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all the parking areas that accepts bicycles: 
select distinct ?x 
where 
{ 
?x a :ParkingArea; :acceptsVehiclesOfType ?y. 
?y a :Bicycle. 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all parking areas from Germany (assuming we know the public 
identifier http://expl.at#Germany) 
select distinct ?x 
where 
{ 
?x a :ParkingArea. 
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?y :contains ?x; :Country <http://expl.at#Germany>. 
} 

 
A query that retrieves all the cities where a courier must go after the Transport to 
tailor action: 
select distinct ?nc 
where 
{ 
?x :Name "Transport to tailor". 
?x :followedBy+  ?y. 
?y :requiresParkingInCity ?c. 
?c :Name ?nc 
} 

 
For the next example, we extend the contents of the Open Data graph: 
@prefix : <http://example.org#>. 
@prefix c: <http://cities.org#>. 
 
:LegacyData 
{ 
:ParkingA :availability 2 ; a :ParkingArea. 
:ParkingB :availability 0 ; a :ParkingArea. 
:ParkingC :availability 4 ; a :ParkingArea. 
:ParkingD :availability 0 ; a :ParkingArea. 
:ParkingE :availability 3 ; a :ParkingArea. 
c:Vienna c:population "1.7 mil". 
c:Munich c:population "1.5 mil". 
c:Klagenfurt c:population "100 thou". 
} 

 
Now queries will benefit from new connections between models and data. The next 
query will display the actions, the parking areas required for those actions and the 
availability for each parking area: 
select distinct ?nx ?np ?y 
where 
{ 
?x :requiresParkingInCity/:contains ?p. 
?p :availability ?y. 
?x :Name ?nx. 
?p :Name ?np. 
} 

 
The connection was possible because we reused the same identifiers for parking areas 
in both models and in the legacy data. However this is not always possible 
(sometimes the models are created before the data). For example, the cities do not 
have the same identifiers. In such cases, we can create a bridge by declaring 
equivalences: 

 
@prefix : <http://example.org#>. 
@prefix c: <http://cities.org#>. 
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@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>. 
 
:citymappings 
{ 
c:Vienna owl:sameAs :City-86124-Vienna. 
c:Munich owl:sameAs <http://expl.at#Munich>. 
c:Klagenfurt owl:sameAs :City-86127-Klagenfurt. 
} 
Such equivalences may be defined before the RDFization in the URI property, or after 
the RDFization by running update queries. 
 
Now we can use these mappings to bridge the model information with population 
information. The next query will retrieve the population from all the cities where our 
modelled tasks require parking: 
select distinct ?nx ?c1 ?pop 
where 
{ 
?x :requiresParkingInCity ?c1; :Name ?nx. 
graph :citymappings {?c2 owl:sameAs ?c1} 
graph :LegacyData {?c2 c:population ?pop} 
} 

2.10 Generalization Discussion 

It is common in conceptual modelling to consider real world phenomena 
manifestations as being instances of model elements. There is a common perception 
that model elements and the things they represent belong to different layers of 
abstraction according to some fixed type system – i.e., real things are instances of 
their diagrammatic representations (see M0 and M1 in the MOF architecture). 
However, for our purposes this understanding must be circumvented. 

The possibility of overriding URIs of model elements with those of existing 
resources is similar to declaring an owl:sameAs equivalence between these. One may 
question the assumption that a model may be equivalent to its real world 
corresponding resource. In order to keep the demonstrator and examples easily 
graspable, we rely on the interpretation that this is not a standard "identity crisis" case 
(of having an addressable resource representing a non-addressable resource). Instead, 
the model element and the external RDF data are complementary (possibly 
overlapping) descriptions about the same thing and their different provenances may 
be distinguished by having the model contents grouped in a named graph. The 
ultimate goal is to allow queries to easily aggregate/navigate both design-time 
(diagrammatic) descriptions and run-time description about the same thing. However, 
we are also considering to designate a dedicated subproperty (of rdfs:seeAlso) to state 
that alternative, diagram-based descriptions, are available about the same thing. The 
dilemma also emerges in other metamodelling contexts: 

 
(i) Multi-level metamodelling (Frank, 2014) deals with the creation of modelling 

languages that include, sometimes in the same model, elements that represent types 
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together with instances. This is quite typical in domain-specific modelling, where 
certain model elements represent fixed, available entities (e.g., in our case cities, 
existing parking lots). The properties of the model element are not necessarily 
inherited by its run-time corresponding resource, nor vice versa. Instead, model 
elements are typically designed to hold data that serves some design-time use cases 
(e.g., simulation), while their corresponding resource is described by data relevant to 
run-time systems. 

 
 (ii) In Business process management, process executions (recorded traces) are 

considered instances of some process model, although the process model does not 
necessarily provide a data schema from which all process executions can be 
instantiated with run-time values. 

Let's consider the concept of Activity/Task, which is present in most business 
process modelling languages. In a modelling tool, this would have properties that are 
relevant for modelling purposes (e.g., simulation/evaluation for process 
reengineering), while in a process trace log it would have properties that are relevant 
for post-execution auditing/monitoring (e.g., timestamps, performers). Fig. 11 
suggests the semantic overlapping between (i) the concept of Activity as instantiated 
in model elements and (ii) the Activity entity as captured in a relational database 
where execution traces are accumulated. It is not necessarily the case that one 
provides a data schema to be instantiated by the other, therefore we differentiate 
between "strict instantiation" (across layers of abstraction) and "loose instantiation" 
(enactment, between design-time and run-time). Relative to the meta-layer where the 
underlying Activity concept is designed, both the model element and its 
corresponding execution traces belong to the same layer of abstraction, each of them 
being an instance of some specialization of the Activity abstraction, but aiming for 
different kinds of requirements/systems (the same activity may be executed multiple 
times, but also the same activity may be modelled multiple times, even with multiple 
modelling languages). Re-using the activity identifiers in the two different contexts 
establishes valuable links to allow navigation between the descriptions that are 
relevant for design-time purposes and those relevant for run-time systems. 

For example, direct enactment relations may be inferred by running SPARQL 
CONSTRUCTs on the RDFized mash-up of model, execution data and meta-layer. 
The following example (although simplified for understandability) illustrates the 
derivation of enactment relations (the "loose instantiation") from the other links, by 
relying on the reuse of activity identifiers: 

 
CONSTRUCT ?x :enactmentOf ?y 
WHERE { 
GRAPH :executionData 
{?x :activityID ?id; a/rdfs:subClassOf :Activity} 
GRAPH :processModel 
{?y :activityID ?id; a/rdfs:subClassOf :Activity}} 
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Fig. 11. Possible links between different representations of the Activity concept 

In the paradigm of process-aware information systems, typically this predicate will be 
generated at run-time from "work items" (forms that require user interaction to 
acknowledge the logging of the current step and the advancement through the 
process). In a Linked Data environment this opens the possibility of having a process 
model repository that links to execution traces across multiple organizations. 
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3 Background and Related Works 

This section aims to establish foundations for discussing the in-depth design decisions 
in Section 4. Methodological and conceptual enablers are therefore presented here, 
from the two paradigms that converge in the proposal of this thesis: Modelling 
Method Engineering (Section 3.1) and Linked Data (Section 3.3). The ComVantage 
FP7 research project will be introduced in Section 3.2 as an instance case of applying 
the Agile Modelling Method Framework. This is relevant since the Applications 
chapter (Section 5) will largely rely on use cases and examples from this project, 
where the feasibility of this thesis' contribution was evaluated by instantiation. 

The principles of convergence between Modelling Method Engineering and Linked 
Data will be established on a high level in Section 3.4 (to be drilled down in formal 
and technical details in Section 4). Additional background is discussed in the Related 
Works section (Section 3.5), to outline the baseline on which this research was built. 

3.1 Background on Agile Modelling Method Engineering 

3.1.1 Motivational enterprise characteristics 
 
Diagrammatic conceptual modelling has been concerned with standardization even 
from its earliest days, when the first draft of "process chart" symbols (Gilbreth and 
Gilbreth, 1921) was presented to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME), with a subtitle suggesting optimality: "Process Charts – First Steps in Find-
ing the One Best Way to Do Work". According to the authors, the process charts were 
"a device for visualizing a process as means for improving it" and, for this purpose, an 
initial set of quite arbitrarily chosen symbols was proposed. The set of symbols was 
further developed by ASME in a new set of flowcharting symbols whose key quality 
was that they could be drawn by engineers using crayon and "template rulers". Later, 
Von Neumann adopted these to describe the first programs in a control flow visualiza-
tion style. Many years later, standards like UML (OMG, 2015b) and BPMN (OMG, 
2015d) still inherit the rhombus shape for decision concepts (and other such "legacy 
symbols") as part of standardized notations. However, computer-aided diagrammatic 
modelling can now benefit from enriching notation with a variety of features, such as: 
(i) interactivity (symbols acting as hyperlinks), (ii) dynamics (symbols changing 
based on some machine-readable properties or semantics), (iii) visual semantics (in-
formation communicated through ornamental aspects, or even animation). None of 
these had been possible in the days of crayon and template rulers, and the variety of 
available options in this respect is nowadays subject to modelling requirements, 
together with other customization needs of the targeted users (modellers) pertaining to 
(i) model-driven functionality, (ii) semantic coverage of models or (iii) the depth of 
domain-specificity - see also (Buchmann et al., 2013) for additional details. 

As software engineering recognized the unstable nature of requirements and the 
competitive value of flexible response to evolving requirements, the Agile Manifesto 
(Manifesto, 2015) (Agile Alliance, 2015) and community emerged to challenge the 
traditional rigid ways of building soft-ware. Similar challenges can be met with 
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respect to modelling requirements in the practice of modelling method engineering, 
particularly in its application for enterprise modelling. Consequently, an Agile 
Modelling Method Engineering (AMME) approach and its enablers was proposed by 
(Karagiannis, 2015) and must be further consolidated from experience reports and 
community-driven efforts. AMME has a direct impact on Linked Data enrichment 
since it helps define the machine-readable semantics to be exposed through 
diagrammatic models and motivates the use of non-standard modelling languages on 
which the work at hand is based. 

This section provides methodological background for the work at hand and will 
start with outlining several "next-generation" enterprise characteristics that reclaim an 
AMME-based approach, while providing at the same time additional details to this 
thesis' motivational frame. Later in Section 3.2 it will be indicated how AMME was 
applied in the ComVantage FP7 project to enable the implementation and evaluation 
of this thesis' contribution in real scenarios - see (Buchmann and Karagiannis, 2015b). 
The following characteristics are compiled on one hand from the project experience 
and on the other hand from research roadmaps provided by European research 
clusters - e.g., (FInES, 2015). 
 
A. Modelling is employed as knowledge representation. Historically, model-driven 
software engineering employed models in different ways, as highlighted by Table 2. 
The "modelling is programming" paradigm (Pastor et al., 2001) used models for 
generation of executable code. This vision was later complemented by a "modelling is 
configuration" approach, having run-time systems parameterized with model 
information and models acting as "control panels" to influence run-time behaviour – 
e.g., in the context of process-aware information systems (van der Aalst, 2009), with 
the help of XML model serializations. As enterprise modelling expanded beyond the 
goals of business process management in order to build a holistic representation of the 
enterprise, diagrammatic models became means of capturing the knowledge of 
stakeholders on different enterprise aspects (e.g. processes, goals, capabilities). 

Table 2. The different stages of model-driven software engineering 

 
Relevance to AMME: AMME is called to ensure that the necessary semantics is 
captured, in relation to modelling needs that may evolve as users become accustomed 
to modelling. On the side of stakeholders, inexperienced modellers will gradually 

How models are employed Relation to run-time 
Systems 

Pre-condition 

Modelling is 
Programming 

Run-time code is generated from 
model 

All information necessary in the 
final code is available, explicitly or 
implicitly, in models 

Modelling is 
Configuration 

Run-time system is parameterized 
and its execution driven by model 

information 

Model information can be serialized 
in some interoperable format, 
typically XML 

Modelling is 
Knowledge representation 

Run-time system functionality is 
influenced by properties, concepts 

and reasoning based on the 
semantics captured in models 

Model information can be converted 
to some machine-readable 
knowledge base (that supports 
querying and reasoning) 
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raise requirements for deeper specialization of modelling concepts (deepening 
domain-specificity), while the modelling method engineer can be confronted with a 
gradual understanding of the application domain. 
 
B. Semantics-awareness is required for run-time enterprise systems. The 
functionality of enterprise systems can be, at execution time, sensitive to machine-
readable semantics captured in various forms, which may be redundantly available 
both in run-time legacy systems and in design-time systems. On one hand, such 
semantic representations are nowadays available as Linked Enterprise Data (Wood, 
2010), possibly enriched by ontologies and rules to enable reasoning over the Web of 
Data. Alternatively, information systems may also be sensitive to the semantics 
captured in diagrammatic form by enterprise models (with the modelling language 
alphabet acting as a "terminological box") – that is, if relevant granularity is ensured, 
and a machine-readable model repository is provided. 
Relevance to AMME: AMME is called to ensure that changes in requirements for 
the run-time enterprise system propagate accordingly to modelling requirements so 
that the necessary properties are assimilated in the modelling language. 
 
C. Scenario-driven requirements for run-time systems means that run-time 
requirements should be built around work processes and work capabilities rather than 
around disparate use cases. While traditional requirements elicitation practices used to 
advocate atomization of user stories, the increasing experience of stakeholders with 
business process management may be leveraged in order to capture requirements in 
control flow representations mapped on resource/capability requirements. Agile 
software engineering already recognized this by aggregating requirements in narrative 
units such as stories and epics. 
Relevance to AMME: As (Kaindl and Svetinovic, 2010) emphasizes, requirements 
elicitation does not produce requirements per se, but requirements representations, 
whose descriptions may involve domain-specific concepts and properties relative to 
the business context. AMME is called to provide agile modelling means for collecting 
enterprise system requirements that include domain-specific aspects, thus bridging the 
gap between stakeholders and system developers. This aspect will be analysed in 
depth in Section 5.1. 
 
D. Complexity management challenges. Although modelling typically means 
abstraction and simplification, in enterprise modelling even the model is too complex 
to be comprehensive in a single diagrammatic representation. Enterprise models are 
partitioned in different facets/layers across different abstraction layers or viewpoints - 
see Archimate (OpenGroup, 2015a), TOGAF (OpenGroup, 2015b), Zachman's 
framework (Zachman, 1987). Since diagrammatic enterprise models are subjected to 
human interpretation, an inherent decomposition requirement must ensure model 
understandability and should be satisfied both on the meta level (e.g., by partitioning a 
metamodel in multiple model types) and on the model level (e.g., decomposing a 
business process model in subprocesses). 
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Relevance to AMME: AMME is called to identify building blocks of manageable 
granularity for both modellers (to help with model comprehension) and 
metamodellers (to help defining backlog units). Such building blocks will make it 
possible to isolate evolving modelling requirements so that an agile response to 
changes does not affect the entire method and change propagations become traceable.  
 
E. Domain-specific and evolving modelling requirements. Enterprise models can 
be specialized and contextual, and it is plausible to have an enterprise modelling 
method adopted in a narrow community, or even for a single case/project, where the 
enterprise is interested in employing models for internal purposes (e.g., as input for a 
custom model-aware run-time system), with no desire for sharing and reusing them in 
the external environment. Alternatively, an enterprise may need to employ 
heterogeneous notations of compatible semantics in the same modelling tool, for 
example to enable cross-notational functionality (e.g., cross-notational simulation, in 
the sense discussed by (Prackwieser et al., 2013) and (Prackwieser et al., 2014)). 
Relevance to AMME: In domain-specific modelling, the level of concept 
specialization is not necessarily fixed, as new properties and subtyping may be 
gradually required to achieve new capabilities and the proverbial "competitive 
advantage" of agile development. AMME is called to ensure that such evolving 
specialization is assimilated in the method in a timely manner. 

3.1.2 The Agile Modelling Method Engineering Framework.  
 
Without going point by point through the Agile Manifesto, we highlight the key 
characteristics of Agile development adapted from (Agile Alliance, 2015): 

• Iterative: repeat activities and potentially revisit same work products; 
• Granular: decompose the development task to manageable building blocks and 

identify their dependencies; 
• Incremental: each successive version is usable and builds upon previous versions; 
• Version control: enable other agile practices; 
• Team control: small group of people assigned to the same project building block 

with shared accountability. 

Agility relies on iterative incremental cycles integrated in a high level framework 
such as the one depicted in Fig. 12. In the centre, the modelling method evolves in a 
Produce-Use metamodelling cycle (by analogy with the Code-Test cycle): (i) in the 
top phase, the modelling language is derived from so called "Models of Concepts" 
that capture the domain knowledge and structure it in modelling constructs (the 
language alphabet); (ii) in the lower phase, each iteration of the modelling method is 
implemented in a modelling tool that allows the creation and evaluation of enterprise 
models ("Models that Use Concepts") by instantiating the concepts designed in the 
previous phase. For this cycle, the Application Environment raises modelling 
requirements and provides domain knowledge, while in the backend a Knowledge and 
Resource Repository accumulates reusable resources and lessons learned. For the 
work at hand the Knowledge and Resource Repository was accumulated through the 
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Open Model Initiative Laboratory (OMILab, 2015a), a physical and virtual research 
environment that also hosts an implementation of the proof-of-concepts for this thesis' 
contribution. 
 

 
Fig. 12. The AMME Framework - adapted from (Karagiannis, 2015) 

If the goal of modelling method engineering relies on a metamodelling approach, the 
Produce-Use layers is instantiated on the metamodelling abstraction layers in Fig. 13 - 
a standardized version of this is the MetaObject Facility (OMG, 2015e). These layers 
will be further mapped on Linked Data abstractions to achieve the convergence 
desired by this thesis, as highlighted in Section 3.4: 

• On the Modelling layer, models are created according to a specific modelling lan-
guage; 

• On the Meta layer, the terminology of the modelling language is prescribed, in-
cluding the concepts that are allowed to be used, their syntactic and semantic con-
straints. Without these, a modelling tool is nothing else than a semantically-
agnostic drawing tool; 

• On the Meta2 layer, the foundational concepts that enable the definition of lan-
guage metamodels are fixed (e.g., class, property). Metamodelling platform pro-
vide predefined constructs on this layer to make the work on the Meta layer possi-
ble. The metamodelling paradigm relies on the existence of meta-metamodels. Var-
ious platforms - ADOxx (BOC, 2015a), MetaEdit+ (MetaCase, 2015) (Kelly et al., 
2013) etc.- work with different meta-metamodels: ADOxx, GOPPRR (Kelly and 
Tolvanen, 2008), ECore (Budinsky et al., 2004) – see an overview in (Kern et al., 
2011) - however, they are typically reducible to the MOF top abstraction. The me-
ta-metamodel underlying the Linked Data paradigm takes a similar approach of es-
tablishing some key primitives – resource, property - and some useful top-level 
specialization (individual resources and class resources, data properties and object 
properties). A decomposition concept is available in both worlds – the model type 
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(diagram type) is a partition of the language metamodel; the named graph is a par-
tition of a Linked Data graph and can be itself described as an abstract resource, as 
it will be shown in Section 3.3. 

 
Fig. 13. Abstraction layers in metamodelling – adapted from (Karagiannis and Kühn, 2002)  

During the Produce phase of the cycle depicted in Fig. 12, a knowledge acquisition 
effort will produce a "Model of Concepts" to describe the enterprise ontologically. A 
practical requirement for decomposition naturally emerges in order to ensure model 
comprehensibility and a usable separation of concerns. In the same sense that Agile 
Software Engineering applies decompositions to derive granular, manageable tasks 
(e.g., backlog items, stories, epics), AMME must consider the building blocks of a 
modelling method, defined in (Karagiannis and Kühn, 2002), with a possible 
formalization provided in (Karagiannis and Buchmann, 2014). The building blocks 
are depicted in Fig. 14: 

1. The modelling language describes the set of modelling constructs (their notation, 
grammar and semantics. To achieve manageable granularity and model compre-
hensibility, the modelling language can be partitioned in model types addressing 
different facets or abstraction layers of the system under study. The partitioning 
can be perceived as a usability feature (a top-down decomposition approach to 
avoid visual cluttering) or a consequence of hybridization (a bottom-up strategy 
employed to interconnect modelling language fragments). In any case, the different 
types of models can be bridged by functional hyperlinks that enable cross-model 
navigation. The work at hand exploits this by semantically lifting such presenta-
tional links in a Linked Data environment. 
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2. The modelling procedure defines the steps that must be taken by modellers towards 
some goal (in the simplest case, it advises on the precedence in creating different 
types of models). The work at hand adds some guidelines on how models should 
be prepared for linking. 

3. The mechanisms and algorithms cover functionality that process model infor-
mation for various purposes (visualization, transformation, evaluation etc.). In this 
respect, the work at hand proposes a feature for exposing content created with a 
hybrid modelling method to a Linked Data environment and suggests additional 
functionality that can benefit from this. 

 
Fig. 14. The building blocks of a modelling method (Karagianis and Kühn, 2002) 

The decomposition requirement further applies to the modelling language structure to 
define more granular conceptual containers. A generic classification scheme for 
different kinds of units (content containers) is provided in Fig. 15. 

On the top layer: Asemantic containers provide a grouping of modelling 
constructs without assigning explicit machine-readable semantics to this grouping, 
unlike the semantic containers which have to their content a richer relation than the 
generic mereological one ("part-of"/"contains"). Depending on how containers are 
perceived, one may have visual containers (visual partitions sectioning the modelling 
canvas according to some criteria, e.g. business process swimlanes) or functional 
containers (an entire model). With respect to how the contents of a container are 
related to the exterior of that container, one may have related content (through 
machine-readable relations) or isolated content. 

On the lower layer, the container types are further subsumed to more specialized 
building blocks: for example swimlanes/pools in business process models are 
typically unspecified visual containers (their meaning can be left to human 
interpretation). However, depending on the freedom of interpretation to be allowed, 
the relation of a swimlane to its contents may also be prescribed at metamodel level, 
by imposing semantics on this containment (e.g., a machine-readable link to an 
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organisational unit). A more complex type of container is the model type, used when 
the enterprise modelling language has the alphabet split into problem-specific subsets. 
These are semantic containers in the sense that they have a clear meta-level 
specification of what concepts are allowed in each type of model, as well as 
constrained relations (links) to other models. If such a specification does not exist, we 
are talking about unprescribed canvas (e.g. Powerpoint-style free sketches). Each 
concept in a model type becomes a semantic unit, and its properties must be traced to 
detect propagation of changing requirements. Further (implementation-specific) 
specialization is suggested in Fig. 15, however it will not be detailed here since it 
depends on the intended depth of domain-specificity on a case by case basis. 

 
Fig. 15.  A taxonomy of modelling units to tackle the decomposition requirement 

Rapid prototyping is a key necessity for producing iterative prototypes that meet 
gradually refined requirements, even "throwaway prototypes" aimed to (i) familiarize 
inexperienced modellers with what they can expect from the final implementation and 
to (ii) stimulate their ability to formulate modelling requirements. The practice of 
metamodelling has answered such necessities and nowadays we see an increasing 
popularity of platforms that provide built-in functionality for productive development 
of modelling tools according to some existing conceptualisation (e.g., ADOxx, 
MetaEdit+). Each available metamodelling platforms relies on a meta2model 
providing primitive built-in constructs (e.g., concept, connector) to create "Models of 
Concepts". As a complement to the available metamodelling platforms, specifically 
aimed to support rapid cross-platform prototyping, (Visic et al., 2015) proposes an 
additional abstraction layer where a modelling method can be described in a 
declarative language – MM-DSL - built on a common subset of primitives of the 
popular meta2models. Rapid prototyping is enabled by compilers that translate MM-
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DSL code to a platform-specific format for the metamodelling platform of choice in 
order to produce modelling prototypes in a highly automated way. 

Since decomposition is a key enabler for agility, the modelling method building 
blocks must be mapped on backlog tasks and sprint responsibilities. Metamodellers 
are typically confronted with requirements that propagate across these building 
blocks, with typical situations being reflected in Fig. 16 according to the following 
numbering (concrete project-based examples follow in the subsequent subsection): 

 

 Fig. 16. Propagation of modelling requirements across method building blocks 

1. Requirements for (semantics-aware) run-time systems will propagate in 
requirements for semantics available in models; 

2. Requirements on mechanisms and algorithms typically propagate in requirements 
for new properties or concepts in the language (to provide additional input to 
functionality); 

3. Requirements on notation change quite often, as most users perceive modelling 
primarily on a visual level. Change requests on notation level typically propagate 
in the other building blocks, e.g.: (i) dynamic or interactive notations will depend 
on the presence of some property in the concept semantics; (ii) excessive visual 
cluttering will be solved by splitting a model type in multiple model types, also 
raising new integration needs (hyperlinks between models); 
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4. Requirements on a model type typically propagate in other related model types, as 
concepts are transferred among model types to reduce the linking effort, or new 
concepts are introduced; 

5. The modelling procedure typically takes the form of modelling guidelines, 
therefore usually there are no direct requirements on the modelling procedure. 
However, users may impose requirements in the form of constraints, which are 
quite volatile in nature (e.g., "I don't want to have more than 5 model types"). More 
importantly, such constraints refer to usability and the automation of some 
procedure steps (e.g., "I don't want to create models of type X. Instead, they should 
be generated automatically") and this typically propagates towards additional 
functionality; 

6. Any changes in the modelling language and functionality propagate in the 
modelling procedure guidelines. 

3.2 Background on the ComVantage Project 

Several case studies for the work at hand are selected from the ComVantage research 
project, where the proposal of this thesis was introduced by the author and evaluated. 
Details on the project can be consulted on the official project page - (ComVantage, 
2015) (the author's contribution as a team leader can be consulted in deliverables 
D312, D352, D822). An overview is provided here to establish context for the 
application cases discussed in Section 5: 

The project aimed to define and deploy an IT architecture based on mobile apps 
consuming Linked Data, as support for business process execution in virtual 
enterprises (Münch et al., 2013) (Münch et al., 2014). The run-time architecture (Fig. 
17) was complemented by a design-time component in the form of an enterprise 
modelling method (and tool). Key challenges included the bridging of design-time 
and run-time components to induce model-awareness in the mobile apps, and the 
solution described in the work at hand was adopted to achieve this. 

 
Fig. 17. The ComVantage IT architecture overview (ComVantage, 2015) 
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An overview of the hybrid modelling method is provided here, suggesting the 
different model types available for describing different facets of a "ComVantage 
enterprise" (Fig. 18). This evolved along multiple iterations with intermediate stages 
described in (Buchmann and Karagiannis, 2013), (Buchmann, 2014), (Buchmann and 
Karagiannis, 2015c). 

 
Fig. 18. The ComVantage modelling stack 

• The Motivators facet. Based on a flavour of the feature modelling approach 
(Kang et al., 1990) , motivators are typically described as abstract value structures 
that can represent products, services or a mix of them (e.g., when dealing with 
product servitization, see the application case in Section 5.3). Due to the 
application areas of the project, some domain-specific motivators are also 
supported (e.g., defect models that trigger corresponding maintenance processes – 
see the application case in Section 5.2); 

• The Participants facet. This covers different kinds of resources that might be 
required to perform tasks on different levels of abstraction. In a decompositional 
and taxonomical manner, one can describe liable entities (e.g., business roles, 
business partners, individual roles or employees), concrete assets (e.g., mobile 
apps, Linked Data endpoints) or abstract assets (e.g., skills, mobile app 
capabilities, data entities); 

• The Tasks facet. This captures the actual work to be performed, from two 
perspectives – procedures (modelled as control flows) or interactions (between the 
resources described in the Participants facet). 

Vertically, the method provides several layers expressing different modelling scopes 
that might be of interest to the modeller: 
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• The business scope is the most abstract one, concerned only with the business 
model (described by a flavour of the e3 value language (Gordijn and Akkermans, 
2001)) and its high level participants (business roles, market segments); 

• The supply chain scope describes high level production processes or service 
delivery processes and their participants (business roles, concrete business partners 
and their capabilities – i.e., the value they provide). This was the starting point of 
the method, using the SCOR framework as a reference point (APICS-SCC, 2015) 
(Kirikova et al., 2012); 

• The enterprise scope is concerned with internal processes of an enterprise 
(typically subprocesses of the previous "scope"), allocated to responsible 
individuals (roles or employees from an organigram) or capabilities (skills); 

• The app management scope describes the required orchestration of apps for a 
business process; an app orchestration (Ziegler et al., 2012) is a generalization of 
the app-chaining technique, employed to prescribe app execution for various 
purposes, e.g., training new employees; 

• The app requirements scope is concerned with how a user should interact with 
the user interface and the data requirements for a mobile app – the "participants" 
here being UI elements and required data entities of an ER diagram. This provides 
an alternative approach to interaction modelling compared to the existing work of 
(Aquino et al., 2011), (Calvary et al., 2003) and (Bogdan et al., 2008). 

Despite the complexity, the different model types allow the modellers to focus on the 
facets they are interested in, thus avoiding a "take all or leave all" approach. A 
metamodel and a method specification (ComVantage, 2015 – deliverables D312, 
D822) describe how the model types are related to each other through relations of 
weaker semantics (e.g., part-of) or richer semantics (e.g., a process activity requires a 
certain skill). These relations take the functional form of hyperlinks for navigation 
across models (e.g., from an activity in a business process model to the responsible 
role in an organigram, from a business partner to the value they are capable of 
providing). 

Examples of such links are indicated in Fig. 19, between several models in the 
supply chain scope (a production process – the "tasks", the corresponding product 
structure – the "motivator", and the organizational map – the business "participants"). 
The use case discussions in Section 5 will give insight to some additional model 
types. 

A core concept of the method is the App requirement concept aiming to capture, 
at business process level, what kinds of mobile apps are required to support specific 
business activities. As an app-centred run-time architecture was being developed in 
the project, the app modelling concept evolved and was captured by applying the 
AMME approach. Table 3 illustrates this evolution along 5 phases, while the subse-
quent figures reflect how the concept evolved on a diagrammatic level, gradually 
enriching the semantics available to the run-time side. 
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Fig. 19. ComVantage model samples in the supply chain scope 

Fig. 20 shows how the app requirement description evolved between Phases 1 and 2, 
from an editable property of a process activity to a modelling symbol with its own 
domain-specific editable properties (the blue boxes are mock-ups of the property 
sheets). 

Table 3. Evolving "required App" concept in relation to modelling requirements 
 Modelling Requirement Solution Propagations to backlog items 

Phase1 The business process activities should 
indicate when an activity must be 
supported by a mobile app. 

The concept of business process Activity 
gets some editable properties where the 
modeller (e.g, app requirements 
elicitator) captures descriptions of the 
app capabilities required to support that 
activity. 

The concept of Activity in the business 
process model type is extended with new 
properties. The modelling procedure 
guidelines must indicate how the app 
requirements are expressed (see a mockup 
in Fig. 20) 

Phase2 The mobile app requirement should 
be symbolised by its own concept 
with domain-specific properties to 
describe the required app. 

All semantics pertaining to the app 
requirements are isolated in a new app 
concept. Apps are visually connected to 
activities to indicate where a mobile app 
is required. Each app symbol is further 
described by its own property sheet 
capturing various non-functional 
requirements (e.g., device type, operating 
system). 

The concept of Activity loses some 
properties. The App concept is added to 
the language alphabet (i.e., to the business 
process model type), with new editable 
properties. The modelling procedure 
guidelines must reflect the new way of 
connecting app requirements to activities. 

Phase3 To avoid visual cluttering, the mobile 
app symbols should be linked outside 
the business process modelling canvas 
and collected in a pool of reusable app 
requirements. 

A new model type is created to collect 
the app symbols in a single catalogue of 
"required apps". The notation in the 
business process activity provides a 
hyperlink to easily navigate to the app 
description linked to each activity. This is 
visible in Fig. 21 as an app icon in the 
top left corner of the app-supported 
activities. 

The business process model type is split, 
so that a new model type will include only 
the app symbols. The connector between 
activities and apps is replaced by a 
hyperlink between the two model types 
(on the Activity notation). The modelling 
procedure guidelines must be updated 
with the new way of linking app 
requirements, as well as with the 
prerequisite of having an app element 
available before a hyperlink is created for 
it. 
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Phase4 Each required mobile app should be 
further described by its features in the 
form of abstract user interaction 
elements of different types (e.g., 
buttons, labels etc.). This requirement 
aims to provide a basis for early 
mockup designs for the required app, 
thus making the elicitation of app 
requirements "bleed into" the app 
design phase. 

A new model type is added to describe an 
abstract user interface, similar to the 
"abstract UI" concept in the Cameleon 
framework (Calvary et al., 2003). This 
expresses the key app features that must 
be available for user interaction in each 
required app. 

The metamodel is extended with a new 
model type, describing an app user 
interface in terms of some abstract types 
of UI controls (a taxonomy of such 
controls must be devised). A hyperlink is 
enabled between app symbols and such UI 
models. The modelling procedure 
guidelines must include explanations on 
the proposed taxonomy of UI controls and 
how the new type of model should be 
linked. 

Phase5 An external app orchestration system 
will automatically deploy and execute 
mobile apps that are chained 
according to the workflow dictated by 
the business process model. The 
orchestration engine should be model-
aware in the sense that the precedence 
of app chaining must be dictated by 
the precedence of the apps modelled 
for the business process). 

(a) A new model type depicts the app 
precedence; 
(b) Functionality for automated 
derivation of the app precedence from 
existing business process models; 
(c) Functionality for exporting the 
resulted diagrams in a serialization 
format that can be queried by the app 
orchestration engine responsible with app 
deployment (RDF was the format of 
choice). 

The metamodel is extended with a new 
model type (the "orchestration", 
describing the precedence of app usage 
for a business process. A mechanism is 
needed to derive such models from 
business process models, in order to 
ensure their consistency. Another 
mechanism is created to serialize the 
contents of models in some query-able 
format, to facilitate the extraction of 
semantics from the model information). 
Modelling procedure guidelines must be 
updated to (a) instruct the user in using 
these mechanisms; (b) instruct the run-
time system developer on the RDF 
vocabulary that must be used to build 
model queries. 

 

 
Fig. 20. Descriptive property evolves into modelling concept (Phase 1-2 requirements) 
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Fig. 21. Modelling concept evolves into linked model type (Phase 3-4 requirements) 

 
Fig. 22. Linked model types enriched with functionality (Phase 5 requirements) 

Fig. 21 shows the additional model types that emerged from Phases 3 and 4 (the pool 
of required apps isolated from the business process model, and the abstract UI model 
for each app), as well as the types of links that can be created between models (see the 
legend). Fig. 22 shows the orchestration model type emerging in Phase 5 as a 
necessity for exposing the app usage precedence to the run-time system - run-time 
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orchestrated apps, as defined in (Ziegler et al., 2012). The sample model in Fig. 22 is 
generated automatically via a graph rewriting rule set applied on the business process 
model example in Fig. 21 (details will be provided in Section 4). 
 
3.3 Background on the Linked Data Paradigm 

The Linked Data paradigm (Heath and Bizer, 2011) is being developed as a set of 
enabler technologies and practices for the Semantic Web vision (Berners-Lee et al., 
2001). The industrial and pragmatic uptake of Semantic Web is quite slow, for a 
variety of reasons, such as: 

• The Hypertext Web (Web 1.0) and the Social Web (Web 2.0) lacked key 
ingredients required by the technological stack of the Semantic Web. However, 
there was a richness of underlying enablers already available: XML for syntactic 
interoperability, HTML+CSS for human-oriented document structuring, HTTP as a 
remote retrieval mechanism (with HTTP servers as publishing tools), URIs as a 
global identification schema. The Linked Data paradigm made heavy use of such 
technologies, as they are already embedded in the foundations of the Web, but 
additional mechanisms were needed on a superior level of abstraction in order to 
enable effective use and management of Linked Data in the existing Web 
infrastructure; 

• Although we are not anymore in a pioneering phase, there are still significant 
concerns with technological issues and maturation, which deter the realization of 
"killer apps" and selling points (business benefits) that can be presented to 
managers willing to invest in technological migration and business-IT alignment 
driven by semantically rich data. It is encouraging that businesses start to 
specialize in providing semantic information systems (SWIRRL, 2015) and more 
research projects, such as ComVantage (ComVantage, 2015) are dedicated to 
bringing the existing technology to real business use cases. The work at hand is an 
effort targeted to this desideratum of bringing the Linked Data paradigm closer to 
the domain-specificity and familiarity of business stakeholders, by using 
diagrammatic modelling languages as mediators; 

• There is quite a richness of terminology, partly redundant, generating confusion for 
the non-technical stakeholders. An example would be interchangeable use of 
notions such as Linked Data, Semantic Web and Resource Description Framework. 
While on a paradigm level they are tightly connected and inter-dependent 
(Semantic Web relying on Linked Data, which in turns relies on RDF), we take the 
opportunity to formulate a distinction that the business stakeholders often fail to 
grasp: Semantic Web is the high-level vision having automated reasoning at its 
core, Linked Data is the paradigm that builds a technological space, a testbed and a 
content corpus to establish practices for publishing and querying of semantically-
enriched data and RDF provides a data model and several serialization formats for 
Linked Data. 

For the reader unfamiliar with this technological space, this section is intended as a 
brief introduction, to make the thesis more self-contained. Fig. 23 showcases through 
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a small example the RDF graph-based data model (W3C, 2015d), one of its available 
data formats - Turtle (W3C, 2015e) and query examples in the standard SPARQL 
language (W3C, 2015a). The serialization syntax highlights the fundamental triple 
structure of RDF statements, with its three components: the subject, the 
property/predicate and the object. The reuse of any of the three terms leads to the 
statements being connected in a directed graph that can be traversed by queries such 
as those exemplified. 
 

 
Fig. 23. A minimal RDF dataset and query sample 

Alternatively, if the same data would be stored in a relational database, it would lead 
to situations such as those intuitively suggested by Fig. 24: 

• At one extreme, a unique table translating all the properties into entity attributes 
would lead to a sparse dataset (frequent NULL values) and an unstable database 
schema (number of children should be fixed); 

• At the other extreme, a normalized database that eliminates all NULLs would lead 
to a fragmented database with an explosive and unpredictable number of tables and 
foreign keys, and significantly complex join queries. 
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There are other means of storing the information in relational databases, each 
approach making different trade-offs between query complexity, data sparsity and 
schema flexibility - for details see (Berners-Lee, 2009b).   
 

 
Fig. 24. Relational representations of the dataset from Fig. 23 

The nature of the dataset, which is close to both natural language and diagrammatic 
modelling, makes it unfit for a rigid schema, as advocated by the relational 
algebra/databases. New properties may emerge in future data, due to the open nature 
of resource descriptions (compared to the Closed World philosophy of the relational 
algebra), therefore the schema should be descriptive and interpretative rather than 
constraining and restrictive. 

The example in Fig. 23 is not technically complete – in order to have an RDF-
compliant dataset, each datapoint should have a namespace assigned to it, leading to 
the datapoints having a URI form, as reflected in Fig. 25. This is necessary for several 
benefits, on which the Web of Data strongly relies: 

• Typically the namespace root is a domain server address owned by the organisation 
that created the data. Therefore, it suggests provenance for each of the terms used 
in the statements, making it possible for different organisations to become 
associated with their own terminologies and datasets. It is allowed for any resource 
to be identified by one or more URI, assigned by different organisations. If 
different organisations refer to the same thing with different URIs, it is possible to 
have equivalence statements added later, in a standard way that can be recognised 
by inference engines and queries (e.g., owl:sameAs relations); 

• It ensures non-ambiguous global identity for all resources referred in RDF 
statements use different terminologies. If each organisation uses its own domain 
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address as a root for all its data, the risk of having the same URI as an identifier for 
different resources becomes manageable, thus identity can be non-ambiguous on a 
global scale; 

• URIs with different namespaces can be used in the same RDF statement, thus 
creating a semantic link between data points/terms created by different 
organisations. Different subgraphs of the exemplified dataset may be stored on 
different servers and prefixed with different namespaces (based on the server 
domains). This is suggested by boundaries that partition the data graph in Fig. 26. 
The datapoints that are common to the two subgraphs (e.g. Robert) may have (i) 
the same namespace on both servers, if one organisation is aware of its existing 
URI and is willing to adopt it; (ii) different namespaces allocated by the two 
organisations, and an equivalence stated later, when they become aware that they 
own complementary knowledge about the same Robert. This mechanism is the 
basis of the Linked Data paradigm – to summarize, Linked Data means having 
RDF graphs distributed across different organisations and semantically linked in a 
way that can be traversed via standard means by federated or orchestrated queries. 

 
Fig. 25. The RDF dataset from Fig. 23 including namespaces 

 
Fig. 26. RDF (hypergraph) distributed as cross-organisational Linked Data 
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The example discussed here suggests that the RDF data model relies on mathematical 
directed graphs. There are, however, aspects pertaining to the flexibility of RDF 
datasets, that make them inappropriate for a basic graph formalisation, requiring 
instead a hypergraph-based description, as it will be shown later in Section 4.1. Fig. 
27 brings forth several additional aspects and exceptions from the general triple-based 
model (some of them deviations from a simple graph structure): 

• Subgraphs may become themselves terms in statements, identified by graph-level 
URIs ("named graphs") that can be further described and may enrich the 
information on provenance; 

• Properties may become themselves subjects or objects in other statements, 
therefore having their own descriptions (here, a simple annotation); 

• Not all datapoints must be identifiable with URIs. Objects may also be literal 
values (e.g., the property annotation). Subjects and objects may also be 
unidentified (anonymous) when they are artificially introduced as means of 
expressing some relation of higher arity (e.g., _:x brings together the elements of a 
complex data structure describing a residence address). 

Multiple serialization syntaxes are available for such graph-based data structures. Fig. 
28 provides the TriG serialization (Bizer and Cyganiak, 2007) for the hypergraph 
example, assuming that each of the two graphs has an identifier. If the graphs are 
hosted by different organisations, their contents can be exposed to cross-
organisational queries through SPARQL endpoints (data services that accept 
SPARQL queries). Assuming that the two named graphs in Fig. 28 are actually 
organisational endpoints, the query in the lower part of the figure will federate results 
from the two servers to collect the addresses (stored by the residence data service) of 
those persons who (according to the family data service) are children of Anna. 
 

 
Fig. 27. Deviations of the RDF data model leading to a hypergraph approach 
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Fig. 28. TriG serialization and federated query for the dataset in Fig. 27 

One of the key benefits of the RDF data model is that its schema and higher levels of 
abstraction use the same uniform representation as the instance data, by extending the 
data graph with additional statements that declare types for all resources (including 
types of types) or higher level property descriptions (e.g., domains, ranges). Such 
statements belong to vocabularies/ontologies and typically rely on standardized terms 
(terminologies established by standards like RDF, RDF Schema, OWL) to make them 
recognizable by inference engines and to enable the reasoning desideratum of the 
Semantic Web. Fig. 29 shows how types, domains and ranges are declared for some 
of the terms used in the discussed dataset, using standardized links across multiple 
layers of abstraction – (i) the domain-specific layer, where meta-level types are 
defined, and (ii) the foundational layer, where standardized meta-metaconcepts are 
established to anchor all possible descriptions. This is also the basis for the thesis 
proposal of translating the abstraction layers used in metamodelling to such a 
uniformly query-able graph that can bring together the diagrammatic knowledge with 
existing Linked Datasets and their vocabularies. 
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Fig. 29. Abstraction layers in Linked Data 

SPARQL queries may incorporate the standardized links to traverse the graph across 
its abstraction layers, even if parts of the graph are hosted on different servers, from 
different organisations (via query federation, as shown above, or via programmatic 
orchestration – i.e., passing the output of one query to another through scripting 
means). The queries in Fig. 30 cross the abstraction layers for different purposes: (i) 
the SELECT query detects the declared type of an instance that participates in a 
relation; (ii) the CONSTRUCT query builds new type links for an instances based on 
the relation in which it is involved (this kind of reasoning may also be automated 
through a reasoner that can interpret the standard rdfs:range link). 
 

 
Fig. 30. Examples of queries that cross the layers of abstraction 

Table 4 presents a set of SPARQL join patterns common in Linked Data queries in 
order to aggregate disparate data sources. Each pattern consists of two triple patterns, 
with the assumption that these must be matched against different servers/graphs 
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holding data of different provenance but linked by the reuse of one or more URIs. For 
each pattern, one of the triple patterns is also extended to more generic (looser) 
variants by removing some of its bindings, which makes the interpretation more 
generic. 

Table 4. Cross-organisational data linking patterns  

 Pattern Assumption Common cases 
1 Server1: ?x :p1: o1 

Server2: ?x :p2 :o2 
Looser variants for 
second pattern: 
?x ?a ?b  
?x ?a :o2 
?x :p2 ?b 

The subject acts as link. 
Two organizations are storing data 
about the same instance, reusing 
the same identifiers. 

Look for instance of class Product on server 1, 
then: 
- return details about the products from 

server 2 (loose variant); 
- check which of the products have a certain 

price. 
 

2 Server1: :s1 ?x :o1 
Server2: :s2 ?x :o2 
Looser variants for 
second pattern: 
?a ?x ?b  
:s2 ?x ?b 
?a ?x :o2 

The property acts as link. 
Two organizations reuse 
properties, probably from 
controlled vocabularies / shared 
ontologies. 

Check what relation is used on server 1 between a 
customer and his address, assumes that the same 
one is used on server 2, then: 
- retrieve from there customers and/or their 

addresses (loose variant); 
- check if the assumption is correct for 

known customers/addresses. 
3 Server1: :s1 :p1 ?x 

Server2: :s2 :p2 ?x 
Looser variants for 
second pattern: 
:s2 ?a ?x  
?a ?b ?x 
?a :p2 ?x 

The object acts as link 
Two organizations store different 
relations involving the same 
resource. 

Check what products a certain costumer ordered 
on server 1, then, on server 2: 
- retrieve shops that provide those products 

(loose variant); 
- check if a particular shop provides any of 

those products. 

4 Server1: :s1 :p1 ?x 
Server2: ?x :p2 :o2 
Looser variants for first 
pattern: 
?a ?b ?x 
?a :p1 ?x 
:s1 ?b ?x 
Looser variants for 
second pattern: 
?x ?a ?b  
?x ?a :o2 
?x :p2 ?b 

Statements are chained over 
multiple organizations. 
One organization holds data about 
the objects of another; the 
statements of one organization are 
„open-ended" – they rely on the 
fact that the partner organization 
holds „further details". 

Check what orders does a certain customer have 
on server 1, then, on server 2: 
- retrieve their production statuses (loose); 
- check if they reached a certain production 

status. 

5 Server1:  :s1 ?x :o1 
Server2: ?x :p2 :o2 
Looser variants for first 
pattern: 
?a ?x :?b 
?a ?x :o1 
:s1 ?x :?b 
Looser variants for 
second pattern: 
?x ?a ?b  
?x ?a :o2 
?x :p2 ?b 

One organization holds details 
about the properties used by 
another organization (a property 
catalogue, a property mapping, a 
controlled vocabulary etc.) 

Check what property is used on server 1 to relate 
a customer to his address, then on server 2: 
- retrieve an equivalent/supraproperty of it, 

as a mapping for further queries dealing 
with a different vocabulary (loose); 

- check if the property is of a certain type. 

6 Server1:  :s1 ?x :o1 
Server2:  :s2 :p2 ?x 
Looser variants for first 
pattern: 
?a ?x ?b 
?a ?x o1 
:s1 ?x ?b 
Looser variants for 
second pattern: 
?a ?b ?x  
?a :p2 ?x 

Similar to the one above Similar to the above case but more restrictive. 
Now it’s not possible to retrieve from server 2 
certain property descriptions (domains, ranges, 
property chains, types), but it’s still possible to 
retrieve equivalent/disjoint/sub/inverse properties, 
to detect if ?x is involved in OWL restrictions. All 
these would typically aim to support an inference. 
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:s2 ?b ?x 
 

7 Server1: :s1 ?x ?y 
Server2: :s2 ?x ?y 
Looser variants for 
second pattern: 
?a ?x ?y  

Two organizations hold similar 
data (properties and their values) 
but for different subjects 
Or, a more inference-oriented 
case: Two organizations hold data 
about the same things without 
being aware, due to using different 
identifiers for the same subject 

- Retrieve customers who, on server 2, 
ordered the same product as s1 did on 
server 1; 

- Check if two customers ordered the same 
product. 

Or, inference-oriented: 
- Choose a key (inverse functional) property 

(e.g. e-mail) and based on it detect all 
identifiers of the same individual; 

- Check if two identities are of the same 
individual.  

8 Server1: ?x ?y :o1 
Server2: ?x ?y :o2 
Looser variants for 
second pattern: 
?x ?y ?a 

Similar to the case above, and a 
more generic variant of pattern 1 

- Centralize all products ordered by a 
customer on different servers. 

Or, inference-oriented: 
- Choose ?y as a key (functional) property 

(e.g. e-mail) and find all identifiers used for 
the same individual 

- Check if two identities are of the same 
individual. 

9 Server1: ?x :p1 ?y 
Server2: ?x :p2 ?y 
Looser variants for 
second pattern: 
?x ?a ?y 

Different organizations hold 
different relations between the 
same individuals. 
Or, inference-oriented: 
Different organizations use 
different relation identifiers 
although they express the same 
relation 

- Check if a user is both a buyer and a seller 
of a product; 

Or, inference-oriented: 
- Centralize all relations (from different 

servers) between a customer and a product 
in order to construct a 
suprarelation/mapping between them 
(loose). 

10 Server1: ?x :p1 ?y 
Server2: ?y :p2 ?x 
Looser variants for 
second pattern: 
?y ?a ?x 

Same as above, but the different 
relations are also directed 
differently. 

Similar to the case above 

11 Server1::s1 ?x ?y 
Server2:?x :p2 ?y 
or 
?y :p2 ?x 

These additional patterns can be obtained by further combining variables and 
bindings, but they are uncommon and no relevant examples are available, neither in 
ComVantage, nor in general SPARQL querying practice. For example, it is unusual 
to: 
- explicitly state the relation between a relation and its subject/object 

(patterns 11, 13), 
- switch statement roles between a relation and its subject/object (patterns 12, 

14, 15, 16). 
Such cases can be encountered if two organizations use the same identifiers for 
different things, accidentally or due to bad design. Thus, these query patterns could 
be used to detect such situations. 
Looser variants of these patterns (by removing bindings) fall back on previously 
discussed ones. 

12 Server1::s1 ?x ?y 
Server2:?x ?y :o2 
or 
?y ?x :o2 

13 Server1:?x :p1 ?y 
Server2:?x ?y :o2 
or 
?y ?x :o2 

14 Server1: :s1 ?x ?y 
Server2: :s2 ?y ?x 

15 Server1: ?x ?y :o1 
Server2: ?y ?x :o2 

16 Server1: ?x ?y :o1 
Server2: ?x ?y :o2 

 
3.4 Linked Data and Metamodelling: a Proposed Convergence 

RDF constraints are semantic in nature – aiming to detect contradicting knowledge 
via reasoning, rather than to reject non-compliant property values, as it is the case in 
relational databases. Diagrammatic models use both types of constraints (thus being 
positioned both in the world of relational databases and RDF): on one hand, the 
metamodel limits the terminology and structure that can be used in models (sets of 
"statements" using an iconic alphabet); on the other hand, semantic constraints may 
be applied on the underlying graph nature of the diagrams; thus, both well-formedness 
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and semantic constraining may be applied. The Agile Modelling Method Engineering 
Framework provides to diagrammatic metamodels the possibility to evolve the 
language terminology in a manner similar to the flexibility of RDF vocabularies, 
therefore bringing the two kinds of knowledge closer. Fig. 31 suggests the underlying 
graph nature of diagrammatic models, which can be translated to hypergraphs, 
therefore to RDF data structures, in order to accomplish the goal took on by the thesis 
at hand. This is enabled by the similarity in abstraction layers employed by both 
metamodelling and Linked Data vocabularies, as highlighted in Fig. 32. The outcome 
will be an extended hypergraph (Fig. 33) that links the diagrammatic information with 
both its higher abstractions (i.e., modelling concepts) and with related run-time data, 
significantly enriching the query possibilities even in the absence of reasoners and 
ontologies.  

 
Fig. 31. Samples of diagrammatic models suggesting their underlying graph nature 

By paraphrasing the Linked Data design principles from (Berners-Lee, 2009a) in a 
technology-independent manner we can formulate them as follows: 

• Use global identifiers for things (available solution: URIs); 
• Allow for people to look up those identifiers (available solution: HTTP); 
• When someone looks up an identifier, provide some useful information in a 

standard way (available solution: SPARQL, URI dereferencing); 
•  [in the provided information] include links so that they can retrieve more things 

(available solution: the RDF data model). 

All the above should be applicable at any granularity of "things", not only on 
document level; this inspired us to shift the principles to "things" that are described in 
diagrammatic conceptual models: 
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• Use global identifiers for all diagram elements; 
• Allow for people to look up those identifiers; 
• When someone looks up an identifier, provide some useful information in a 

standard way; 
•  [in the provided information] include links so that they can retrieve more model 

elements or external resources related to them. 

 
Fig. 32. Similarity in abstraction layers between conceptual modelling and Linked Data 

 
Fig. 33. The basic principle of Linked Data enrichment proposed by the thesis 
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While "Linked Data" and RDF are often used interchangeably, one can speculate that 
there is no imposition that RDF must be used to represent Linked Data, in the same 
sense that HTML and hypertext are not the same (and there can be hypertext created 
with other means than HTML). The way in which the Linked Data paradigm is 
outlined above indicates a key defining principle which is quite vague and does not 
give any implementation specifics: "with linked data, when you have some of it, you 
can find other, related, data". From this statement alone, it is left for others to decide 
a) how one can "relate" (link) other data; b) how one can find (retrieve) the related 
data; c) in what scope can the data be identified and found. 

The design principles further state requirements for 5-starred Linked Open Data, 
and these are more specific: open license, machine-readability, non-proprietary 
format, reliance on open standards and the availability of a linking mechanism. RDF 
is only mentioned in the parenthesis of the 4th star principle (reliance on open 
standards) hence it is rather suggested as an example of available technology - 
although one as popular as HTML is for structuring hypertext. It is unpredictable how 
this will evolve. In time, the HTML standard externalized its document formatting 
features to CSS, adopted some workarounds for semantic markup (microformats, 
microdata, RDFa) and converged with XML (XHTML) towards the goal of providing 
data structures for JavaScript. Hence, what nowadays can be perceived as hypertext or 
hypermedia by the end-user is far more than just HTML markup. On the other hand, 
HTML is still at the core of Web documents, and the simplicity of RDF, as well as its 
alignment to the existing Web (e.g., the reliance on URIs), suggest that it will remain 
a core Linked Data ingredient. The discussion can be furthered by the distinction 
between RDF as data model, RDF as vocabulary and RDF as data format (in fact, 
RDF is a framework encompassing several specifications of its different aspects). As 
a data model, it is difficult to imagine a more flexible and fit approach to data linking 
than the graph-based model accommodated to use URIs as node and edge identifiers. 
As a vocabulary, it is a standardized set of identifiers for axiomatic, fundamental 
concepts underlying all information systems (class, resource, property, subsumption 
and typing relations etc.). As a data format, it already evolved through several 
serialization syntaxes beyond its original, rather cumbersome XML-based standard 
syntax. The RDF formats evolve quicker than the RDF model - more than 10 years 
passed between the the RDF 1.0 and RDF 1.1 recommendations, with multiple 
serialization formats emerging in between, including JSON-LD aimed to improve 
compatibility with existing JSON-driven systems that may provide a useful bridging 
towards other types of storage from the world of NoSQL databases and, consequently, 
the Big Data paradigm - see (Neo4J, 2015). 

To conclude this chapter, the thesis at hand provides a repurposing and 
reinterpretation of the Linked Data principles, as well as its 5 star rating system (as 
already summarized in Table 1), for the context of diagrammatic modelling, although 
technologically grounded on RDF as a technology to ensure interoperability within 
the emerging Web of Data. 
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3.5 Related Works 

The foundations for the work at hand come from different paradigms – (i) metamod-
elling (specifically model interoperability and model queries) and (ii) Linked Da-
ta/Semantic Web, while motivational background comes from (iii) enterprise mod-
elling and (iv) process-aware information systems engineering: Details follow on 
how the work at hand stimulates convergence of concerns in these fields: 
 
(i) The thesis transfers the desideratum of data linking towards model linking, so that 
models become navigable and “open” knowledge structures, benefiting from their 
underlying graph nature and multi-layered abstractions, as exposed by metamodelling 
platforms. Thus, from metamodelling the work benefits from the notion of modelling 
method as defined in (Karagiannis and Kühn, 2002) in terms of its building blocks: (i) 
the modelling language (the set of modelling constructs described in terms of their 
metamodel, syntax and semantics – here, also considering constructs and properties 
induced by the linking requirements); (ii) the modelling procedure (steps to be taken 
by modellers towards their goals – here, with a focus on model linking); (iii) mecha-
nisms / algorithms (functionality built on model information for transformation, visu-
alization, simulation etc. – here, the pattern-based RDFization together with usabil-
ity-oriented functionality, e.g., generating model elements with pre-filled URIs). The 
MOF framework (OMG, 2015e) and the variety of meta-metamodels - overviewed by 
(Kern et al., 2011) - were the starting point for designing the schema for model de-
scription. 

The literature shows significant bias towards annotating diagrammatic models with 
(meta)data (Lin and Soelvberg, 2007) rather than enriching the semantics of legacy 
run-time data with diagrammatic knowledge, as proposed by the work at hand. Se-
mantic enrichment has been traditionally addressed through semantic lifting tech-
niques, often involving the setup of tagging vocabularies/ontologies (Costa and Lima, 
2013) (Hinze et al., 2012) or ontology alignment (Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2013). Model 
annotations and linking to external URIs is also enabled by the work at hand, to ena-
ble semantic interoperability between diagram information and the existing Web of 
Data (or, in a different context, as suggested later by use cases, the Internet of 
Things). 

The availability of knowledge in diagrammatic form is often overlooked, mostly 
due to a tendency to subordinate conceptual modelling to the goal of code generation 
("modelling is programming" (Pastor et al., 2001)). Therefore diagrammatic models 
are typically discussed in relation to standardized languages designed for the domain-
specificity of "software engineering" and their serialization relies on XML syntactic 
interoperability, through formats such as XMI (OMG, 2015c), BPEL (OASIS, 2015), 
XPDL (WfMC, 2015). Other formats are rather tool-specific - Visio formats (Mi-
crosoft, 2015), ADONIS ADL (BOC, 2015b). 

To distinguish from this tradition, this work treats modelling as knowledge repre-
sentation rather than a compilable source for code generation, since the mash-up of 
diagrammatic models and data can be seen as a knowledge base built by modellers 
with domain-specific languages (typically more familiar to the business stakeholder 
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than ontology engineering means). Consequently, the work at hand highlights new 
benefits for diagrammatic models at run-time – see also the roadmaps discussed in the 
Models@runtime seminars and publications (Bencomo et al., 2014). Unlike various 
XML export formats, the RDF serialization of models is not intended to be transferred 
between two parsers, but to become an integral part of the Web of Data, enriching its 
structure with knowledge coming from user-friendly, domain-specific modelling tools 
(and their end-users). 

With respect to model queries, recent design works proposed generic model query 
languages driven by a meta-metamodel (rather than a specific model type) - GMQL 
(Delfmann et al., 2015) or VMQL (Störrle, 2011) – however their aim is to enable 
retrieval queries within a modelling tool through visual means of intuitive usability, 
thus acting as a modelling plug-in functionality. Unlike the work at hand, they do not 
aim for graph rewriting/transformation, they do not consider cross-model semantic 
hyperlinks and do not address the requirement of exposing cross-model semantics to 
external knowledge-driven systems. Other model query approaches have been focus-
ing strictly on business process models for process-aware information systems (Beeri 
et al., 2008). The work at hand aims to be reusable for arbitrary types of models ena-
bled by a metamodelling platform, although business process models have been in-
volved in our use cases as procedural views on an enterprise description. 
 
(ii) In order to achieve model navigability and awareness, the work at hand employs 
the Linked Data design principles and the technological space available for linking 
enterprise data (Äuer et al., 2014) (Wood, 2010): the data model (RDF), the query 
language (SPARQL), the storage technology and retrieval protocols (Aduna, 2015). A 
wide range of adapters have been introduced as means of enriching the Web of Data 
with graphs lifted from legacy systems: for relational databases (D2RQ, 2015), for 
Web documents (Any23, 2015), for Excel spreadsheets (Langegger and Wöß, 2009), 
for Wikipedia (Lehmann et al., 2009), for CSV data sources (van der Waal et al., 
2014), for embedded system sensors (RST and K&A, 2015). The work at hand 
contributes with a new type of RDFizer that leverages semantics available in dia-
grammatic form, with the possibility of including relations to already available 
Linked Open Data. 
 
(i)/(ii) Another source of inspiration for this work, on a conceptual level, has been the 
relation between metamodels and ontologies. 

Conceptual models are constrained by metamodels, while Linked Data is struc-
tured by ontologies (from the weaker end of the semantic spectrum). Metamodelling 
and ontology engineering have different origins: the first was motivated by model-
driven software engineering, while the second emerged from artificial intelligence. As 
commonalities became obvious, authors such as (Henderson-Sellers, 2011) investi-
gated them, providing formal mappings between the two notions. In (Guizzardi, 
2005), a model is defined as "an abstraction of reality according to a certain conceptu-
alization" (which is the metamodel). In (Studer et al., 1998), ontologies are defined as 
formal explicit specifications of shared conceptualizations. The commonality is obvi-
ous: both are conceptualizations. With ontologies, pragmatic emphasis is placed on 
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being "shared". With models, emphasis falls on "according to", suggesting an en-
forced compliance to the metamodel. Ontology sharing can be understood both as a 
common conceptual view (“shared understanding”), but also on a technical level 
(“shared information”, as they can be distributed in RDF format). Metamodels also 
rely on common conceptual patterns identified in the domain, but they are rather 
aimed to educate users in structuring and communicating domain knowledge with a 
limited set of visual constructs (having specific semantics). In (Gašević et al., 2007), 
the notion of model conformance (validating a model against a metamodel) is differ-
entiated from instantiation (deriving a model from a metamodel); while in Semantic 
Web a third mechanism comes into focus: instances are assigned to a class via classi-
fication reasoning (assigning a model to a metamodel, based on its properties and 
usage). Authors of (Atkinson et al., 2006) also observe the different origins in ontolo-
gy-related and model-related studies, adding that models are focused on realization 
(they are prescriptive), and ontologies on queries and reasoning (they are descriptive). 
Both ontologies and metamodels have the common goal of answering competency 
questions. With ontologies, this relies on discovery of knowledge implied through 
some rule base. With models it is rather an issue of managing complexity and generat-
ing analysis reports/results that are comprehensive for the problem under scrutiny, 
possibly supporting decision making. However, these goals are interchangeable. From 
an end-user perspective, ontologies are rather expressed in a serialized machine-
readable format and recent research challenges strive to provide visual ways for de-
signing them (Brade et al., 2013). Metamodels for modelling languages emphasize the 
role of usability and user-oriented notation, with auxiliary emphasis on deriving exe-
cutable or query-able code. Important work has been done by OMG in order to bridge 
ontology engineering and the MOF metamodelling approach: ODM, the Ontology 
Definition Metamodel (OMG, 2015a), has a clear focus on ontology derivation from 
UML models. 

Thus, there has been a strong interest in bringing the two worlds together, on a 
common research ground. While most of the existing work position both metamodels 
and ontologies on similar abstraction levels (relative to some instances) – for example 
to check the ontological consistency of some language metamodel (Guizzardi et al., 
2005), the work at hand exploits opportunities pertaining rather to run-time execution, 
such as having conceptual models providing a) complementary semantics to run-time 
data vocabularies/ontologies; b) complementary instances sharing some underlying 
semantics with run-time data. In this context, the distinction between linguistic and 
ontological instantiation (Laarman and Kurtev, 2010) loses relevance, as both rela-
tions are exposed in a uniform machine-readable way to a Linked Data environment, 
thus models can act as extensions to existing vocabularies, as it will be later high-
lighted in Section 5. 

The thesis proposal recommends an “integrated separation of concerns”: models 
can be filtered by some restrictive checks (compliance against the metamodel, en-
forced by a modelling tool) before being released in the Web of Data. Compared to 
the ODM proposal (OMG, 2015a), the work presented here targets the currently de-
veloping Web of Data rather than a fully-fledged Semantic Web, and relies on do-
main-specific modelling languages capable of capturing the knowledge of business 
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stakeholders in an intuitive and easy-to-educate manner. It also generalizes the notion 
of “models as ontologies” beyond the scope of UML. 
 
(iii) The practice of enterprise modelling uses models to visually describe various 
aspects of enterprise architectures. Unlike software engineering, enterprise models do 
not share the same level of abstraction as code. Instead, they provide a knowledge 
base for enterprise analysis, e.g., for simulation of in product-service systems (Phum-
bua and Tjahjono, 2012) (Alix and Zacharewicz, 2013) or as an enabler for 
knowledge-management frameworks - in the sense of (Pawlowski and Bick, 2012). 
The work at hand takes the second approach, although model-aware simulators may 
be built on queries made possible by the proposed approach to collect simulation-
relevant properties from model elements. 

Knowledge management systems rely on repositories that employ a variety of 
knowledge representation techniques, depending on requirements and intended usage. 
The tradition of knowledge management - in the sense defined by (Jennex, 2005) 
(Nakamori, 2011) typically employs human-oriented representations captured in dif-
ferent types of content (handbooks, documented procedures/processes, diagrams, 
wikis) exposed and shared through collaborative content management systems. On the 
other hand, the tradition of knowledge engineering (evolved from the discipline of 
Artificial Intelligence) is focused on machine-processable knowledge (e.g., based on 
semantic networks, conceptual graphs, description logics) that can be retrieved, fil-
tered or reasoned upon with fully automated means and various levels of granularity. 
The practice of enterprise modelling employs visual knowledge representations that 
can fulfil requirements from both areas. It supports knowledge externalization through 
visual modelling languages, thus contributing to the success factors of KMS (e.g, 
"enterprise-wide knowledge structure that is clearly articulated", "a knowledge strate-
gy that identifies users, sources, processes…" (Jennex et al., 2008)). In addition, it 
may employ formal enablers (metamodels, metamodelling platforms, formal language 
grammars) to ensure automated processing. Stemming from this duality, a traditional 
trade-off manifests between expressivity (with the goal of reducing the effort of hu-
man interpretation) and formality (with the goal of enabling automated knowledge 
retrieval): in some cases the modeller aims strictly for diagram-based human commu-
nication (see the approach of RML (Beatty and Chen, 2012) based on Microsoft Of-
fice templates); in other cases, machine-readability requirements are raised by infor-
mation systems – for example, to support knowledge-based business process man-
agement (Maier, 2004) (Karagiannis and Woitsch, 2015). 

Multi-view modelling has been a traditional way of tackling the complexity man-
agement requirement emerging in the area of enterprise modelling, since it captures 
the enterprise description across a bi-dimensional fragmentation frame of lay-
ers/facets/scopes. Such fragments may have semantic dependencies that may be rele-
vant for processing outside a modelling tool - multi-view relationships have been 
characterized in works such as (Nuseibeh et al., 1994) and (Boucker et al., 2008). The 
multi-layered enterprise modelling frames are recurring and noticeable in the various 
frameworks and modelling methods that have emerged – e.g., (OpenGroup, 2015a) 
(OpenGroup, 2015b) (Zachman, 1987), including the ComVantage method discussed 
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in Section 3.2. The work at hand exploits the semantic links that can be established 
between these facets and exposes them for multi-view consistency checks in the sense 
defined in (Bork et al., 2015). Languages for business process modelling (OMG, 
2015d) or requirements modelling (Yu et al., 2011) can also be mentioned here, in the 
sense that they address facets of enterprise modelling, although they are not con-
cerned with the cross-facet semantic integration; the work at hand opens new possibil-
ities of hybridization between such model types. 

Multi-level modelling (Frank, 2014) has been a key concern where domain-
specificity is required for enterprise modelling; however, it commonly addresses de-
sign-time requirements, whereas the work at hand focuses on exposing domain-
specific semantics for run-time processing.  
 
(iv) The paradigm of process-aware information systems (van der Aalst, 2009) in-
spired the motivation introduced here with respect to "conceptual model"-awareness 
at run-time. Such systems are presented as an advancement on the traditional (mostly 
relational) schema-aware systems, generating advantages such as: human communica-
tion support through models, better flexibility when dealing with changes, automated 
enactment of business processes, process monitoring and mining opportunities. 

To subsume both data schema-awareness and process-awareness, we employ here 
the loose sense of the term "conceptual models", covering both models with ontologi-
cal scope (e.g., ER diagram, domain models, taxonomies) and those with applicative 
scope (e.g., business process models). Depending on whether business process models 
are part of the hybrid model repository, we can (a) pursue the PAIS aim of driving 
and assisting process execution or (b) facilitate different kinds of awareness, with 
arbitrary types of models acting as semantically rich configurations for parameterized 
run-time systems. Relative to the Models@runtime research challenges raised with 
respect to business process management (Redlich et al., 2014), the work at hand pro-
vides pragmatic solutions for the aspects of "causal connections" (by enabling seman-
tic linking between run-time data and models) and "reasoning" (by employing  query-
time graph transformations as production rules applied on models, to be ). 

Process repositories and process-specific query approaches have been proposed by 
(Beeri et al., 2008) (Wang et al., 2013) (Sakr and Awad, 2010). In (Behesti et al., 
2011) an extended version of the SPARQL language is proposed for querying process 
traces. All these rely on the semantic specificity of BPM standards (e.g., BPMN) and, 
again, are not concerned with cross-model or with serializing/deserializing linked 
models for external knowledge systems. A process-aware systems may use linked 
models as a semantically extended "process repository": different actors would host, 
share and change model serializations with the desired level of detailed (attributes 
made available to others), while consumer systems would maintain links to these 
models and their schemata. Business process models are, after all, as (Jablonski, 
2010) explains, nothing more than complex data structures. The graph nature of 
Linked Data fits more naturally to their complexity compared to the relational and 
hierarchical ones (typically employed for process repositories). In the same context, it 
was already indicated that XML vocabularies - e.g., BPEL (OASIS, 2015), XPDL 
(WfMC, 2015) - are typically preferred for repositories of model serializations, since 
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they have been popularized as syntactic interoperability enablers before the advent of 
the Linked Data paradigm. The proposal of this thesis extends towards semantic in-
teroperability and enriches the notion of Linked Open Data with a particular type of 
linked content. 
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4 Design Decisions and Formal Description 

4.1 Formal Description of the Model Serialization Data Structure 

A diagram serialization mechanism is proposed by the work at hand, based on a 
multi-layered RDF vocabulary comprising meta-metaconcepts (fixed by the 
vocabulary), meta concepts (derived from the modelling language alphabet) and 
instance resources (generated from user-created diagrams). A detailed description of 
the exported data structure is provided here for a small model fragment that 
showcases two inter-linked models of different types. 
 

 
Fig. 34. A business process model with hyperlinks to an organisational model 

Fig. 34 presents a minimal business process model linked to a minimal organisational 
structure model. The boxes between the two diagram canvases are property sheets 
("editable properties/attributes") that define the semantics for each model element (as 
prescribed by the language metamodel) and can be edited by the user outside the 
modelling canvas (transparent arrows suggest the order of interactions in the user 
interface). These boxes also allow the definition of references across models. 
References become hyperlinks when anchors are included on notation level, thus 
enabling navigability and can be themselves described by their own attributes (in a 
tabular form). The hyperlinks indicate on a semantic level the assignment of an 
Expert role (provided by an IT Department) to two activities in a maintenance process 
model. Editable attributes can also be defined for visual connectors (e.g., the 
transition conditions outgoing from the "Broken" decision). The business process 
model notation is customized (for project-specific purposes), but its semantics comply 
to common control flow languages (a flavor of the ADONIS notation (BOC, 2015b)). 
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However the notation is irrelevant to the RDFizer, since it only exposes the semantic 
network captured through diagrams. Further considerations on visualization will be 
provided in Section 4.2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 35. The Linked Data hypergraph generated from the diagrams 

The hypergraph resulting from this minimal model set is described graphically in Fig. 
35. We prefer this rather informal graphical representation of the hypergraph to 
highlight the different types of edges and nodes, and to emphasize the key elements of 
the employed RDF vocabulary. The current implementation exposes such graphs in 
the syntax of choice for "named graphs": Nquads (W3C, 2015f), TriG (Bizer and 
Cyganiak, 2007), TriX (Carroll and Stickler, 2015). 

Since the RDF predicates are not directly translatable to graph-theoretic edges, we 
need to employ a 4-uniform hypergraph formalism (Hayes and Gutierrez, 2004) 
which is fit to express N-quads, since it also treats named graphs and predicates as 
nodes (each quad becomes a 4-arity relation/hyperedge). The following definitions 
will cover the different types of nodes and edges visible in Fig. 35. 

 
Definition 1. A Linked Model Base is a set of inter-linked models (usually 

exported at the same time), including their links, corresponding metamodel and 
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meta2model elements. The resulted hypergraph comprises four types of nodes (N) and 
ordered hyperedges (E) representing the exported N-quads (n is the number of 
models): 

𝑁 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀 ∪𝑀𝑀 ∪𝑀𝑀𝑀 ∪  �𝑀𝑀𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

𝐸 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐸 ∪𝑀𝑀𝐸 ∪𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐸 ∪  �𝑀𝑀𝐸𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

The meaning of each component is further described: 
 
Definition 2. A Linked Model Vocabulary is a hypergraph comprising the 

metamodel-independent resources. It is, however, dependent on the meta2model of the 
metamodelling platform (for the demonstrator, it is based on the ADOxx 
metamodelling platform (BOC, 2015a), retaining only features of high generality for 
which mappings can be easily identified in other platforms). This hypergraph has the 
following components: 

1. MMM, the set of nodes established at vocabulary level, including the primitive 
RDF resources, the meta2model level constructs, and the contexts to be used for 
qualifying all triples of the Linked Model Base. 

2. MMME, the set of hyperedges declaring MMM nodes as being of a primitive type 
or a subclass of a primitive. These hyperedges are qualified by a dedicated context, 
cv:Mmg (the meta-metagraph name): 

𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ∪  𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 ∪ 𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑃s 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = �𝑃𝑟𝑟:𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟:𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃:𝑀𝑉𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑃,
𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃: 𝑃𝑠𝑉𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑟 � 

𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = �
𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶, 𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑉𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑃𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶_𝐴,
𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑃𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶_𝑁𝐴, 𝑉𝑃:𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑠𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃: 𝑟𝑃𝑉𝑃,

𝑉𝑃: 𝑃𝑉, 𝑉𝑃: 𝑉𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑟_𝑃𝐶
� 

𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃 = {𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑃𝑀, 𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑀, 𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑟𝑀} 
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� 

Since the Linked Model Vocabulary is not model-dependent, it should not be re-
exported with every model. It is fixed for a metamodelling platform and it was 
designed to be easily adopted by common metamodelling platforms that rely on a 
graph-based representation of relational models. Its basic constructs are: a class of all 
models - cv:Model; a class of all modelling objects (visual constructs) – 
cv:ModelObject; a class of all modelling relations accepting editable modelling 
attributes – cv:ModelRelation_A; a class of all modelling relations without attributes 
– cv:ModelRelation_NA; a class of all modelling attributes (editable in the property 
sheets) – cv:Attribute; two properties relating a modelling relation to its originating 
and ending modelling objects (thus capturing model syntax) – cv:from and cv:to; a 
property relating visual containers to their contents (therefore lacking a visual 
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connector) – cv:contains; and a property relating a "foreign" modelling object (the 
target of a hyperlink) to its originating model – cv:described_in. 

Thus, MMME edges describe the bridging between the proposed vocabulary and 
the RDF primitive resources. Examples of MMME hyperedges are as follows (their 
graph identifier is omitted): 

• cv:from rdf:type rdf:Property (it declares that the "from" edges, which relate a 
modelling relation to its originating modelling object, is an RDF property). 

• cv:ModelRelation_A rdf:type rdfs:Class (it declares the class of all modelling 
relations that accept attributes). 

 
Fig. 36. Constructs of the Linked Model Vocabulary 

Definition 3. A Linked Metamodel is a hypergraph comprising the elements 
defined by the metamodel of a modelling language. It captures the syntactical 
elements of the modelling language, partly depicted in the example discussed here: 

1. MM, the set of nodes derived from the metamodel (types of modelling nodes, of 
modelling edges, data types, model types, modelling attributes) and those MMM 
nodes required to link the metamodel to the Linked Model Vocabulary (MMM’). 
The bridging from metamodel elements to the Linked Model Vocabulary is also 
depicted in Fig. 36. 

2. MME, the set of hyperedges declaring the type or subsuming MM nodes to MMM 
nodes. These are qualified by a dedicated context, cv:Mg (the metagraph name). 
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𝑉𝑃: 𝑆𝑠𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑠𝑃𝐶𝑃,
𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑂𝐶𝑃𝑃

� 

𝐸𝑟𝑀𝑃𝑀 = {𝑉𝑃:𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝐶𝑃𝑟_𝑠𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝐴𝑉𝑃𝑃_𝑃𝐶_𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝐻𝑉𝑃_𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶} 
𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = {𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶_𝑉𝑉𝐶𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶} 

𝑀𝑉𝑃𝑉𝑀 = {𝑉𝑃: 𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑀} 

𝑀𝑀𝐸 = �
(𝑃, 𝑃, 𝑉, 𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑀)|

𝑃 ∈ 𝑀𝑀, 𝑉 ∈ 𝑀𝑀𝑀, 𝑃 ∈ {𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃: 𝑃𝑠𝑉𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑟}� 

 
These hyperedges describe the bridging between language-specific concepts (derived 
from the language metamodel) and the generic Linked Model Vocabulary. Examples 
follow (context is omitted): 

• cv:ProcessMT rdfs:subClassOf cv:Model (specific to the discussed example, it 
declares that any process model is a model; a similar declaration is exported for the 
organizational model type). 

• cv:Activity rdfs:subClassOf cv:ModelObject  (specific to the discussed example, it 
declares that any activity is a modelling object; other examples from the process 
model are the decision nodes, the starting and ending points etc. while the 
organizational models have, similarly, their own concept set, including roles, 
organisational units). 

• cv:Subsequent rdfs:subClassOf cv:ModelRelation_A (specific to the discussed 
example, it declares that any "subsequent" visual connector is a modelling relation 
that accepts attributes – the metamodel defines them as having a transition 
condition for some occurrences, therefore they must be treated as relations of a 
higher arity, and not as RDF binary predicates). 

• cv:Assigned_units rdf:type cv:ModelRelation_NA (specific to the discussed 
example, it declares any activity-to-role assignment hyperlink as being a modelling 
relation with no attributes; the same class covers also visual connectors lacking 
editable properties, such as the role-performer assignment in this example). 

• cv:Transition_condition rdf:type cv:Attribute (specific to the discussed example, it 
declares the transition condition as a modelling attribute, usually editable in the 
property sheets provided by the modelling tool). 

Since the Linked Metamodel is not model-dependent, it should not be re-exported 
with every model. It is fixed for a modelling method/modelling tool implementation 
and can be provided to the community that adopts the tool. The constructs of the 
Linked Metamodel are RDF classes and properties directly derived from the 
metamodel of the modelling language. For brevity, the formal descriptions of MM 
only covers the resources relevant to the discussed example. 

It is important to remark that no metamodel constraint definition is exported, only 
the metamodel structure (types to be instantiated in models) since only these are 
necessary to answer SPARQL queries. Therefore, no validation is to be performed in 
the Linked Data version of the models – this is consistent with the non-prescriptive 
and Open World nature of Linked Data. Model consistency should therefore be 
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enforced and guaranteed in the modelling tool acting as a "constraining gateway". The 
metamodel should guarantee that all parties using the same modelling tool will be 
compliant to the same Linked Model Vocabulary and the same Linked Metamodel, 
with the same namespace. A model repository is further necessary to raise awareness 
of existing models and to facilitate linking. 

 
Definition 4. A Linked Model Cluster is a hypergraph comprising the metadata, 

structure and content of inter-linked models, as defined by the modeller. The 
components of this hypergraph are: 

1. MMD, the set of nodes indicating model types, values of model metadata (not 
present in this example) and the subset of MM necessary to link the model to the 
Linked Metamodel (MM’, containing RDF primitives and types). 

2. MMDE, the set of hyperedges having models as subjects, declaring their types 
(from ModelT) and any metadata attached by the modeller on model level (from 
Values, a set that will be structurally described further on). 

3. MDi is the set of nodes representing the elements of model i. 
4. MDEi is the set of hyperedges "gluing" together the contents of model i, using the 

model itself as a context/named graph (highlighted by model boundaries in Fig. 
36). 

Regarding the metadata component, we have, in the general case (the meaning of 
Values and CustomMetadata will be discussed further on, in the context of the model 
contents): 

𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶𝑃 ∪ 𝐶𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑟𝑉𝑃𝑉 ∪𝑀𝑀′ 
 

𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 = �
(𝒔,𝒓𝒓𝒓: 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕,𝒐, 𝒄𝒄:𝑴𝒓𝑴)|

𝒔 ∈ 𝑴𝑴𝑴,
𝒐 ∈ 𝑴𝒐𝒓𝒕𝑴𝑴

� ∪ �

(𝒔,𝒕,𝒐, 𝒄𝒄:𝑴𝒓𝑴)|
𝒔 ∈ 𝑴𝑴𝑴,
𝒕 ∈ 𝑨𝒕𝒕𝒓𝒔,

 𝒐 ∈ 𝑽𝑽𝑴𝑽𝒕𝒔

� ∪ �(𝒔,𝒕,𝒐, 𝒄𝒄:𝑴𝒓𝑴)|
𝒔 ∈ 𝑴𝑴𝑴

� 

 
For the discussed example, we only have two models and their type assignments: 

 
𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶𝑃 = {𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶} 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐸 = �
(𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀, 𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑟𝑀),

(𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑀, 𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑟𝑀)� 

 
Regarding the model content component, we have in the general case: 

 
𝑀𝑀𝑖 = 𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑖  ∪ 𝐹𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝐶𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑖 ∪ 𝑀𝑃𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑖  ∪  𝑉𝑉𝐶𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑖 ∪ 𝐶𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑖 ∪ 𝑀𝑀′ 

𝑉𝑉𝐶𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑖 = 𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑉𝑉𝐶𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑖 ∪ 𝐵𝐶𝑉𝐶𝐵𝑃𝑖  ∪ 𝐹𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑟𝑃𝑖 
 

From the formal descriptions it can be observed that the RDF nodes representing 
model-specific content are the modelling objects (Objs), the objects to/from which 
hyperlinks exist (ForeignObjs), the modelling relations (Relations), the attribute 
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values (Values), some arbitrary nodes (Custom) and those metamodel nodes 
necessary to link the model to the higher abstraction layers (types, RDF primitives). 

The Custom nodes allow the extension of each model and modelling object 
description with arbitrary RDF triples, independent of the metamodel, to enable a 
certain level of flexibility in linking the model to external URIs. A designated 
modelling attribute called "Property collector" (assigned to all objects) takes the form 
of a table where (predicate,object) or (subject,predicate) pairs can be created, 
assuming for the selected object the position of RDF subject or object, respectively. 

The Values set comprises nodes involved in describing attribute values. These can 
be simple values (assigned to types from DataT or a mapping of them on XML 
Schema types) or, as permitted by some metamodelling platforms, complex values 
captured in editable tables. Tables are converted according to the methodology 
commonly employed when producing RDF graphs from relational databases (W3C, 
2015g): a table becomes an RDF list of records, and each record translates to a blank 
node (Blanks) acting as subject for triples whose predicates are the table columns 
(Fields) and whose objects are the actual data points (again SimpleValues, but also 
ForeignObjs if inter-model links are allowed in tables). An example of such a table-
attribute is shown in Fig. 37, where the access control requirements are described for 
an "information resource" object (Machine sensor values) in terms of "allowed role" 
(the Subject field), "allowed action" (the Action field) and additional natural language 
descriptions (the description fields). Several such records can be assigned to the same 
object (only the first one is shown in the derived RDF code) and the records may 
contain hyperlinks to foreign objects (here, the roles from an organizational model). 
In the ComVantage project context, such resource objects are further linked as 
requirements to business process models. Another example of a complex attribute is 
the above mentioned "Property collector" – however, that one gets a special treatment, 
as it translates directly in RDF triples (taking its nodes directly from the table) rather 
than following this table-to-graph conversion. 

 
Fig. 37.  RDF representation of a table-attribute 
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The model contents are glued together by hyperedges describing both visual and 
nonvisual relations: 

 
𝑀𝑀𝐸𝑖 = 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑀𝐶𝑖  ∪ 𝑉𝑉𝐶𝑠𝑃𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑀𝐶𝑖 ∪  𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶𝑃𝐶𝑀𝐶𝑉𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑖  ∪  𝐶𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖 

𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑀𝐶𝑖 = �

(𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉, 𝑉𝑖)|
𝑃 ∈ 𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑖 ∪  𝑀𝑃𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑖 ∪ 𝐵𝐶𝑉𝐶𝐵𝑃𝑖 ,
𝑉 ∈ 𝑁𝑉𝑟𝑃𝑀 ∪ 𝐸𝑟𝑀𝑃𝑀 ∪ {𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑃},

 𝑉𝑖 ∈ 𝑀𝑀𝑀

� 

𝑉𝑉𝐶𝑠𝑃𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑀𝐶𝑖 =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

(𝑃, 𝑃, 𝑉, 𝑉𝑖)|
𝑃 ∈ 𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑖 ∪  𝑀𝑃𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑖 ,

𝑃 ∈ 𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃,
𝑉 ∈ 𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑉𝑉𝐶𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑖 ∪ 𝐵𝐶𝑉𝐶𝐵𝑃𝑖 ,

 𝑉𝑖 ∈ 𝑀𝑀𝑀 ⎭
⎪
⎬

⎪
⎫

∪

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

(𝑃, 𝑃,𝑉, 𝑉𝑖)|
𝑃 ∈ 𝐵𝐶𝑉𝐶𝐵𝑃𝑖 ,
𝑃 ∈ 𝐹𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑟𝑃𝑖 ,

𝑉 ∈ 𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑉𝑉𝐶𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑖 ∪  𝐹𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝐶𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑖 ,
 𝑉𝑖 ∈ 𝑀𝑀𝑀 ⎭

⎪
⎬

⎪
⎫

∪

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

(𝑃, 𝑃, 𝑉, 𝑉𝑖)|
𝑃 ∈ 𝐵𝐶𝑉𝐶𝐵𝑃𝑖 ,

𝑃 ∈ {𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑃},
𝑉 ∈ 𝐵𝐶𝑉𝐶𝐵𝑃𝑖 ∪ {𝑃𝑟𝑟:𝐶𝑃𝐶},

 𝑉𝑖 ∈ 𝑀𝑀𝑀 ⎭
⎪
⎬

⎪
⎫

 

𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶𝑃𝐶𝑀𝐶𝑉𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑖

=

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

(𝑃, 𝑃, 𝑉, 𝑉𝑖)|
𝑃 ∈  𝑀𝑃𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑖 ,

𝑃 ∈ {𝑉𝑃: 𝑟𝑃𝑉𝑃, 𝑉𝑃: 𝑃𝑉},
𝑉 ∈ 𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑖 ,
 𝑉𝑖 ∈ 𝑀𝑀𝑀 ⎭

⎪
⎬

⎪
⎫

∪

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

(𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑟_𝑃𝐶, 𝑉, 𝑉𝑖)|
𝑃 ∈  𝐹𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝐶𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑖 ,

𝑉 ∈ 𝑀𝑀𝑀,
 𝑉𝑖 ∈ 𝑀𝑀𝑀

 ⎭
⎪
⎬

⎪
⎫

∪

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

(𝑃, 𝑃, 𝑉, 𝑉𝑖)|
𝑃 ∈ 𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑖 ∪  𝐹𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝐶𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑖,
𝑃 ∈ 𝐸𝑟𝑀𝑃𝑀 ∪ {𝑉𝑃: 𝑉𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃},
𝑉 ∈ 𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑖 ∪  𝐹𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝐶𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑖 ,

 𝑉𝑖 ∈ 𝑀𝑀𝑀 ⎭
⎪
⎬

⎪
⎫

 

𝐶𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖 = �

(𝑃, 𝑃, 𝑉, 𝑉𝑖)|
𝑃 ∈  𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑖 ,

𝑃, 𝑉 ∈ 𝐶𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑖 ,
 𝑉𝑖 ∈ 𝑀𝑀𝑀

� 

 
The following sets describe the actual elements for the assumed example (Fig. 34): 

𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃1 = {𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑉𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝐴𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝐵𝑃𝑉𝐵𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃} 
𝐹𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝐶𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃1 = {𝑃𝐶:𝐸𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃}             

𝑀𝑃𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑃1 = {𝑃𝐶:𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆1, 𝑃𝐶:𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆2, 𝑃𝐶:𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆3, 𝑃𝐶:𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆4, 𝑃𝐶:𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆5} 
𝑉𝑉𝐶𝑠𝑃𝑃1 = {"𝐵𝑃𝑉𝐵𝑃𝐶 = No", "𝐵𝑃𝑉𝐵𝑃𝐶 = 𝑌𝑃𝑃"} 
𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃2 = {𝑃𝐶: 𝐼𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉ℎ𝑠𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝐸𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃} 
𝐹𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝐶𝑠𝑉𝑀𝑃2 = {𝑃𝐶:𝐴𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃}  
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𝑀𝑀𝐸1

=

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎧

(𝑃𝐶:𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆1, 𝑉𝑃: 𝑟𝑃𝑉𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆1, 𝑉𝑃: 𝑃𝑉, 𝑃𝐶:𝐴𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),

(𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆2, 𝑉𝑃: 𝑟𝑃𝑉𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝐴𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆2, 𝑉𝑃: 𝑃𝑉, 𝑃𝐶:𝐵𝑃𝑉𝐵𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),

(𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆3, 𝑉𝑃:𝑟𝑃𝑉𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝐵𝑃𝑉𝐵𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆3, 𝑉𝑃: 𝑃𝑉, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),

(𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆4, 𝑉𝑃:𝑟𝑃𝑉𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝐵𝑃𝑉𝐵𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆4, 𝑉𝑃: 𝑃𝑉, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑉𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆5, 𝑉𝑃:𝑟𝑃𝑉𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),

(𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆3, 𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶_𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶, "𝐵𝑃𝑉𝐵𝑃𝐶 = 𝑌𝑃𝑃"^^𝑉𝑃:𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑀, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆4, 𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶_𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶, "𝐵𝑃𝑉𝐵𝑃𝐶 = 𝑁𝑉"^^𝑉𝑃:𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑀, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),

(𝒕𝒆:𝑨𝑨𝑽𝑴𝒕𝑨𝒕, 𝒄𝒄:𝑨𝒔𝒔𝑨𝑴𝑨𝒕𝒓_𝑽𝑨𝑨𝒕𝒔,𝒕𝒆:𝑴𝒆𝒕𝒕𝒓𝒕,𝒕𝒆:𝑴𝒕𝑴𝑽𝑨𝑨𝒕𝒕𝑨𝑽𝑨𝒄𝒕𝑴𝒐𝒓𝒕𝑴),
(𝒕𝒆:𝑹𝒕𝒕𝑽𝑨𝒓, 𝒄𝒄:𝑨𝒔𝒔𝑨𝑴𝑨𝒕𝒓_𝑽𝑨𝑨𝒕𝒔,𝒕𝒆:𝑴𝒆𝒕𝒕𝒓𝒕,𝒕𝒆:𝑴𝒕𝑴𝑽𝑨𝑨𝒕𝒕𝑨𝑽𝑨𝒄𝒕𝑴𝒐𝒓𝒕𝑴),

(𝑃𝐶:𝐸𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑟_𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶:𝐸𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑟_𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),

(𝑃𝐶:𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆1, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑆𝑠𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑠𝑃𝐶𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶:𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆2, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑆𝑠𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑠𝑃𝐶𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶:𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆3, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑆𝑠𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑠𝑃𝐶𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶:𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆4, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑆𝑠𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑠𝑃𝐶𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶:𝑆𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆5, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑆𝑠𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑠𝑃𝐶𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),

(𝑃𝐶:𝐴𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝐴𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝐴𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),

(𝑃𝐶:𝐵𝑃𝑉𝐵𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃: 𝑆𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑉𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃: 𝑆𝑃𝑉𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
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𝑀𝑀𝐸2 =
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(𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉ℎ𝑠𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝐻𝑉𝑃_𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶, 𝑃𝐶: 𝐼𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉ℎ𝑠𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝐴𝑉𝑃𝑃_𝑃𝐶_𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝐸𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),

(𝒕𝒆:𝑨𝑨𝑽𝑴𝒕𝑨𝒕, 𝒄𝒄:𝑨𝒔𝒔𝑨𝑴𝑨𝒕𝒓_𝑽𝑨𝑨𝒕𝒔,𝒕𝒆:𝑴𝒆𝒕𝒕𝒓𝒕,𝒕𝒆:𝑴𝒕𝑴𝒓𝑴𝑽𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑽𝒕𝑨𝒐𝑨𝑴𝒐𝒓𝒕𝑴),
(𝒕𝒆:𝑹𝒕𝒕𝑽𝑨𝒓, 𝒄𝒄:𝑨𝒔𝒔𝑨𝑴𝑨𝒕𝒓_𝑽𝑨𝑨𝒕𝒔,𝒕𝒆:𝑴𝒆𝒕𝒕𝒓𝒕,𝒕𝒆:𝑴𝒕𝑴𝒓𝑴𝑽𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑽𝒕𝑨𝒐𝑨𝑴𝒐𝒓𝒕𝑴),

(𝑃𝐶:𝐴𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑟_𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑟_𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑉𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),

(𝑃𝐶: 𝑆𝑉ℎ𝑠𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),
(𝑃𝐶: 𝐼𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑂𝐶𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶),

(𝑃𝐶:𝐸𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑃𝑟𝑟: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝑉𝑃:𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃, 𝑃𝐶:𝑀𝑃𝑠𝑃𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑂𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐶) ⎭
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The relations, as drilled down in the formal components of MDEi, are: 

• the assignment of types to modelling objects (from Objs to NodeT), to modelling 
relations (from Relations to EdgeT) and to blank nodes representing the complex 
table-attributes (of type rdf:List); the assignment of datatypes to simple values does 
not generate new triples, as RDF uses simple type annotations of literal values;  

• the assignment of values to attributes (through Attrs) which may involve the 
generation of rdf:List structures to describe table-attributes, as already indicated; 

• the connectors present in the model: a) connectors with editable attributes 
(Relations connecting two objects with the from/to pattern); b) relations without 
editable attributes (visible connectors, inter-model links and the cv:contains 
relation for visual containers - e.g., between a process swimlane and the activities 
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from that swimlane) and c) declarations of "model of origin" for foreign objects, 
through cv:described_in); 

• the custom properties collected in the "Property collector" table-attributes. 

It can be observed that the inter-model links (quads written in bold) are redundantly 
stored in both model graphs. This facilitates cross-model queries in both directions 
(e.g., to retrieve potential attributes of process activities starting from the assigned 
role and vice versa). 

Some of the quads are explained here, from the context ex:MyMaintenanceModel: 

• ex:Sbseq2 cv:from ex:Broken; cv:to ex:Repair; cv:Transition_condition 
"Broken=yes"; rdf:type cv:Subsequent (an occurrence of a "subsequent arrow" 
treated as an n-ary relation that links two connected objects - here, a decision and 
an activity - and the "arrow attributes" - here, the transition condition; it is 
important to note that when relation attributes are irrelevant, a direct RDF relation 
can be derived at query time by applying a SPARQL CONSTRUCT on this 
from/to pattern). 

• ex:Expert cv:described_in ex: MyOrganizationModel (indicates that the current 
model has a link to a "foreign" object – Expert - which is native to the 
organizational model, thus all its properties should be retrieved from there). 

• ex:Repair cv:Assigned_units ex:Expert (the inter-model navigational capability of 
the modelling tool is captured as an RDF link; the chaining of links with the 
previously shown cv:described_in property allows for easily discerning links from 
visual connectors without attributes). 

The namespace for the Linked Model Cluster should be edited by the modeller 
(prefixed here with ex:), to suggest the provenance of models and to assure URI 
uniqueness across multiple installations of the same modelling tool. The URIs of 
modelling elements are generated from their editable names and internal unique 
identifiers provided by the modelling tool (not visible here, for readability concerns). 
However, if the modeller is aware that a model element is reused (hence it is 
conceptually the same with one already provided by other modellers in the Web of 
Data, the tool should provide the possibility of overriding the generated URI with a 
"sameAs link" (actually a subproperty of owl:sameAs) for each model and modelling 
construct. Use cases for this will be discussed in Section 5.4. 
 
4.2 Generalization Discussion 

The model export mechanism presented here are aimed to be reusable and extensible 
beyond the ComVantage project goals, therefore the knowledge structure previously 
described is modular in nature, with components of different degrees of flexibility. In 
addition, we suggest here and in the next section directions for extending and 
improving its global value: 

a. Further relation specializations. The Linked Model Vocabulary relies on the 
object-relation dichotomy, to which common metamodelling platforms can be 
mapped. For example, MetaEdit+ (Kelly et al., 2013) works with a similar dichotomy 
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but calls its constructs "properties" and "non-properties", while Visio (Microsoft, 
2015) deals with "properties" and "stencils". Various meta2models add the primitives 
of "roles" and "ports", which can be expressed in relations of arity higher than 2, and 
these can be further decomposed in configurations of binary relation sets (as RDF 
does with reification or ternary relations). All the investigated meta2models can, 
ultimately, be mapped to the core primitives of objects, relations and attributes, hence 
we chose to position the Linked Model Vocabulary on this level, with some minimal 
additions that are still highly reusable or extensible: the relation typing, the from/to 
pattern (allowing the possibility of having attributes in visual connectors, not only in 
modelling objects) and some special properties (for visual containment and foreign 
object membership). 

The visual containment relation (cv:contains) is generated between containers and 
contained elements based on relative position and size for the visual grouping 
constructs (e.g., swimlanes in business process models). It can be generalized to a 
"notationally-induced relation" property class that would include, for example: a 
proximity relation, generated whenever two objects are positioned close enough (e.g., 
enabling grouping without any visible containment); a similarity relation, whenever 
two objects have similar attribute values based on some chosen similarity metric (e.g., 
process activities involving the same role). Therefore, it would make sense to 
designate subclasses of cv:ModelRelation_NA for such relations that are derivable 
from the visual similarity or appearance of modelling elements. 

The foreign object membership (cv:described_in) is not strictly necessary, as 
foreign objects can be retrieved with some relatively simple queries, by looking for 
objects that occur in multiple named graphs (the model graph where they have 
attributes is the "originating model", while for the other models they are "foreign"). 
However, this would be a "searching query", which means looking up multiple graphs 
and testing for absence of attributes (something that is undesirable in an Open World 
context). Since inter-model linking is the core benefit of the proposal, storing 
explicitly such a relation greatly reduces querying effort. This is also the reason why 
the Linked Data Vocabulary does not specialize cv:ModelRelation_NA to distinguish 
hyperlinks from visual connectors. The presence of cv:described_in will detect when 
an RDF object is the target of a hyperlink - anyway, the distinction loses its value 
outside of the modelling tool, where notation and usability become irrelevant. Such a 
specialization can extend the Linked Model Vocabulary, if deemed relevant enough. 
For example, the version of the ADOxx metamodelling platform used in the work at 
hand for experimentation only allows hyperlinks whose source anchor is a modelling 
object (and not relations, nor whole models). Platforms that support more flexible 
linking would benefit from further subclassing cv:ModelRelation_NA in this 
direction. 

In any of these cases, extending the Linked Model Vocabulary for additional needs 
fits the Linked Data philosophy, as the schema itself is an RDF graph. Or, different 
variants of the Linked Model Vocabulary may coexist in a manner not unlike the 
coexistence of other schemata with overlapping semantics (e.g., SKOS (W3C, 2015h) 
and RDF Schema (W3C, 2015i)) – that is, if notions like stencil, nonproperty, port, 
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role are considered relevant enough to be explicitly provided as specialized concepts 
to SPARQL queries. 

b. Notation independence. The proposed approach can be used to transfer model 
structure and contents between different compatible notations. The metamodelling 
framework promotes the concept of "modelling method engineering", for developing 
methods customized with domain-specificity and requirements for specialized 
communities. In the example discussed in Section 4.1, the core business process 
notation is non-standard, but its semantic backbone captures commonalities of 
swimlane-based control flow languages (see Fig. 34). The RDF serialization of the 
models is notation-agnostic, hence it can be imported/queried by other modelling 
tools to generate models in standard or preferred alternative notations. This can be 
done either (a) by a direct mapping, if the metamodel is similar and only the notation 
differs (canvas position attributes can also be exported to better support such a 
transfer); or (b) by graph transformations in the fashion to be further suggested in 
Section 5, if the input models have sufficient detail but cannot be mapped on the 
target notation. Leveraging common semantics across heterogeneous but compatible b 
usiness process modelling notations was discussed in (Prackwieser et al., 2013) and 
(Prackwieser et al., 2014) through a pure metamodelling approach. The serialization 
of models can provide an alternative to aligning such compatible notations in a 
common knowledge structure. 

c. Complex attribute values. In some modelling tools the model elements have 
complex attributes that can be edited in tabular forms. If attribute values of higher 
complexity (than bidimensional tables) are needed, the metamodeller should consider 
defusing this complexity by converting part of it in new entities to be added to the 
modelling language syntax (therefore to be used on the canvas rather than to be 
described in complex data forms). We have already presented the default way in 
which tabular attributes are converted to RDF. In a more general case, additional 
situations can be identified with respect to semantics, where the RDF representation 
can be made less cumbersome than an rdf:List structure and closer to the intended 
semantics and more intuitive for querying. Such situations are presented in Section 
4.3. They rely on some naming conventions used by the metamodeller to suggest the 
intended semantics, hence determining different output structures. The naming 
conventions would extend the Linked Model Vocabulary with new types of relations, 
to cover these cases. 

4.3 Generalized Diagram Transformation Patterns 

With respect to the transformation granularity, patterns must be devised to guide 
implementers in generating relevant graph data structures from the information 
present in diagrams and their associated property sets (e.g. annotations). As Section 
4.1 formally described, each diagram becomes a named graph isolating the 
information contained within it, together with possible hyperlinks to other related 
diagrams, as illustrated by the minimal example in Fig. 38. The example differs from 
the one in Fig. 34 in at least two relevant aspects: 
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• It is assumed that in the business process models the visual connector between 
tasks/activities does not accept editable properties, hence it is exported as a 
straightforward RDF predicate; 

• It is assumed that in the organizational model the relation that assigns 
roles/employees to an organisational division (e.g., the IT Department) does not 
manifest as a visual connector, but rather as a spatial containment relation (the 
department contains its element 

 
Fig. 38. Generated graph structure for inter-linked diagrams 

The variation between this approach and the one used for the formal description is not 
necessarily an indicator of language inconsistency, but rather one of evolving 
modelling requirements, as it has already been discussed in Section 3 in the context of 
Agile Modelling Method Engineering. Such changes must be reflected in the exported 
model structure to enable query-based semantic traceability across different types of 
related models, therefore this section will act as a guidance for different pattern-based 
transformations that should be considered if implementing the RDFizer for different 
environments and projects than the existing proof-of-concept. 

4.3.1 A Modelling Relation Taxonomy 

The key enablers for semantic traceability are modelling relations. They are present in 
diagrammatic modelling in a variety of forms: implied or explicit, for human 
interpretation or for machine processing etc. With respect to the building blocks of a 
modelling method as defined by (Karagiannis and Kühn, 2002), we introduce here a 
classification of modelling relations. Abstractly, a (binary) relation is defined as a set 
of ordered pairs, or through its indicator function: 

𝑀 ⊆ 𝑋 × 𝑌 𝑉𝑃 𝑀:𝑋 × 𝑌 → {0,1} 
 
A conceptual modelling relation, however, must consider some pragmatic aspects: 

First of all, X and Y are elements of the language alphabet/metamodel, terminals 
representing concepts (from which modelling objects are instantiated). The alphabet is 
also the basis for the syntactical well-formedness rules. Some modelling tools also 
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allow to capture the "semantics" of modelling objects in property sheets ("shape data" 
in MS Visio (Microsoft, 2015), "notebook attributes" in ADONIS (BOC, 2015b)) 
where literal data is assigned to properties (hence Y becomes a data type). 

More important for the work at hand is that modelling relations are not defined 
only by their participants and direction - we also have to consider their pragmatic goal 
of "communication and understanding" (Mylopoulos, 1992). Hence, a defining 
characteristic of modelling relations is the level on which they fulfil this goal, the way 
they are perceived by the user. A modeller may grasp (understand) the existence of a 
relation from different aspects: some construct visible on the modelling canvas, by 
inspecting some off-canvas annotations, by following a hyperlink between related 
models etc. 

We map these levels on the modelling method building blocks established for the 
modelling method notion in (Karagiannis and Kühn, 2002) , then further drill down to 
a taxonomy comprising the following variants of modelling relations (see Table 5 for 
illustrative examples): 

• notationally-induced (NotR), covers relations perceived by the modeller from the 
way in which modelling objects look or are arranged on the modelling canvas; 

• syntactically-induced (SynR), covers relations induced by the well-formedness 
rules of the language (how modelling objects are allowed to connect on the canvas, 
their prescribed properties); 

• semantically-induced (SemR), covers relations implied by other relations or stated 
explicitly with non-modelling means (e.g. annotations); 

• functionally-induced (FuncR), covers relations perceived from the usage of some 
functional feature of the modelling tool (e.g. navigating a hyperlink). 

Semantic traceability across models is achieved when relevant modelling relations of 
these types are made explicit and machine-readable in a format that enables cross-
model queries. Therefore, modelling methodologists must setup mechanisms to 
produce traceable representations for these four relation variants. A shortcut 
recommended by this work is to perform a consolidation between these relation 
variants whenever they are meant to be perceived as the same abstract relation (R). 
Hence, for the reader of a model, the following must hold: 
 

�𝑁𝑉𝑃𝑀(𝐶,𝑃) → 𝑀(𝐶, 𝑃)� ∧ (𝑆𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝐶, 𝑃) → 𝑀(𝐶, 𝑃)) ∧ 
∧ (𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑀(𝐶, 𝑃) → 𝑀(𝐶,𝑃)) ∧ (𝐹𝑠𝐶𝑉𝑀(𝐶, 𝑃) → 𝑀(𝐶,𝑃)) 

 
If this is the case, the variants should be consolidated and only one relation should be 
externalized for queries (otherwise, the methodologist must preserve intended 
distinctions). In the methodologist viewpoint (as well as the model creator’s), the 
implications are reversed, since he/she needs to enable (or create) at least one of these 
variants for each conceptual relation that should be communicated: 
 

�𝑀(𝐶,𝑃) → 𝑁𝑉𝑃𝑀(𝐶,𝑃)� ∨ (𝑀(𝐶,𝑃) → 𝑆𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝐶, 𝑃)) ∨ 
∨ (𝑀(𝐶, 𝑃) → 𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑀(𝐶,𝑃)) ∨ (𝑀(𝐶,𝑃) → 𝐹𝑠𝐶𝑉𝑀(𝐶,𝑃)) 
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Table 5. A proposed relation taxonomy for modelling languages 
Variants Subvariants Mock-up examples Explanations on the examples 
1.Notationally-
induced 
relations 

Relations stated 
explicitly in 
visual cues 
 
Relations implied 
by positioning 
 
Relations implied 
by notational 
similarity 

 
 

 

a) In a business process model, visual 
cues establish in the user’s mind a 
relation between process activities and 
the responsible roles; 
 
b) By grouping Andy and Mary inside 
the IT department rectangle, a relation is 
implied between the container (the 
department) and the contained (the 
persons, except for Pete). We also 
include in this category any relation that 
can be implied by positioning, for 
example: a proximity relation generated 
between elements that are close enough 
(under a certain threshold), an alignment 
relation generated between all elements 
aligned to a certain prescribed curve or 
axis, a grouping relation between all 
elements that occupy a certain area (or 
are part of the same model); 
 
c) By using similar colour, the modeller 
implies a relation between Andy and 
Mary, while distinguishing Expert as a 
different object. The same could be 
applied to shape or size. 
 

2.Syntactically-
induced 
relations 

Relations stated 
explicitly on the 
modelling canvas 
 
Relations stated 
explicitly outside 
the modelling 
canvas 
 
Relations implied 
by canvas 
relations (inferred 
from syntax) 

 

a) In a business process modelling 
language, a flow visual connector (arrow) 
is prescribed between activities, and a 
responsible visual connector (dashed) is 
prescribed from performers to activities. 
The metamodel enforces domain and 
range constraints. The relations are 
manually created using visual connectors 
that comply to the syntactical well-
formedness of the language; 
 
b) In a business process modelling 
language, a machine-readable reference 
can be created to an expert (from other 
models), using a property sheet outside 
the modelling canvas. The relation is 
again prescribed by the language, using 
domain and range constraints, but it has 
no representation on the modelling 
canvas; 
 
c) In a business process modelling 
language, a direct visual connector is 
derivable between responsible roles that 
are consecutively linked to the same 
business process model. Hence, we have 
in this category visual connectors that are 
prescribed by the language syntax but 
inferred from other syntactical constructs. 
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3.Semantically-
induced 
relations 

Relations stated 
explicitly with 
non-modelling 
means 
 
 
Relations implied 
by semantic 
similarity 
 
 
Relations implied 
by non-canvas 
relations (inferred 
from semantics) 
 

 

a) Explicit relations can be written down 
with non-modelling means. In this 
example, an object is annotated with an 
RDF triple establishing a relation from 
the business process activity to an 
assigned expert (which might be 
available in another model; or, it can be 
just an abstract reusable resource). Other 
non-modelling means may include 
natural text annotations stating the 
existence of such relations in a more or 
less structured way (which influences 
their machine-readability, hence 
traceability); 
 
b) In a business process modelling 
language, a relation is implied between 
activities which are already related to the 
same responsible role (Expert) by other 
means than well-formed connectors; 
 
c) A business process modelling 
language allows for an activity to have 
assigned mobile apps and responsible 
roles (using a property sheet). By 
combining these assignments, a relation 
is implied between the responsible role 
and the mobile app of each activity. 
 

4.Functionally-
induced 
relations 

Relations implied 
by navigational 
features 
 
Relations derived 
by any other 
modelling tool 
functionality 

 

In this category we have explicit relations 
that are determined on tool level, rather 
than language level. 
 
a) A hyperlink enabling navigation 
between models or modelling objects 
implies a relation. Here we have a 
relation between the Expert role and the 
Solve problem activity; 
 
b) In this catch-all category we include 
any relation that is not induced by any of 
the previously indicated aspects 
(notation, language grammar, properties 
of the modelling objects). For example, a 
menu option could allow the generation 
of arbitrary relations between objects that 
have been previously selected, searched 
or filtered in some tool-specific way that 
did not consider the modelling language. 

 
Means of performing the consolidation are, however, platform-dependent. To 
facilitate implementation, we have opted for ADOxx (BOC, 2015a), a metamodelling 
platform that provides built-in scripting means for deriving some of these relation 
variants one from another. A typical example is the following (the implications 
express the methodologist viewpoint): 

• a syntactically-induced relation is created as a reference that is prescribed for some 
concepts of the metamodel; for example, from business process Activities to 
human Roles in organizational charts: 

𝑀(𝑉𝑉, 𝑃𝑉) → 𝑆𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝑉𝑉, 𝑃𝑉) 
• this can become a notationally-induced relation, if the notation reflects the 

existence of the reference with some visual cue; for example, the referred Role is 
displayed under the Activity symbol: 
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𝑆𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝑉𝑉, 𝑃𝑉) → 𝑁𝑉𝑃𝑀(𝑉𝑉, 𝑃𝑉) 
• it further becomes a functionally-induced relation, if a hyperlink is created to 

navigate between models, using the visual cue as anchor; 
𝑁𝑉𝑃𝑀(𝑉𝑉, 𝑃𝑉) → 𝐹𝑠𝐶𝑉𝑀(𝑉𝑉, 𝑃𝑉) 
• it is also a semantically-induced relation, if such references are generated 

automatically from the existence of other relations; for example, when a process 
Activity is inside a Swimlane, and that Swimlane has a Role hyperlinked to it, then 
the Role can be assigned automatically to the Activity: 

𝑁𝑉𝑃𝑀(𝑉𝑉, 𝑃𝑠) ∧ 𝐹𝑠𝐶𝑉𝑀(𝑃𝑠, 𝑃𝑉) → 𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑀(𝑉𝑉, 𝑃𝑉) 
𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑀(𝑉𝑉, 𝑃𝑉) → 𝑆𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝑉𝑉, 𝑃𝑉) 

It must be noted that this relation consolidation should not be taken for granted: 
hyperlinks can be generic, unconstrained by the language grammar; visual cues can be 
displayed without supporting any navigation; machine-readable relations can be 
created without having a hyperlink behaviour. From a tool developer viewpoint, the 
consolidation of relations might be a usability decision, but for the end-users it 
facilitates model understanding, since it enables a consolidated cognition of relations 
manifesting within and between models. 

4.3.2 Design patterns for complex editable properties 
 

Complex properties are typically present in the form of tables assigned to various 
model elements. The way tables should be converted to data graphs is dependent on 
the meaning intended by the metamodel designer, who can communicate this to the 
conversion mechanism by applying certain naming conventions (a non-ambiguous 
automated detection of the metamodeller's intended interpretation of tables cannot be 
guaranteed). Therefore a vocabulary of naming conventions (highlighted with an 
asterisk in the following figures) must be introduced to distinguish between the 
patterns further discussed. 

In all examples we assume to have a modelling object representing a mobile device 
(PhoneX) - an element of some model used to collect app requirements by modelling 
means (for extensive examples of such models see the application cases in Section 5, 
where parts of a modelling language are dedicated to such a scenario). Namespaces 
will be avoided to improve figure readability. 

Pattern1. The statement collector. The tabular attribute is used to collect directly 
Linked Data statements, preferably properties of the current modelling element 
(PhoneX). Variations of this pattern (Fig. 39) may also allow to collect statements 
where the current element is a statement object, or even statements unrelated to the 
modelling element. Another proposed variation includes hyperlinks to elements of 
some other model (here, an organigram that includes the roles who require the mobile 
device support). 
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Fig. 39. The statement collector pattern 

Pattern2. The non-canvas object. In the spirit of the entity-relationship model, 
the presence of a primary key (ID) in the table should indicate that each row of the 
table can be interpreted as an instance object, while the rest of the fields are its 
properties. It can be interpreted that such a table contains modelling objects that do 
not have a visualization (notation) on the canvas (in Fig. 40 each record represents an 
app that can be run on PhoneX). If the ID field name is omitted, objects should be 
considered anonymous, thus generating blank nodes. If the _inv suffix is present in 
the tabular attribute name, the relation between the table records and the selected 
element (PhoneX) should be inverted. 

 

 
Fig. 40. The non-canvas object pattern and its variations 

Pattern3. The n-ary relation. If the table contains hyperlinks to elements in other 
models, the structure may be interpreted as an n-ary relation (Fig. 41) whose 
participants are (a) the current modelling element, (b) the modelling elements targeted 
by the hyperlinks and (c) any other property values present in the table. The inversion 
of the RDF predicate direction may also be applied here just like in the previous case, 
for individual fields or for the table as a whole. If an ID field is present, then the 
pattern converges with Pattern 2, since any n-ary relation may be considered a non-
canvas object that is described by its multiple binary relations to elements from other 
models. 
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Fig. 41. The n-ary relation patter 

Pattern4. The normalization (anti)-pattern. In this case the table includes 
significant complexity in the sense of functional dependencies that should be defused 
through a database normalization approach. Naming conventions are necessary to 
indicate which are the entity IDs, and which are their specific attributes. The pattern 
should be avoided since typically it is a symptom of bad modelling language design – 
a modeller should generally work on the drawing canvas more than on filling complex 
data tables (property sets are typically employed in diagrams as annotations or to store 
data required for some modelling functionality - e.g. simulation, aggregation). The 
normalization anti-pattern illustrated in Fig. 42 should be defused and reduced to 
Pattern 3 by redesigning the language in the sense of introducing two new model 
types to isolate some properties and avoid redundancy (the bottom side of the figure). 

Pattern5. Ordered variants. All the patterns discussed here may have ordered 
variants, which can be indicated by the presence of an Index property. A typical 
treatment for this, relative to Pattern2, is shown in Fig. 43. However, other 
approaches to ordering may be taken – the RDF vocabulary supports the use of 
sequence containers (rdf:Seq) or list-like collections (rdf:List), each of them having 
an impact on the complexity of read and update queries. 
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Fig. 42. Defusing the normalization anti-pattern 

 
Fig. 43. Ordered variant of the non-canvas object pattern 

4.3.3 Model-level types assignment 
 
A straightforward typing schema for the model elements should be derived from the 
metamodel that governs the modelling language. Metamodelling platforms typically 
enable the management and storage of the metamodel separately from the model 
information. The transformation mechanism described here must access the 
metamodel information to generate classes and properties, thus producing a 
vocabulary (terminology) to anchor future queries. On the other side, some 
taxonomical refinement should also be enabled at model level. This relies on a 
dedicated property where the type may be specified (as Fig. 44 illustrates) by 
allowing the modellers to design their own taxonomies and freely link instances to 
them. Multiple models can be linked to a reusable vocabulary-model, both inside the 
modelling tool and outside (across the Web of Data). The taxonomy diagram should 
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be assimilated as a specialization of the metamodel-level concept (here, "Activity" 
from some custom-notation "activity diagram"). 

 
Fig. 44. Merging customizable model-level types with metamodel's prescribed types 

4.3.4 Model linking mechanisms 
 

A linking mechanism must be deployed to allow modellers to setup links to existing 
data or existing models that have been already converted. 

For modelling objects this can be enabled in the metamodel by prescribing a "pre-
ferred identifier" whose value will override the URI generated by the conversion 
mechanism. Also, any string properties whose values comply to the URI schema 
should be interpreted as external resources linked to the current modelling element. 
Automation may improve the productivity of linking. Specifically, modelling 
elements can be generated with the preferred identifier prefilled from some external 
source (a file, the result of a query against a Linked Data server, an import of an 
existing serialized model skeleton). Alternatively, linking may be performed outside 
the modelling tool, with ontology alignment techniques: owl:sameAs statements to 
indicate equivalence between modelling elements and existing resources, maintained 
manually or generated with some similarity detection tool,  e.g. Silk (Isele et al., 
2015). 

For classes, properties, hyperlinks, modelling relations having a preferred 
identifier at model level is prone to inconsistencies (e.g., multiple occurrences of a 
connector should get the same identifier), therefore some automated means must 
ensure consistent assignment of preferred identifiers. For this purpose we recommend 
that the conversion tool allows the execution of transformation rules (based on 
SPARQL CONSTRUCT or DELETE/INSERT queries) to include the preferred 
identifiers in the exported graphs, as it will be suggested in the demonstrator 
implementation in Section 6. Of course, this can also be accomplished by the 
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metamodeller, but the power to control such vocabulary-level links should be passed 
to the modeller. 

 
4.4 A Semantic Lifting Approach for Relational Databases 

This section introduces a novel approach to the semantic lifting of data from legacy 
systems, such as ERP databases, which can be combined to the RDFization of 
diagrammatic knowledge as a source of run-time data. For the purposes of this section 
we use the working term of data semantization to designate any process that turns 
relational data collections into data structures that are fit for semantic modelling and 
processing. By extending the term, we assign the notion of ERP semantization to the 
process that extends the functionality of a legacy ERP system with semantized data 
and features that are able to consume it. This means that semantization takes place on 
at least two tiers, which are reflected here: the back-end tier and the presentation tier. 

The problem at hand is stated in the contexts of the slow adoption of ERP semantic 
support and the convergence between the computational and the semantically 
modelled knowledge management approaches. Until ERP developers will assimilate 
the requirements of turning databases into fact bases flexible enough for semantic 
processing, the methodology and architecture presented can be applied on legacy 
systems, with minimal intrusion and without affecting the regular, established 
operations and usage scenarios of the original system. 

Essential works related to our goal are the recent working drafts from W3C on a 
specialized RDB-RDF mapping language (W3C, 2015j) and its mapping 
methodology (W3C, 2015k). The D2RQ adapter (D2RQ, 2015) converts relational 
databases to RDF graphs. This work promotes an alternative computational approach 
– the formal concept analysis (FCA), an innovative methodology for taxonomy 
derivation, which is abstract enough to be also considered as a clustering method or 
an association rule detection method. During the last decade, FCA has been 
formalized and implemented with strong mathematization (Ganter et al., 2005) and 
various algorithms (Ganter, 2010) (Kuznetsov and Obiedkov, 2001). 

We split the proposed solution in several tiers: 

• On the back-end tier: the ERP original database and the knowledge repository; 
• On the control/logic tier: the data semantization engine; the presentation content 

preparation; 
• On the fronted-tier layer: the extended ERP GUI (web reports and forms extending 

the original ones); the platform interface for privileged users (which are actually 
the knowledge engineers who are able to interact directly with the Sesame 
knowledge base). 

In Fig. 45, the bolded shapes represent the original ERP components, while the other 
shapes represent the semantization extension, together with the platform-specific 
elements (Sesame (Aduna, 2015), OWLIM/GraphDB (Ontotext, 2015) and the 
platform interface). 
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Fig. 45. The general architecture of the proposed model 

Knowledge acquisition in our proposal of a semantized ERP is performed on two 
levels: the facts and weak semantics (taxonomy) are automatically derived, while the 
strong semantics (rules) must be defined by the knowledge engineer through 
platform-specific tools (the OWLIM/GraphDB rule sets). 

What our model proposes is a module responsible with converting data collections 
already existing in an ERP’s relational data store to a repository model which is more 
fit to semantic development. This involves two strategies for converting relational 
data to an RDF graph repository, resulting in a "knowledgeable" view upon the 
database: a relational-to-RDF mapping which can be applied to any data structure that 
fits the relational model, such as the exported result of a query; and the extraction of a 
class taxonomy from a table, by employing the formal concept analysis methodology. 

a.The relational-to-graph mapping is accomplished with an intuitive conversion 
of the relational model underlying the legacy data store, through a wrapper layer for 
the queries supported by the relational data source. Depending on how the ERP 
exposes its data (queriable database or exported reports), it might be SQL-based, or 
CSV-based, or XML-based. 

Let's consider the following table, with the name Employees: 
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Table 6. A sample table fragment from a ERPs human resources module 

ID Name Birthdate Gender Social No. Position Dpt 
A001 John Doe 17.12.1980  Male 1801217125792 Economist D01 
A002 Jane Doe 20.12.1980 Female 2801220125792 Network Admin D02 

 
The transformation is performed through the following steps: 

1. The model generates a global resource ID for every record, using the primary key 
as a local identifier, concatenated with the company domain address in order to 
produce a global ID: <http://mycompany.com/resources#A001> 

2. For every datapoint in the table, a RDF triple is generated, using the global record 
ID from the previous step as a subject, the field name as a property and the actual 
datapoint as a property value (object, with explicit type when available). Assuming 
that we have already defined a prefix in order to avoid repeating the company 
domain address, we would obtain, for every record, a triple set such as the 
following: 
:A001 :hasID  "A001" . 
:A001 :hasName "John Doe" . 
:A001 :hasBirthdate  "12-17-1980"^^xsd:date . 
........................................................................ 
:A001  :hasDpt  :D01 . 
The "has" word is attached to property IDs in order to avoid confusions with 
classes or data types with the same ID. For example, Dpt would become the class 
of all departments, while hasDpt would become the relationship between an 
Employee member and a Department member. 
Assuming that we have an Employee-Department relationship between tables, it 
would be naturally captured by triples such as the last one, explicited for every 
related record.  

3. For every record, an instanceOf relationship can be generated, using the table name 
as a class name: 
:A001 rdf:type  :Employee . 

4. The primary key is declared as a functional and inverse functional property, an 
OWL restriction that imposes a 1:1 mapping between resources and key values. 
:hasID rdf:type  owl:FunctionalProperty . 
:hasID rdf:type  owl:InverseFunctionalProperty . 

5. On a vocabulary level, the current table becomes a property domain, and every 
field becomes a property range: 
:hasDpt rdfs:domain :Employee . 
:hasDpt rdfs:range :Dpt . 
(this reflects the relationship with other entities; a mapping might be necessary 
between table names and foreign key names) 
:hasName rdfs:domain :Employee . 
:hasName rdfs:range :Name . 
(this reflects the relationship with a custom datatype) 
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Special care must be taken if there’s a possibility that the same field name is used 
in multiple tables, in order to avoid domain clashes. This might be avoided by adding 
an extra prefix to the property names (referring the table, which also prefixes primary 
key values) or by making the extra step of defining a superdomain for all properties 
with more than one domain. 

Class, resource and property declarations will be inferred by the knowledge 
repository so they don't have to be explicitly created by the semantization engine. 
This process results in an RDF triple collection (graph) which is stored on the 
knowledge management platform (Sesame) through its REST interface. 

b. The second strategy is to further decompose each table in a taxonomy of 
formal concepts, according to the FCA methodology. FCA algorithms are executed 
over a so-called formal context consisting in a bit matrix in order to compute a lattice 
of (partially ordered) formal concepts, which can be freely interpreted as statistical 
clusters, object-oriented or semantic classes, relational entities or linguistic concepts. 
We won't insist on the mathematization of FCA (available in the provided references). 
Instead we define the formal concept rather informally, as being the set of objects 
sharing a certain set of attributes. 

Known FCA algorithms (Ganter, 2010) (Kuznetsov and Obiedkov, 2001) will 
compute from Table 7 a lattice expressed by the Hasse diagram in Fig. 46. Every 
node is a class/cluster/concept defined by a set of shared attributes (the intent) and 
containing a set of objects sharing those attributes (the extent). Every arc represents a 
specialization/generalization, corresponding to the rdfs:subClassOf property. As 
attributes are added, the formal concepts become more precise, as attributes are 
removed, the formal concepts become more general (fewer features, more objects). 
The extremes can be mapped on standard classes such as owl:Thing (the class of all 
objects, regardless of shared attributes) and owl:Nothing (the class of objects that 
share everything – theoretically, it’s possible to have this class satisfied, but in our 
case there are attributes excluding each other). 

We extended the Hasse diagram in order to reflect the instanceOf (rdf:type) 
relationships between the members of an extent (an object) and the classes to which 
they belong (one ore more formal concepts). For the smallest concepts we use the 
convenient directType relationship provided by the Sesame vocabulary in a closed 
world assumption (a resource has a certain directType if there are no intermediary 
classes between the resource and that type). 

Table 7. A sample of object-attribute bit matrix 

 A1 A2 A3 A4 
O1 X X   
O2  X X X 
O3 X  X X 
O4 X X X  
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Fig. 46. A Hasse diagram extended with RDF properties 

One of the challenges regarding the FCA taxonomy derivation is to extract relevant 
boolean formal contexts from the much more heterogeneous ERP database. This 
reduces the degree of automation since it must be accomplished through a query layer 
controlled with an HTML interface where the knowledge engineer must define the 
relevant attributes. The relevant attributes are created by assigning an attribute to each 
value in a field (ex: male, female), to subsets of field values (ex: related job positions) 
or to value ranges (ex: age ranges, salary ranges). Logical fields map trivially to FCA 
attributes. In an HTML interface, the user selects a relational entity and, for each of 
its fields, creates a set of mappings between FCA attributes and values/ranges/subsets 
whose presence will determine a value of 1 in the formal context. For example, the 
class of Employees might be split in the concepts determined by FCA: males, 
females, old, young, employee groups determined by position, department or salary 
package structure. 

The proposed model extends the ERP GUI with Web-based forms and reports 
generated from the RDF backend resulting from the previous conversion effort. In 
order to accomplish this, we employ AJAX libraries such as those provided by 
SIMILE (MIT, 2015). One of the essential components of SIMILE is EXHIBIT, an 
XML vocabulary powered by a JavaScript API and used for defining RDF lenses (a 
notion similar to database views). They can be mixed with HTML to generate web 
pages based on these lenses. The final HTML document is augmented with useful 
AJAX widgets such as a search engine, filtering facets, pop-ups describing resources 
related to the ones displayed (colleagues from the same department, in Fig. 47). 
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Fig. 47.  A screenshot from the EXHIBIT-powered interactive report and (below) its RDF data 

source expressed as JavaScript Notation (for the Employee class) 

The JSON representation of RDF can be obtained through a customized conversion 
module. This is especially useful as the Sesame REST interface responds with a 
JSON representation of the standards SPARQL Results Format (W3C, 2015l) and not 
with a traditional RDF serialization format, so the converter acts as a JSON 
reformatter that adapts the dataset to the requirements of EXHIBIT lenses. The lenses 
can be defined for each class of the taxonomy. 

 
{types: {Employee : {pluralLabel: "Employees"}}, 
 properties: {DptColleagues : {valueType: "item"}}, 
 items : [ 
        {   type : "Employee", 
            label : "Lupu Alexandra", 
            position : "Network Admin", 
            department :  "D01", 
            DptColleagues : "Pop Maria", 
            URLCV : "http://mycompany.com/lupu.doc", 
            URLphoto : "poza2.jpg"},..............]} 
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5 Applications 

This section complements the minimal running example described in Section 2 with 
several project-based application cases derived from the experience with the 
ComVantage FP7 research project, where the author of this thesis applied and 
evaluated the hereby presented approach. Project background and an overview on the 
ComVantage modelling method was already provided in Section 3.2. This section will 
highlight certain domain-specific fragments of the ComVantage modelling method in 
relation to several application scenarios and how they can benefit from querying 
linked and domain-specific diagrammatic models. The scenarios are selected from the 
following application areas: 

• App requirements modelling (Section 5.1), where the challenge of semantic 
traceability for requirements is addressed. The relevant modelling method 
fragments to be illustrated here belong to the enterprise, app management and app 
requirements scopes (relative to the stack in Fig. 18). This section will be more 
elaborated in the sense of metamodelling and modelling procedure details, while 
the others will be limited to motivating scenarios, model and query examples. This 
is also aimed to provide details on a stable snapshot of the ComVantage method, as 
produced with the Agile Modelling Method Engineering framework; 

• Modelling for mobile maintenance (Section 5.2), where models can be integrated 
with run-time Internet of Things (IoT) resources. The relevant modelling method 
fragments to be illustrated belong to the enterprise scope, adapted to the domain-
specificity of maintenance (particularly in the Motivators facet); 

• Modelling for manufacturing processes (Section 5.3), where run-time production 
processes can be coordinated by design-time information captured in diagrammatic 
form. The relevant modelling method fragments to be illustrated belong to the 
supply chain scope; 

• Other visionary use cases will also be discussed, on a theoretical level – model-to-
model linking and models as shared vocabularies (Section 5.4). 

5.1 Semantic Traceability for Requirements Modelling 

5.1.1 Modelling Goal and Procedure  
 
This section describes the ComVantage method fragment for modelling mobile app 
requirements in traceable relation to a) the business environment where the apps will 
be used, as well as to b) the early design decisions that must be negotiated with 
stakeholders across the Twin Peaks gap (Nuseibeh, 2001) between requirements and 
designs. The work was motivated on one hand by drawbacks identified in common 
practice and tool support for requirements representation. We highlight here the 
different aspects of the established goal: 

• Knowledge-orientation. The commonly used tools for requirements engineering 
can be seen as bug trackers or task management tools that are repurposed or 
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generalized as "requirements trackers", e.g., (FusionForge, 2015). Their support 
goes mainly to requirements management, and less to requirements representation, 
although this is the content communicated during elicitation (Kaindl and 
Svetinovic, 2010). Requirements are often captured in a centralized repository of 
weakly structured natural languages statements, typically derived from itemized 
survey or interview answers. General purpose diagrams (UML) may support such 
descriptions (see IBM’s tooling (IBM, 2015)) but they are still employed as weakly 
integrated artefacts, as auxiliary graphical documentation, rather than structured 
and integrated representations of the acquired knowledge, capable to support a 
comprehensive analysis of the requirements' context. Thus we highlight this aspect 
with the subgoal of bringing requirements gathering closer to structured knowledge 
acquisition; 

• Process-centricity. For business stakeholders, requirements are "wishes" 
describing (mostly in domain-specific terms) what they have to do and what 
capabilities they need in order to do it. The developers discuss in terms of user 
interface controls, queries, design features etc. The border between the two 
viewpoints is a fuzzy ground that needs to be structured during requirements 
elicitation. A key commonality identified on this border is the notion of control 
flow, which is present both on the business side (emerging from the practice of 
business process management) and on the IT side (inherent to algorithmic 
thinking). This can be leveraged to setup a communication strategy whose content 
is built around business process modelling. Conceptual modelling languages can 
educate their users to communicate in a structured way, with a limited set of 
concepts, based on a common understanding of their semantics. Thus we highlight 
a second characteristic of the proposed approach: reliance on existing stakeholder 
competence regarding business process modelling; 

• Technological and domain specificity. The work at hand presents a fragment of 
the ComVantage modelling method, the one concerned with requirements 
representation. The fragment is reusable across business domains since it can be 
detached from the project's domain specificity (manifested in model types and 
constructs that can be linked to the ones discussed here). On the other hand, the 
technological specificity (apps and Linked Data) has a tighter embedding in the 
modelling semantics (manifested in object properties and notation) and thus will 
limit reuse. Therefore we can highlight a third characteristic of the proposed 
approach: reliance on meta-modelling as means of tailoring a modelling approach 
to some (evolving) degree of specificity; 

• Semantic traceability. The goal extends towards ensuring that the resulting 
requirements can be reused beyond the elicitation phase, in scenarios such as: 
human-based requirements validation, derivation of training materials from 
requirements, analysis of the requirements representation and, if certain 
prerequisites are met, model-aware code selection or process-aware requirements 
management systems. We designate the term semantic traceability for the ability to 
retrieve semantically related information both from upstream (business motivators 
and context) and downstream (early design decisions) of the development process, 
as well as from multiple levels of detail. 
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Both business process management and requirements engineering are fields that rely 
heavily on conceptual modelling, therefore they converge here as application domains 
for our metamodelling concerns and framework. From the projects' requirements 
elicitation workshops, several layers on which app requirements should be structured 
have been identified: 

• the infrastructure layer, where technological choices for front-end devices and 
back-end endpoints must be made; 

• the data layer, where data ownership and data requirements are defined; 
• the domain layer, described through domain concepts, tasks and required resource 

types; 
• the user interaction layer, where the required mobile IT support must be described 

for each role, down to a mockup level of detail that can support the early design 
phase. 

With the recent advent of crowdsourcing-inspired deployment models ("app stores"), 
apps are being developed by members of a community, not necessarily by software 
companies. With a certain amount of training (not negligible, but with a tendency of 
being minimized by frameworks and reusable patterns) and a focus on front-end user 
experience (rather than architecture and back-end), app developers often short-circuit 
the maturation process of a software engineer and the lifecycle for which UML was 
designed. This builds a case for a mobile app requirements engineering methodology 
that reflects the short-circuit and still supports some level of agility and traceability. 

The Motivating Scenario for the proposed approach is the following: A company 
acting in a business collaboration network decides to deploy apps with a "bring-your-
own-device" (BYOD) strategy (Loucks et al., 2015) to support its collaborative 
processes. The stakeholders are familiar with their legacy systems; they know their 
business processes and working environments, and are able to describe them in 
business process models. The business partners have enforced access control policies 
on their (data) resources, but decide to relax them to the extent required for 
collaboration. The company must communicate requirements for supporting their 
business processes with front-end mobile IT and back-end data (e.g., Linked Data, in 
the case of ComVantage). The app developers must communicate back proposed 
refinements and mock-ups before initiating implementation. Requirements must be 
traceable (on a semantic basis) to their rationale (processes, process motivators), to 
the required resources and early design proposals. Several types of gaps must be 
identifiable (gaps in the requirements; gaps between required and available 
resources). When business processes change, impact on the mobile IT implementation 
should be minimized. Employees must be able to assimilate new/redesigned processes 
and learn how the apps support them. To enable collaboration, business partners need 
to know what data access means to relax or create. 

The proposed solution is a modelling approach with the following characteristics 
(inherited from the overarching ComVantage method): 

• it approaches requirements elicitation as a modelling activity, guiding users to 
decompose a business view on multiple layers of detail, down to mockup designs; 
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• it enables knowledge externalization in human-readable form, channelling 
communication between stakeholders and app designers; 

• it enables knowledge externalization in machine-readable Linked Data structures, 
thus enabling cross-model traceability for various purposes: model analysis (e.g. 
requirements gap analysis), interoperability (e.g. requirements-driven app 
deployment), derivation of auxiliary model-aware content or tools (interaction 
simulator, requirements manager etc.). 

The modelling procedure provides the backbone for the requirements elicitation 
process, which thus becomes a model refinement process, with typical scenarios such 
as: a) the business stakeholder initiates the dialog with some rudimentary designs on a 
familiar level of granularity, then the app developer enhances models and refines 
granularity; or b) the app developer translates the stakeholder’s user stories in initial 
models and presents them, integrating feedback or attracting the stakeholder to 
contribute in a collaborative modelling approach. 

Table 8 maps the model types involved in the procedure on the requirements 
layers mentioned earlier in this section. Fig. 48 provides a metamodel overview 
where all the model types are integrated by the semantic links that will allow cross-
model traceability. Fig. 49 (designed with ADONIS (BOC, 2015b)) depicts the 
modelling procedure as a business process, with each step to be further detailed. 

Table 8. Classes of mobile app requirements 

App requirements layers Modelling support 
Domain layer Links to motivator model types – to describe the business context and 

domain-specific process motivators: machine models, product 
models etc. 

Business process model type – to describe the domain-specific tasks 
that require app support 

Business entities model type – to describe the stakeholders involved 
in performing the activities (hence, the roles that require app 
support) and the ownership of required resources 

ER model type – to indicate the domain concepts 
Interaction layer Interaction elements model type – to describe interaction points and 

mockups 
Orchestration model type – to describe usage precedence for various 

resource types; for apps, it describes how they must be 
orchestrated along a business process, providing input to a 
deployment engine 

Interaction process model type – reused with different semantics, to 
describe user-app interaction flows (and possibly to evaluate 
interaction usability) 

Data layer ER model type – to describe the conceptual structure of the available 
or required data 

Information space model type – to describe information resources 
Infrastructure layer App & capability pool model type – to describe some technical 

requirements for the required apps (OS, device type)  
Location pool and Information space model type – to describe access 

means to information resources 
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Fig. 48. Metamodel overview 

The metamodel groups the different visual constructs (concepts) in model types and 
prescribes relations of various kinds. The figure distinguishes only between inter-
model links (commonly implemented as hyperlinks or cross-references) and intra-
model relations (commonly implemented as visual connectors, object groupings, 
intra-model hyperlinks). Concept generalization is also highlighted (see the legend). 
These relations will be further inspected with model samples mapped on the general 
flow of the modelling procedure. The metamodel is the "gluing" semantic core of the 
modelling language, since it captures modelling relations that will enable traceability 
in a Linked Data environment, through SPARQL queries. The language allows the 
modeller to decompose a business view down to operational processes and their 
required resources, of several types: (i) liable entities (business entities for supply 
chain processes, human roles for operational processes), (ii) tangible assets 
(hardware) and intangible assets (apps, information, access means, locations, data 
services/endpoints). The app-related assets are drilled down and refined by the app 
developer during negotiation loops with business stakeholders. For readability, loops 
are not visible in Fig. 49, but they can happen for every segment, and for the 
procedure as a whole (when requirements evolve based on feedback coming from 
evaluating initial design or implementation, as suggested by the Twin Peaks model). 
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Fig. 49. Overview of the app modelling procedure 
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5.1.2 Model Samples and Inter-model Links  
 
The modelling procedure was designed to enable a collaborative modelling effort for 
two actors - a business-oriented modeller (BM) and an app modeller (AM), along the 
steps presented throughout this section: 
Step 1. Business process modelling 
Goal: To capture the procedural knowledge of the stakeholders, on how their 
operational processes must be run. To represent user stories in a structured manner. 
Relation to previous steps: A business process has domain-specific motivators that are 
modelled in upper layers of the overall ComVantage method (examples to be 
provided in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, this section isolates only the requirements-related 
fragment). 
Details: BM models an operational business process according to common business 
process modelling practices. As Fig. 50 and the subsequent screenshots suggest, the 
proposed notation supports the core control flow semantics common in most 
flowcharting languages (activity, decision, parallel splits, swimlanes) but deviates 
from standard notations to gain expressivity and usability-oriented ornamentations 
(e.g., semantically-determined clickable anchors linking to related models). 
 

 
  

Fig. 50. Mapping business processes to business entities 

Step 2. Role definition 
Goal: To capture knowledge about the liable entities/roles participating to the 
business context and their involvement in process execution.  
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Relation to previous steps: Links are created from business process elements to roles 
from the business context. Links can be created from roles to the upper layers of the 
method (e.g. to the business model, supply network). 
Details: BM models an organizational context (business entities model), indicating 
roles that are involved in performing the process (also Fig. 50). The role assignment 
relation is also suggested notationally through swimlanes and functionally via 
navigable links. Their semantics extend beyond what is apparent in this simple 
example, including also location (where an entity is able to operate). 
 
Step 3. Initial requirements allocation 
Goal: To identify which of its tasks require the mobile IT support and what features 
are needed. 
Relation to previous steps: A "variant" link is created between the outcome of Step1 
and a refined business process model (requirements view) created here. New role 
links may be identified and linked for this refined process. 
Details: Our experience has shown that Step 1 usually results in a process model with 
quite weak granularity (high level business steps). It is, however, useful to allow Step 
1 to be performed with minimal guidance, encouraging BM to describe the process in 
terms of what needs to happen, without thinking of any requirements. Stressing too 
early the focus on requirements triggers in some cases a "granularity imbalance" - a 
tendency to mix in the same process model very high level tasks (e.g. Perform tests) 
with very low level actions (e.g. Press refresh button). As a consequence, the 
modelling procedure aims to build a sense of decomposition effort, on different 
layers: Step 1 captures what needs to be done, whereas in Step 3 BM is asked to break 
down the granularity so that (s)he can assign only one app feature to each process 
activity. We understand feature here in the sense of "unit of functionality" (Apel and 
Kastner, 2009) rather than "quality of the system", since in subsequent steps the 
modeller must describe how the user will interact with the feature. We assimilate non-
functional "qualities" with capabilities or capability properties (subject to Step4). 
Ideally, each feature will become a single-purpose app, so the modeller can be guided 
by the principle "one app/activity". As it will be later discussed, more complex 
support can be modelled in the form of an orchestration of single-purpose apps. This 
step will result in a pool model collecting all the identified apps/features, and a new 
version of the business process model: the requirements view. In Fig. 51, one can 
notice the visual cues in the top left corner of some process activities acting as 
hyperlinks to the features. By imposing that BM should create two variants of his/her 
business process model will result in significantly better results than just leading the 
discussion from the outcome of Step 1. Firstly, it stimulates the modeller to think in 
different stages about what needs to happen and what support is needed from apps. 
Secondly, it forces him/her to go through an explicit step of granularity improvement 
and to identify clearly which business steps require support and which do not (the 
latter can be kept with a coarser granularity, being out of the requirements scope). 
Finally, it makes him/her rethink the semantics of the "assigned role": while at Step 1, 
stakeholders tend to think in terms of responsible roles (who are accountable for the 
activity results), in Step 3 they will think more in terms of performing roles (who will 
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actually use the apps). This might cause a significant process redesign (more than just 
breaking down activities to finer detail). 
 

 
Fig. 51. The allocation of features and capabilities 

Step 4. Capability definition 
Goal: To acquire finer descriptions of the required features (including non-functional 
characteristics and device dependencies). To accumulate a reusable and extensible 
portfolio of app capabilities. 
Relation to previous steps: Capabilities are linked to the previously identified 
features. 
Details: The semantics of the app/feature concept enable the further collection of 
technical requirements, as a) editable properties prescribed for each app/feature (e.g. 
OS, device type, link where it can be downloaded) or b) links to an extensible pool of 
capabilities. The capabilities are classified in three categories: use case capabilities 
(e.g. "Access machine data"), software capabilities (e.g. "Location sensitivity") and 
device capabilities (e.g. "Internet connection"). Dependencies between use case and 
software capabilities and between software and device capabilities can also be 
modelled (right side of Fig. 51) by AM. Some capabilities may be further highlighted 
as being privacy-relevant (e.g. "Location sensitivity", "Contact database access"). The 
modellers are expected to collaboratively work on linking capabilities and collecting 
capability annotating properties which may capture various expected qualities (e.g. 
performance-related). This step will benefit if the methodology has been employed in 
other projects and AM has a portfolio/repository of models accumulated from 
previous experience. Specifically, the pool model should be treated as a reusable, 
shared, capability vocabulary and, at the same time, as a catalogue of "tagged apps", 
accumulated from AM’s experience. It is plausible that most device and software 
capabilities will be reused, whereas BM may introduce new use case capabilities or 
perform some linking on use case level (possibly suggesting some subfeatures). It 
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must be noted that device and software capabilities can also be interpreted as 
settings/states/configurations that should be active or switchable for the app/feature to 
be able to run. The ComVantage research project advocates the reuse of apps or app 
skeletons that have been previously designed/implemented and are described through 
their capabilities. An app orchestration framework (Ziegler et al., 2012) relies on this 
principle, by selecting and adapting app skeletons with certain properties. Model 
queries on the app and capability pool model can be employed to identify apps with a 
particular capability set, apps with similar capability sets or capabilities that have 
similar dependencies (e.g. using a set similarity metric like the Jaccard index). 
 
Step 5. Interaction modelling 
Goal: To capture interaction requirements. To initiate early designs. 
Relation to previous steps: Tasks from the business process model are decomposed 
here in interaction processes. The features assigned in Step 3 are decomposed here in 
interaction elements. 
Details: Business stakeholders familiar with mobile technology or their legacy system 
are quite often inclined to present their requirements with a sense of flow, for 
example: I need to check the machine sensors; if something looks wrong, I need to go 
to actuators, edit some of their values, then check the sensors again to see what effect 
the change had. 

 
Fig. 52. Semantic links for an interaction process 

BM will again describe such stories as "processes" (see Fig. 52) - but this time the 
semantics are different: a) the tasks are not business activities, but interaction steps 
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(select, input, read from screen, trigger a new feature etc.); b) the resources that must 
support each task are not roles / apps, but points of interaction (to be abbreviated as 
POIs throughout the remainder of the section). POIs are described on a level of 
abstraction positioned between the abstract (inputs, outputs) and concrete (UI 
controls) layers of the Cameleon framework (Calvary et al., 2003). Relative to the 
business process model designed at Step 3, this interaction process will be linked as a 
subprocess. Each of its steps will be linked to an abstract POI that must support the 
step. There are, however, cases where BM is not capable of giving a sense of flow to 
the interaction and will only enumerate a list of operations that should be supported. 
These too, should be represented as POIs. In any case, BM is expected to provide an 
initial set of POIs that are relevant to the current feature / activity, and an initial 
mapping between interaction steps and POIs. For the POIs, we provide a taxonomy of 
abstract UI elements (inspired by the Cameleon framework) that will not be detailed 
here since it adds little relevance to the thesis scope (see (Buchmann and Karagiannis, 
2015c) for more). The semantics of each POI type is not given strictly by the 
taxonomy, but also by the link type (Use/Read or Change/Write) between POIs and 
interaction steps. The type of POI in combination with the type of link will determine 
the intended interpretation (e.g., an output POI with a Use/Read link means that the 
app user should read the content displayed by the POI; an interactive POI with a 
Use/Read link means that the app user should interact with the POI without changing 
its content – for example, using a media player component). 
 
Step 6. Interaction refinement 
Goal: To provide initial mockup designs. 
Relation to previous steps: The previously created POI models are refined to emulate 
the appearance of a concrete UI. 
Details: Fig. 52 presented an example from the maintenance use cases of the 
ComVantage project, where the following interaction process has been designed: it 
starts with getting a list of sensor values then, in case something wrong is noticed, it 
switches to a testing component where actuator values are edited and saved, then it 
switches back to check the effect on sensors. This maps on a list of (output POIs) 
sensor values, a (input) POI to open the actuator test component, a list of machine 
actuators with prefilled editable values (interactive output POIs), an (input) POI to 
save changes to the actuator values and an (input) POI to check the effect on sensors. 
AM must refine the model by grouping the POIs in screens (components) and 
possibly adjusting the interaction process to accommodate the finished design. 
Several kinds of adjustments are expected: 

• Model queries will indicate gaps to be filled, for example if there are interaction 
steps with no POI assigned, or POIs that are not involved in any apparent way 
throughout the interaction. In Fig. 52, for example, AM might decide to add a Quit 
trigger, or might inquire why the interaction process does not contain a machine 
selection step. To this, BM may bring to light the assumption that the machine 
should be detected automatically by location, or that it should be identified in a 
previous step (by a QR code scan, or from the original customer request data). 
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• Some POIs are introduced only after AM creates a proposal of grouping them in 
screens. For example, it is plausible that BM does not explicitly require the POIs 
for switching to the actuator testing component and back to the sensor list. These 
become relevant once it was decided that the two subfeatures will not be displayed 
on the same screen at the same time. The interaction process has to be extended 
accordingly once the screen-switching elements are added. 

 
Fig. 53. Shifting between abstract and concrete notations of interaction elements 

Once AM has an initial grouping in screens and a flow that drives the user through the 
interaction, a UI emulation can be derived by switching the notation from abstract to 
concrete. This will give a more suggestive image based on some presentational 
attributes (colours, fonts, labels, positioning) and an alternate model notation mapped 
on the POI types. The mockup-style notation will also isolate the non-presentable 
POIs outside the screens. For example, in Fig. 53 AM and BM decided that the 
triggers that switch between the two screens can be performed by voice commands 
and should not occupy screen space. The result is a UI emulation that can be further 
employed for a model-driven component called interaction stepper with the goal of 
validating requirements or training employees in understanding how the apps will 
support their workflow. The interaction refinement may also involve linking between 
interaction steps and capabilities, for purposes such as: 

• to communicate that a certain interaction step (e.g. switching the screen) relies on a 
capability (e.g. voice modality, microphone); this enriches the possibilities for gap 
analysis, providing answers to queries such as: Which requested capability is not 
used by any interaction process? 
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• to communicate that a certain interaction step relies on a configuration setting; 
settings are assimilated to capabilities and not to POIs since they are not involved 
in normal interaction processes (instead, interactions rely on some existing 
configuration). 

Step 7. Data requirements allocation 
Goal: To identify what the required data will be about. To initiate early designs for 
the domain concept model. 
Relation to previous steps: The previously identified interaction steps are linked here 
to elements of the information space. 
Details: BM is further involved in describing the data requirements, using the same 
process-centric approach. This again assures that no step of the flow is left without a 
statement on what is the input and output necessary to perform the activity, in a 
manner not unlike the one advocated (on a more superficial level) by the SIPOC 
modelling practices (Simon, 2010). Just as with the apps, there are two levels of detail 
on which data requirements can be described, with the AM being in the position of 
refining initial, intuitive BM proposals. On the more superficial level, the modeller 
may link information resource objects; while on the more granular level data entities 
from a simplified ER diagram can be captured. A simplified ER representation is 
abstract enough to describe domain concepts regardless of how the data will be 
stored, successfully covering Linked Data, relational database schemata or XML. For 
BM, the elements of an ER diagram are the nouns, attributes and predicates used in 
describing what (property) must be accessed about what (thing). This will become an 
entry point for the later data design phase (it is not expected that BM will give a 
complete ER design, but rather a rudimentary pool of concepts, properties and 
relations). The reusability argument raised in Step 4 (with respect to an app portfolio) 
is more prominent here: it is plausible that mobile apps must be developed as front-
end for already existing data. In such cases, it is even possible that an ER diagram is 
available upfront, and BM can perform mappings on it. If this is not the case, BM 
should try to define ER elements to intuitively express what information should be 
available about what “things”. 

Fig. 54 illustrates such mappings on the interaction process resulted from Step 5. 
The granularity of the information resource objects is not constrained in any way, and 
they can be created without any ER mappings, although mappings make the data 
requirements much more precise. BM should try a mapping as granular as possible, 
by translating in model form statements that are recurring in natural language 
requirements, such as I need to see/change the (properties) p1, p2,… of (entity) E. We 
rely on natural language model annotations to complement any details not graspable 
through models. 

Some interaction steps require data to be read or written. In order to describe how 
data is handled by an interaction step, modellers will rely on the same semantic links 
as in the case of the POIs (Use/Read means that data must be retrieved, Change/Write 
means that data must be changed). The fact that an interaction step is linked on one 
side to a POI and on the other side to an information resource gives to the interaction 
process the quality of a "traceability bridge" between front-end components and back-
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end data (see Fig. 55). With the proper granularity, the models will express what data 
needs to be accessed through each POI. 

 

 
Fig. 54. Modelling the data requirements at interaction process level 

 
Fig. 55. Bridging data requirements and interaction 

Fig. 54 also highlights the possibility of indicating, for an information resource what 
access means (queries) are needed/available for what location (URL of a data 
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endpoint or service). These are technical details that AM will add in order to define 
infrastructure-related requirements (what endpoints are needed / available, what 
queries do they accept – concerns particularly relevant when dealing with Linked 
Data and Web Services to ensure that the available information space fulfils the data 
requirements). 
 
Step 8. Interaction process extension 
Goal: To initiate designs for back-end connectivity. 
Relation to previous steps: The previously designed interaction process is extended 
with non-interactive steps where some back-end operation must take place. 
Details: In order to bridge the procedure towards the software design phase, the 
interaction processes can be drilled down by AM, who will separate the steps 
performed by the user (interaction steps) from those performed by the app (functions). 
The outcome is an important entry to the app design process. Technical stakeholders 
from the business side can be involved in establishing common understanding of such 
an execution flow, as it is still less formal and rigorous than approaches oriented 
towards code-generation (e.g. sequence diagrams). It is also a direct extension of the 
requirements representation and an enabler for a common understanding on access 
means requirements. Some of the links created in Step 5 (to POIs) and Step 7 (to data 
entities) will have to be shifted from interaction steps to newly introduced app 
functions that will actually perform data queries and trigger changes in the user 
interface. For example, the retrieval of sensor values and the creation of the POI 
displaying them become the responsibility of the Retrieve sensor values function 
which must be inserted before the Check sensor values interaction step (Fig. 56).  

 
Fig. 56. Extending interaction process with app functionality 

Such adjustments will highlight aspects relevant both for the business stakeholders 
and the app developers: 

• that some interaction steps will not be instantaneous, but conditioned by some 
back-end activity and possibly waiting times; 
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• that between interaction steps there will be some queries requiring access means 
and available endpoints; 

• discrete event process simulation, usually employed for time/cost estimations over 
business process paths can be repurposed for interaction processes with a different 
interpretation on time (e.g. processing or query effort) and cost (e.g. back end data 
payloads, number of clicks/touches in the interaction steps). 

Step 9. Orchestration modelling 
Goal: To identify the workflow of each role/entity participating in a business process. 
Relation to previous steps: Orchestration models must rely on the outcome of Step 3 
(process-role-feature mappings). 
Details: An essential goal of this work is to assure that requirements are usable 
beyond the elicitation phase. This is achieved by: 

• enabling the requirements elicitation phase to flow into the early app design phase, 
allowing evaluations on rudimentary designs (analysing model-based mockups or 
identifying gaps in the semantic links between models); 

• supporting a semi-automated orchestration of apps driven by the business flow, a 
key approach of the ComVantage research project introduced by (Ziegler et al., 
2012) and based on the assumption that each feature is implemented in a single-
purpose app. 

An orchestration engine that deploys inter-connected apps takes input from an RDF 
serialization of models where the usage precedence of apps (as dictated by the 
business process) is described. For this goal, a diagrammatic orchestration model 
must be built. The modelling tool provides options for deriving an orchestration 
model for a) an entire business process or b) only for one role involved in a business 
process. Role-level orchestration is particularly important, as each role is assumed to 
use a different device with different functionality. 

Fig. 57 and Fig. 58 showcase an example of a business process model (roles 
indicated by swimlanes) and the orchestration models that can be derived from it 
considering the allocated app requirements. The orchestration model loses the 
distinction between XOR and AND splits found in the original process model. This 
goes with the assumption that the splitting app (e.g. “History data analyser”) is always 
treated as an OR, displaying to the user the choice list of paths to be followed and 
letting him/her decide on how to advance. Hence, we rather aim for a model-aware 
usage precedence recommendation, rather than a fully automated workflow. Since we 
discuss here about front-end execution based on human interaction, the notion of 
workflow automation is not as prescriptive as in the case of web service orchestration. 
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Fig. 57. Multi-role app-supported business process model as input for orchestration models 

 

 
Fig. 58. Orchestration models derived from Fig. 57 

At the end of this procedure, a complex set of models will provide a process-centric 
view on app requirements, including early design decisions. The following sections 
will suggest benefits of the RDF serialization of such models. 
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5.1.3 Rule-based Model Transformation 
 
The last step of the procedure indicates a key challenge in the ComVantage project - 
the deployment of orchestrated mobile apps based on process-centric modelled 
requirements. The app orchestration engine takes input from models and deploys an 
app flow for a particular user role, as derived from business processes designed by the 
business stakeholders. In other words, instead of orchestrating web services in the 
spirit proposed by BPEL (OASIS, 2015), ComVantage orchestrates mobile app 
support at the front-end, by extending app chaining techniques (Morgan, 2012) to a 
business process-driven approach. In order to achieve this, app orchestration models 
are derived by employing graph transformation techniques on business process 
models extended with app requirements. The rules are indicated on the right side of 
Fig. 59. The top left panel shows the process model in the custom notation provided 
by the ComVantage modelling method: it contains a parallel (AND) split, a decision 
(XOR) split and some of the activities have app objects assigned to them as 
requirements (see legend also). The bottom right panel shows the final output, where 
only the app objects remain, with their precedence relations („FollowedBy") derived 
from the business process control flow. Node names are not meant to be readable, 
only the structural changes in the model, reflecting the sequence of graph 
transformations. 

 

 
Fig. 59. Graph rewriting for orchestration model generation 
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However, the model RDFization approach opens new possibilities of externalizing 
this effort to a Linked Data environment. Graph rewriting rules are, after all, 
production rules, and production rules on Linked Data can be expressed at query-time 
with graph building queries (CONSTRUCT) or graph altering queries 
(INSERT/DELETE) using the SPARQL language. Thus, it is only natural for such 
model-to-model transformation mechanisms to be "delegated" to the Linked Data 
cloud, taking off some of the processing load from the client modelling tool. Fig. 60 
maps the diagram elements to URIs and variable names used in the SPARQL 
transformations that derive the usage precedence flow of mobile apps. The SPARQL 
queries are presented in Table 9. 
 

 
Fig. 60. URIs and semantics of the diagrammatic view on orchestration generation 
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Table 9. The derivation of the orchestration model graph with SPARQL 

Step 1a. 
DELETE { 
?ae1 cv:SR ?pe2. 
?ae1 cv:FB ?pe2. 
} 
INSERT { 
?ae1 cv:FB ?msf3. 
} 
WHERE { 
{ ?ae1 cv:SR ?pe2. } 
UNION 
{ ?ae1 cv:FB ?pe2. } 
?pe2 cv:MS ?msf3. 
} 

Step 1b. 
DELETE { 
?pe1 cv:SR ?ae2. 
?pe1 cv:FB ?ae2. 
} 
INSERT { 
?msf3 cv:FB ?ae2. 
} 
WHERE { 
{ ?pe1 cv:SR ?ae2. } 
UNION 
{ ?pe1 cv:FB ?ae2. } 
?pe1 cv:MS ?msf3. 
} 

Step 2a. 
DELETE { 
?pe2 cv:SR ?ae4. 
?pe2 cv:FB ?ae4. 
} 
INSERT { 
?ae1 cv:FB ?ae4. 
} 
WHERE { 
{ ?ae1 cv:SR ?pe2. } 
UNION 
{ ?ae1 cv:FB ?pe2. } 
{ ?pe2 cv:SR ?ae3. } 
UNION 
{ ?pe2 cv:FB ?ae3. } 
{ ?pe2 cv:SR ?ae4. } 
UNION 
{ ?pe2 cv:FB ?ae4. } 
?pe2 rdf:type cv:PE.  
FILTER (?ae3 != 
?ae4). 
} 

Step 2b. 
DELETE { 
?ae2 cv:SR ?pe3. 
?ae2 cv:FB ?pe3. 
} 
INSERT { 
?ae2 cv:FB ?ae4. 
} 
WHERE { 
{ ?ae1 cv:SR ?pe3. } 
UNION 
{ ?ae1 cv:FB ?pe3. } 
{ ?ae2 cv:SR ?pe3. } 
UNION 
{ ?ae2 cv:FB ?pe3. } 
{ ?pe3 cv:SR ?ae4. } 
UNION 
{ ?pe3 cv:FB ?ae4. } 
?pe3 rdf:type cv:PE. 
FILTER (?ae1 != 
?ae2). 
} 

Step 3. 
DELETE { 
?ae1 cv:SR ?pe2. 
?ae1 cv:FB ?pe2. 
?pe2 cv:SR ?ae3. 
?pe2 cv:FB ?ae3. 
} 
INSERT { 
?ae1 cv:FB ?ae3. 
} 
WHERE { 
{ ?ae1 cv:SR ?pe2. } 
UNION 
{ ?ae1 cv:FB ?pe2. } 
{ ?pe2 cv:SR ?ae3. } 
UNION 
{ ?pe2 cv:FB ?ae3. } 
?pe2 rdf:type cv:PE. 
} 

Step 4a. 
DELETE { 
?ae1 cv:SR ?pe2. 
?ae1 cv:FB ?pe2. 
} 
WHERE { 
{ ?ae1 cv:SR ?pe2. } 
UNION 
{ ?ae1 cv:FB ?pe2. } 
?pe2 rdf:type cv:PE. 
} 

Step 4b. 
DELETE { 
?pe1 cv:SR ?ae2. 
?pe1 cv:FB ?ae2. 
} 
WHERE { 
{ ?pe1 cv:SR ?ae2. } 
UNION 
{ ?pe1 cv:FB ?ae2. } 
?pe1 rdf:type cv:PE. 
} 

Step 5. 
DELETE { 
?x ?y ?pe1. 
} 
WHERE { 
?x ?y ?pe1. 
?pe1 rdf:type cv:PE. 
} 
 
 
 
DELETE { 
?pe1 ?x ?y. 
} 
WHERE { 
?pe1 ?x ?y. 
?pe1 rdf:type cv:PE. 
} 

 
It should be noted that the algorithm is generally reusable to any type of resources 
assigned to the input process model (to reflect, for example, the precedence of 
involving human resources, information resources etc.). To keep the example easy to 
grasp, some simplifying assumptions are applied: 

• It is assumed that a direct RDF predicate (cv:SR) is used between process 
elements. As previously discussed, the actual RDF export generates a 
cv:from/cv:to pattern from those visual connectors, allowing for each occurrence 
of the visual connector to get its own properties. However, it is trivial to derive the 
direct cv:SR predicate from every occurrence of the cv:from/cv:to pattern, in order 
to obtain the structure on which these example queries run; 
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• The queries are also kept simple by avoiding (in most cases) type (class)-checking 
for the RDF nodes, since the modelling tool guarantees through its metamodel 
definition that, for example, the cv:MS relation only exists between a process 
element and an app object (the same applies to other relations). 

5.1.4 Requirements Traceability 
 
By applying the proposed RDFizer, the semantic network is derived from the 
multilayered model set that captures requirements in the fashion discussed throughout 
this section. Thus, the RDFizer enables semantic traceability across different aspects 
of the enterprise and captured requirements, as suggested in Fig. 61. On the right side 
of the figure, the models are reflected in the consolidated hypergraph resulted from 
the RDF export. The dashed edges highlight an example of a SPARQL query that 
traverses the graph (code also visible in the figure). The query traces the location of 
the business entity that requires a particular attribute (AttributeX) from the ER model. 
The model object names are not meant to be readable, however familiarity with the 
already presented notations is needed to grasp the general structure and how it 
translates to the hypergraph. The only notation not discussed yet is the top diagram, 
which links a foreseen defect to a maintenance process assigned to it (details will 
follow in the use case from Section 5.2). 

Relative to the relation taxonomy introduced in Section 4.3.1, we highlight here 
some relation variants that are captured in the hypergraph, using concepts from the 
metamodel: 

• NotR1⊆ProcessSwimlane×ProcessElement. It represents the visual containment 
relation between process swimlanes and their contents (in a business process 
model); 

• NotR2⊆Component×POI. It represents the visual containment relation between a 
UI container and a POI element; 

• FuncR⊆Activity×InteractionProcess. It represents the hyperlinks that enable 
navigation from a process activity to its interaction process; 

• SemR1⊆BusinessEntity×Location. It represents the location of a business entity, 
derived from the presence of an intermediate “access means” object; 

• SemR2⊆Activity×BusinessEntity. It represents the relation between an activity and 
a responsible role, derived from the inclusion of the activity in a swimlane 
associated to that role; 

• SynR1⊆Organization×HumanRole. It represents the visual connector between an 
organization and a subordinated role; 

• SynR2⊆App×Capability. It represents a prescribed reference that can be 
established between apps and their capabilities. 

Queries traversing these relations can also retrieve data from the editable property 
sheets of each modelling object. These are typically domain-specific attributes (e.g. 
OS for an app) or attributes relevant for requirements management (e.g. build status, 
author, textual annotations etc.). This will support the possibility to build model-
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aware requirements systems as an alternative to the traditional issue tracking 
approaches. 

 

 
Fig. 61. Requirements traceability through SPARQL queries over the model cluster hypergraph 

5.1.5 Interaction Stepper 
 
This model-aware tool takes input from model serializations of a business process, its 
interaction processes and corresponding interaction element (outcomes of Steps 3 and 
5 from the modelling procedure). As output, it guides the user through a step-by-step 
process-driven interaction (including its decisions), using the concrete notation 
mockups as app emulations. 

As Fig. 62 indicates, for each process activity, and for each interaction step, the 
concrete notation of the assigned screen (component) is displayed together with the 
current activity attributes (e.g. involved roles). The current POI (determined by the 
link between interaction steps and interaction elements) is highlighted on the screen. 
Whenever a decision is met, the user is asked to select the preferred path. This 
component supports the requirements validation loops between app modellers and the 
business stakeholder, as it facilitates the communication of envisioned app 
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interactions in dynamic and intuitive mockup views, for an early human-based 
evaluation. A secondary use may come in the training phase of a BYOD deployment 
strategy, where employees need to be accommodated with new or redesigned 
processes, particularly with the way in which the required apps will support those 
processes. 

 
Fig. 62. The interaction stepper component 

5.2 Mobile Maintenance in the Internet of Things 

The goal of this section is to advocate a particular model-driven approach for the im-
plementation of Internet of Things (IoT) applications, which is based on the 
contribution of this thesis. The section addresses another domain-specific fragment of 
the ComVantage modelling method, addressing the application area of mobile 
maintenance, where existing embedded technology expose sensor data to the Web 
via URIs. The IoT paradigm is a natural and pragmatic complement to the Semantic 
Web, with the Linked Data technological space acting as an enabler for inter-
organisational federation and querying of resources that use a global identification 
scheme – URIs –, to which RDF-based descriptions can be attached. IoT relies on 
middleware and data harmonisation protocols ( (ComVantage, 2015 - deliverable 
832), (RST and K&A, 2015)) that can expose sensor data in sensor networks or even 
in the Web. The work at hand advocates a complementary source of Linked Data for 
IoT: domain-specific diagrammatic conceptual models that can serve as a semantic 
bridge between other available IoT resources, thus providing a semantically integrated 
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back-end for IoT run-time applications. The scope is limited to discussing the model-
driven approach. Discussions on the sensor access protocols/adapters and run-time 
front-end are out of scope, as they are not a direct contribution of the author and 
involve complementary expertise. 

The modelling support required for the mobile maintenance domain can be 
compared to the one provided by business process modelling to the Plan-Do-Check-
Act management approach. Fig. 63 maps the cycle to the maintenance domain, where 
both design-time and run-time activities must be combined, therefore access to a 
mash-up of model information constrained by run-time data (and vice versa) must 
meet the needs of the domain. Queries may follow the links suggested in the figure to 
retrieve aspects that are relevant to the different phases: e.g., the Repair&Adapt phase 
must retrieve the repair process that was planned (at design-time) for symptoms 
(based on sensor value queries) that determine the assignment of a repair expert (at 
run-time). 
 

 
Fig. 63. The relevance of model links to phases of the maintenance process improvement cycle 

This section will exemplify one such query, required for the following motivational 
scenario: 

A maintenance company provides preventive maintenance services based on 
diagnosed sensor data collected from systems embedded in the machines sold to their 
customers. Data is polled across IoT, in a Linked Data cloud that is shared with the 
customers. The maintenance company employs an enterprise modelling tool to plan 
its business processes (both repair and administrative ones) and to describe resources 
(human resources, maintained assets) for documentation and process improvement 
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purposes. The sensors of a machine report a critical value to the Linked Data cloud. 
The typical business process for answering a maintenance request involves a human 
coordinator who must assign some expert/technician. The information described with 
the modelling tool, complemented with the data retrieved from the sensor URI, should 
be sufficient to automatically identify the required capabilities (skills) and to notify 
the expert that can provide those capabilities, with minimal manual intervention. This 
would replace the coordinator with a coordination app that notifies available experts 
whose capabilities match those required by the diagnosed defect. 

To improve understandability, the capability matching example is reduced to the 
elements visible in Fig. 64. It depicts several modelling elements representing (a) 
elements of an organigram (e.g., roles or actors); (b) elements of a model describing 
the maintained machine types. The organigram resources are annotated (in tabular 
attributes) with their available skill sets and levels, while the machines are annotated 
in a similar manner with the skill sets and levels required for maintaining them. The 
subsequent code shows a SPARQL query that identifies, for a given machine, the 
experts whose available skill sets are sufficient – i.e., superior to those required. It 
also suggests the data structure derived from the model information (see code 
comments). 

 

 

Fig. 64. Reduced example of annotated model elements subjected to capability matching  

SELECT ?mach ?reqCount ?perf (COUNT(?avaSkill) AS ?avaCount) 
WHERE { 
# The inner query counts how many skills are required by the machine 
  { 
    SELECT ?mach (COUNT(?reqSkill) AS ?reqCount) 
    WHERE { 
# The BIND statement provides (in the ?mach variable) the URI of the machine that requires an 
# expert with matching skills (higher than the required ones) 
      BIND (<http://test.org#MachineType-365603-Machine_1> AS ?mach) 
      ?mach cv:SkillsKnowledge ?reqList . 
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      ?reqList rdf:rest*/rdf:first ?reqSkill . 
    } 
    GROUP BY ?mach 
  } 
 
# The next lines find what specific skills are required by the machine identified as ?mach 
# Notice that the skill table is captured as an RDF ordered list of records 
  ?mach cv:SkillsKnowledge ?reqList . 
  ?reqList rdf:rest*/rdf:first ?reqSkill . 
  ?reqSkill cv:Type ?reqSkillTyp . 
  ?reqSkill cv:Label ?reqSkillLab . 
  ?reqSkill cv:Level ?reqSkillLev . 
 
# The next lines find the experts with matching skills (skill levels higher than those required # by the 
machine) 
  ?perf rdf:type cv:Performer . 
  ?perf cv:SkillsKnowledge ?avaList . 
  ?avaList rdf:rest*/rdf:first ?avaSkill . 
  ?avaSkill cv:Type ?avaSkillTyp . 
  ?avaSkill cv:Label ?avaSkillLab . 
  ?avaSkill cv:Level ?avaSkillLev . 
  FILTER(?avaSkillTyp = ?reqSkillTyp) 
  FILTER(?avaSkillLab = ?reqSkillLab) 
  FILTER(?avaSkillLev >= ?reqSkillLev) 
} 
GROUP BY ?perf ?mach ?reqCount 
HAVING (COUNT(?avaSkill) = ?reqCount) 
# The last line keeps only the results where the number of required skills (from machine) is 
# equal to the count of matching skills (from experts) 
 

The example is overly simplified to keep the query minimal. In a real case, several 
extensions to be further discussed are applicable (and would add additional triple 
patterns in the query), as reflected in Fig. 65. The figure shows different types of 
models and the semantic links that can be established (i) between models (as 
hyperlinks in the modelling tool) or (ii) between their elements and external 
addressable IoT resources (as exported OWL equivalence statements - see links (1)-
(3)). 

Extension 1. Skills are not enumerated as labels in a table (this is prone to error, 
since the query relies on matching skill identifiers). Instead, skills (and other types of 
capabilities) are available as model elements in "capability pools" (e.g., a centralised 
skill pool) and other models can be linked to them (via hyperlinks, if models are 
created in the same tool, or via the above mentioned means of linking to external 
resources if the skill pool is managed separately). In both cases, the links can have 
their own attributes (e.g., the numerical skill level). 

Extension 2. Skills may be involved in other relations – the ComVantage tool 
includes the possibility of specialization hierarchies (see the connector between the 
Repair and Printer repair skills in Fig. 65). These can also be navigated and used as a 
filtering criteria (e.g., to find an expert with a skill that subsumes the required one, 
rather than an exact identifier match). More sophisticated skill taxonomies can be 
built with modelling means and exposed to Linked Data navigation. 
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Extension 3. Model elements can be linked to existing IoT resources that are 
already addressable via URIs, therefore the query may involve real resources to 
achieve improved automation and to use the model as a semantic bridge between run-
time data sources. For example, real sensor data may be retrieved (across link (1)) and 
forwarded together with the notification to the real expert (across link (3)) after the 
expert is selected based on the matching. 

Extension 4. The shortcut link (8) states that a particular expert has all the 
necessary skills to deal with a particular machine type, therefore instead of matching, 
a trivial query can find the expert directly across the link. Shortcut links can be 
created directly in the modelling tool, or inferred via production rules after the model 
RDFization. 
 

 

Fig. 65. Linking maintenance processes with Motivators, Participants and IoT resources 

5.3 Modelling for Manufacturing 

Another application area addressed by the ComVantage method scopes is Customer-
oriented Manufacturing, which in the project was concerned with the production of 
customizable shirts. The customization options may include different features of 
different types, including associated services. Once an order is created, the 
customization options are selected and a production process is triggered, involving 
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suppliers and service providers from an existing collaboration network, based on their 
declared capabilities in relation with the features that have been selected for the 
product-service mix. 

Fig. 66 depicts model samples designed for such a scenario and their naviga-
ble/queryable links: 

• A configurable product class is designed in a fashion inspired by feature-oriented 
modelling (Kang et al 1990), as a decomposition of different kinds of contributing 
"values" (features, parts, associated services) including their associated costs 
(which can then be aggregated through queries in order to support analysis of dif-
ferent configurations). Notational cues indicate which of the features are optional 
(e.g., Embroidery on a shirt), which are mixed-in services (e.g., an annual shirt re-
placement service for additional fee) and which customization options can be se-
lected by the customer (e.g., sleeve type, colour). In the same model type, a portfo-
lio of product configurations may be created, by fixing some of the option-
al/selectable features and possibly prohibiting others (e.g., the Embroidered white 
shirt implies embroidery but cannot be applied on blue colour); 

• A production process for this product class is designed, including paths for the 
different possible configurations. Certain activities are linked to the features that 
they act upon, as well as to the business roles/entities that are responsible for them. 
Just like in the previous use case, shortcut links may also established if certain rela-
tions are fixed and rigid (e.g., directly from the Embroidery feature to the company 
Embroidery provider A); 

• Concrete business partners may also be linked to their physical and digital (URL) 
locations, as well as to the physical area where they can provide their value. Roles 
are considered "requirements" (a business role is required to provide a capabil-
ity/feature in a certain area/location), which is quite similar, but for a different do-
main-specificity, to the skill requirements matching in Section 5.2. 

A SPARQL query example is provided here to trace all business roles (or entities, if 
available) involved in the production activities for the features of some given product 
configuration. Prefix declarations are omitted. 
 

SELECT ?feature ?act ?role ?entity 
WHERE { 
# the ?feature variable should be bound to all features required in the product configuration 
  VALUES ?feature { 
    <http://www.comvantage.eu/example#Value-447250-Sewing> 
    <http://www.comvantage.eu/example#Value-447260-Embroidery> 
    <http://www.comvantage.eu/example#Value-446989-Cloth>} 
GRAPH ?proc { 
 # the activities that influence each feature are retrieved 
    ?inf cv:Value ?feature . 
    ?inflist rdf:rest*/rdf:first ?inf . 
    ?act cv:influences ?inflist . 
 # the responsibles assigned to those activities are retrieved 
   ?act cv:Assigned_role ?ass . 
    ?ass cv:described_in ?busstruct} 
  GRAPH ?busstruct { 
# If the assigned responsible was a role, look further for business entities who are linked to it 
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    {?ass a cv:Business_role . 
      BIND (?ass AS ?role) 
      OPTIONAL {?entity cv:fulfils ?role} 
    } UNION { 
# If the assigned responsible is a business entity, retrieve it 
      ?ass a cv:Business_entity . 
      BIND (?ass AS ?entity)}}} 
 

 
Fig. 66. Explicit links that can be queried for the customer-oriented production domain 

5.4 Other Use Cases 

The previous sections highlighted some application cases which may be grouped in 
two classes of use cases: (i) model-to-data linking; (ii) rule-based model 
transformation. In this section, additional generic use cases are described, to extend 
the benefits of the proposal beyond the project-specific examples (although Section 
5.4.2 was already foreshadowed in Section 5.1 during the discussion on app capability 
modelling): 
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5.4.1 Model-to-model linking 

Model sharing is a key requirement in some application domains. Frameworks from 
supply chain management - see SCOR (APICS-SCC, 2015) - or virtual enterprise 
management promote process visibility along the supply chain in order to facilitate a 
better collaboration between partners or an end-to-end process ownership approach. 
In SCOR, an organization can design a high level process of their supply chain as an 
orchestration of operational business processes and their responsible business units. 
Each operational business process is then detailed as a separate business process 
model, with its execution requirements. While the coordinating organization would be 
able to develop the high level supply chain process model, it might not have direct 
access to the lower level business process models of its supply chain partners (see 
Fig. 67). Or, a particular partner might not want to share a model immediately and 
fully, with all the attributes prescribed by the metamodel (e.g., internally estimated 
activity times and costs). The goal is to enable queries across models that are related, 
but have been created by the different organisations. Fig. 67 depicts such a supply 
chain model mockup created by a virtual enterprise coordinator. Several vertical 
swimlanes represent different business roles, responsible for different supply chain 
steps. 

 
Fig. 67. Model linking in a supply chain modelling context 

The organisations fulfilling those roles can (and must) further describe their 
operational business processes. However, they may share these models with different 
strategies: some partners would share their full diagrammatic models; others would 
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communicate the URI/URL where the model (with a filtered level of detail) was 
previously exported; finally, some would just delay the linking due to temporary 
unavailability of their models. In these scenarios, the nonvisual inter-model link from 
Fig. 67 (between the supply chain model and the operational business process model) 
can be created in multiple ways, depending on the situation: 

• Within the modelling tool, if both the supply chain and the operational business 
process model are made available in diagrammatic form, in the same tool, and a 
hyperlink is created between them. The hyperlink between them becomes an RDF 
triple (cv:ModelRelation_NA) in the model graph, as previously suggested; 

• Between the modelling tool and a linked models cloud, if the two models are 
created by different organizations, at different times, and cannot be opened in the 
same modelling tool. In this scenario, the supply chain model will be linked to an 
empty placeholder process model (DummyShippingProcess) then, once the real 
one becomes available, the placeholder will be linked with the new model through 
its "sameAs link" attribute (available for all models and for all modelling objects). 
Another option is to use the property collector table, to create explicit RDF triples 
for the current modelling object. In Fig. 67 the property collector table is used 
twice: to link the Ship overseas supply chain activity to a (known) shipping process 
model (Oversea shipping process), and to assign a custom type (international 
shipping, which is not prescribed by the metamodel) to the shipping process; 

• Directly in the Linked Data cloud, through common data linking practices, as long 
as all URIs are known. 

Obviously, the second and third approaches would bypass all constraints enforced 
through the modelling tool by the language syntax (e.g., domain, range, cardinality of 
relations). As long as the linking is performed within the modelling tool, there will be 
a guarantee of consistency, to the extent provided by the constraint-checking 
mechanisms of the modelling method. Otherwise, the approach relies on the same 
"anyone can say anything about anything" principle as the Semantic Web paradigm 
(and the Web as a whole), meaning that publishers have a default interest in assuring 
the provision of quality content and data, having at stake their reputation as a model 
source. Eventually, an import mechanism can be implemented to bring exported 
models back in a modelling tool, in order to perform validation checks against the 
tool-level constraints. 

The URIs to be used for overriding/direct linking can be obtained in various ways: 

• exchanged directly between partners; 
• shared in a Sindice-type (SindiceTech, 2015) repository of model URIs; 
• discovered by existing link discovery technology (SILK (Isele et al., 2015)); 
• discovered by queries on the partner organization’s endpoint (all URIs have, as 

base, the domain URL of the organisation producing them, the model types URIs 
are known from the shared Linked Metamodel and everyone can find models 
involving themselves as a modelling object – usually a swimlane, a business role 
etc.). 
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Finally, the visual inter-model link in Fig. 67 is actually a modelling relation (a 
visible connector/arrow) from the supply chain model. It will bridge queries across 
lower level (operational) models – e.g., for requesting estimated times from the 
upstream or downstream of the supply chain, relative to a selected supply chain step. 

5.4.2 Models as shared vocabularies 
 
The structural flexibility envisioned for the Semantic Web can be transferred to linked 
models acting as controlled open vocabularies. Reference frameworks for specialized 
communities often define taxonomies that are, ultimately, shared vocabularies ready 
to be transferred in the Linked Data environment. For example the SCOR framework 
defines a standard taxonomy of process categories and process identifiers to be used 
when structuring and modelling supply chains. Supply chain modelling tools 
sometimes try to comply to the SCOR framework by hardcoding the SCOR concepts 
as first class modelling objects (Lindemann et al., 2002). However, such vocabularies 
also need to evolve. For nonstandard vocabularies, evolution has rather short 
iterations and is driven by change requests and refinements emerging from their user 
community. Even for standard taxonomies there is an evolution cycle that is 
controlled and versioned by some responsible body (the Supply Chain Council, in the 
SCOR case). In both situations, hard-coding controlled identifiers may prove too 
rigid, therefore a solution based on pool models is proposed in the context of the work 
at hand. 

Pool models are visual repositories of modelling objects intended for reuse, 
possibly grouped in a hierarchy. Reusing can mean, on one hand, having in different 
models various objects that represent the same thing (for this, the previously 
discussed sameAs links can state their equivalence across models). However, it is 
often preferable (for usability reasons, but not only), to keep the reused objects in one 
place (the pool model) and to reference them from multiple diagrams. Depending on 
the meaning attributed to the reference link, one can achieve an actual "object reuse" 
across multiple models, or just multiple associations with the same target object. If the 
hyperlink signifies the "of type" relation, then the pool model acts as a taxonomy of 
types, hence a controlled vocabulary for elements that are present in other diagrams. 

In Fig. 68, a SCOR supply chain mock-up is depicted, with each step detailed in an 
operational (sub)process. Some steps of the supply chain are grouped in the SCOR 
process categories represented as arrow-shaped containers (e.g. Source, Make, 
Deliver and their subcategories). Several link types are reflected by the example: 

• the grouping in the supply chain model is realized with visual containers 
representing the actual SCOR categories; these containers have "sameAs" links to 
objects from a shared pool model describing the SCOR process taxonomy; 

• each operational subprocess is linked through an rdf:type relation to its 
corresponding SCOR process type from the same pool model; 

• additionally, they are also linked through rdf:type to an alternative process 
taxonomy such as VRM (Value Chain Group, 2015) captured in the VRM pool 
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model (SCOR and VRM have significant semantic overlapping, as investigated in 
(Kirikova et al., 2012)). 

 
Fig. 68. Pool models employed as standard shared taxonomies 

This would expose the process for tracking and evaluation in both SCOR and VRM 
management contexts. In other words, both the SCOR and VRM pool models act as 
controlled vocabularies to which models from the supply chain or value chain 
contexts may be aligned. 

Vocabulary extensions can be performed either by a) creating new categories (as 
modelling objects) in the pool models, or by b) filling their property collector tables 
(thus extending semantics on the fly, beyond the metamodel of the tool prescribes). 
Such pool models may be shared within their user community as controlled 
vocabularies, since each of their elements has its own URI. Linking would be 
performed as discussed before, either visually, in the imported pool model, or directly 
to its RDFized version. 

In Fig. 69, two such pool models are highlighted: 

• A common pool of apps is reused to describe multiple app orchestration models. 
This would not qualify as a "vocabulary", but rather as a catalogue of resources 
(apps) to be reused in multiple models, through the "sameAs links" (other 
examples can be imagined from the supply chain contexts, such as reusing a 
catalogue of candidate business partners in multiple interorganizational business 
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processes). Property collector tables allow the unconstrained extension of the app 
descriptions, beyond what the metamodel prescribes, thus allowing the modeller to 
improvise a metadata vocabulary for experimentation purposes, without touching 
the language metamodel (and having the modelling tool reimplemented). Further 
on, each app is linked to more detailed app models (UI structure) and a set of 
capabilities (acting as requirements) collected in the second shared pool model: 

• The capability pool is closer to the notion of a "shared vocabulary", as it aims to 
collect and establish a taxonomy of capabilities that can describe an app. Each 
capability has its own generic property collector, enabling the creation of RDF 
links to other models, or new properties (without extending the modelling tool 
implementation). 

 
Fig. 69.  Pool models employed as nonstandard vocabularies of reusable resources 

Although these pool models are weakly constrained by the metamodel (and the 
property collector attributes not at all), they are particularly useful to communicate 
iterations of a shared vocabulary until it gets stabilized. Thus they will extend the 
metamodel in an ad-hoc way, as well as the sensitivity of model-aware run-time 
components. As pool models or property collectors are adopted and stabilized, they 
can be assimilated in the metamodel but this is not mandatory: there is also value in 
just keeping them as shared vocabularies, possibly enhanced with some documenting 
annotations. Of course, with controlled shared vocabularies, there’s always the 
challenge of managing evolution, versioning and preserving persistent linking. This is 
a general problem of Linked Data and ontology evolution.  
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6 Proof-of-concept Evaluation 

6.1 Demonstrator Setup 

A proof-of-concept demonstrator for the thesis contribution comprises several 
components that are highlighted in Fig. 70: 

1. A modelling prototype that allows the creation of domain-specific diagrammatic 
models based on requirements; 

2. The RDFizer component that converts the information available in diagrammatic 
form to RDF graphs and allows the linking of diagrammatic information to 
resources that already exist in the Web of Data; 

3. An RDF storage component acting as model repository; 
4. A SPARQL query client that can access the model repository and retrieve the 

information required by its use cases. 

 
Fig. 70. Components involved in the proof-of-concept implementation 

6.2 Storage and Query Technology 

As storage technology, tests have been performed on the available Sesame triplestore 
v 2.7 (Aduna, 2015). It supports the management of named graphs and also provides a 
RESTful service for remote queries via HTTP, for both uploads and downloads, based 
on a customized Sesame protocol (which covers functionality from the standard 
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Graph Store protocol and SPARQL protocol, plus some customization). Fig. 71 
shows the user interface provided by Sesame for manually uploading RDF graphs 
(left-side) and for querying a repository using the SPARQL language (right-side) – 
numbering indicates the necessary user interactions to perform the two tasks. 
 

 
Fig. 71. Sesame screens for the upload and query features 

However, model-aware components require queries to be performed remotely 
through the protocol of the RESTful service provided by Sesame. The parking 
availability checking app showcased in Section 2 is an example of an Android client 
performing such queries. Another, strictly test-oriented client, is included in the 
RDFizer as will be shown in the following sections. The basic principle of remote 
HTTP-based queries will be highlighted in the following code samples written in 
Python (due to its pseudo-code style of syntax, easy to read): 
 
The following example applies the Graph Store protocol to upload and replace a 
named graph (corresponding to a complete diagrammatic model): 
server="http://localhost:8080/openrdf-sesame/" 
command="repositories/ModelRepository/rdf-graphs/service?" 
import urllib 
params=urllib.urlencode({"graph":"http://expl.at#businessProcessModel"}) 
target=server+command+params 
# the request target URL was built, from the Sesame server address, the protocol 
command and the URL-encoded graph URI  
fileobject=open("businessProcessModel.ttl") 
content=fileobject.read() 
# the model contents are collected from a serialized Turtle file (the output of the 
RDFizer) 
import urllib2 
request=urllib2.Request(target, content) 
request.add_header("Content-Type","application/x-turtle") 
request.get_method=lambda:"PUT" 
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# the request was configured by declaring its payload (contents), the syntax of the 
content (Turtle) and the HTTP method (PUT will fully replace the graph, in case it 
already exists) 
urllib2.urlopen(request) 
# the request was fired 
 
The following example also performs a write operation on the server, but a more 
granular one, indicated by a specific SPARQL Update (and using a different protocol 
feature and type of URL). This allows the user to perform additional linking after the 
model was exported: 
 
>>> server="http://localhost:8080/openrdf-sesame/" 
>>> command="repositories/ModelRepository/statements?" 
>>> params=urllib.urlencode({"update":"prefix : <http://expl.at#> 
insert data {graph :businessProcessModel {:task1 :requires :resource1}}"}) 
>>> target=server+command+params 
>>> request=urllib2.Request(target,None) 
>>> request.get_method=lambda:"POST" 
>>> urllib2.urlopen(request) 
 
Reading may also be performed at graph-level or at more granular levels, based on 
SPARQL selections. The example below reads all statements from a model, about a 
particular task element. The results are collected and printed as N-triples (text/plain): 
 
>>> server="http://localhost:8080/openrdf-sesame/" 
>>> command="repositories/ModelRepository/statements?" 
>>> params=urllib.urlencode({"context":"<http://expl.at#businessProcessModel>", 
"subj":"<http://expl.at#task1>"}) 
>>> target=server+command+params 
>>> request=urllib2.Request(target) 
>>> request.add_header("Accept","text/plain") 
>>> temp=urllib2.urlopen(request) 
>>> print temp.read() 
 
These examples are reusable in the sense that they rely on generic HTTP requests 
fired to a target URL that complies the Sesame REST service. Language-specific 
libraries are also available and provide some shortcuts – Sesame itself is available as a 
Java library. The following example showcases the use of Python's RDFLib library 
(RDFLib, 2015) to retrieve all statements of a repository in the default format 
(RDF/XML) through a default method (GET): 
 
>>> import rdflib 
>>> statements=rdflib.Dataset() 
>>> statements.parse(location=server+command) 
 
Then the output can be processed and further filtered with library-specific features at 
client level, without involving the repository anymore (hence more processing effort 
on the client). 
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6.3 Modelling Prototypes 

A proof-of-concept was already presented in Section 2, addressing the minimal 
requirements assumed for the demonstrative running example. Possibilities of linking 
it to run-time third party data have been discussed and are briefly summarized here by 
Fig. 72.  
 

 
Fig. 72. Proof-of-concept modelling tool for the running example in Section 2 

Another modelling prototype, of more practical relevance, has been developed 
iteratively in the environment of the Open Model Initiative Laboratory (OMILab, 
2015a), for the project-specific ComVantage modelling method introduced in Section 
3.2, with some use cases detailed in Section 5. A screenshot showing various model 
types that have been already discussed in this thesis is on display in Fig. 73. This 
prototype was used to support project progress and will be further evolved in follow-
up projects, particularly to support experimentation on model-awareness in run-time 
components. Extensive usage guidelines are available in the prototype documentation 
(also available at (OMILab, 2015a)). 

Both modelling prototypes have been built on the ADOxx metamodelling platform 
(BOC, 2015a), which provides a metamodel definition toolkit (including constraints 
on cardinalities, domains, ranges, datatypes), an internal programming language to 
implement functionality over the model structure (ADOScript), and a vector graphics 
language (SVG-inspired) to implement notations (symbols) that are dynamic and 
interactive based on the detected semantics (property sets, hyperlinks). 

Fig. 74 shows the user interface for defining the metamodel for the running 
example: on the left side the concept hierarchy is highlighted, whereas on the right 
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side the visual connectors are defined in terms of their domains, ranges, cardinalities 
etc. Fig. 75 shows a sample of (1) the City concept defined in terms of its properties 
(see the running example in Section 2) and (2)-(3) its corresponding GraphRep 
definition (the custom notation).  
 

 
Fig. 73. The ComVantage modelling prototype (OMILab, 2015a) 

 
Fig. 74. The metamodel definition toolkit provided by ADOxx (BOC, 2015a) 
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Fig. 75. Editing concept properties and notation in ADOxx 

6.4 The RDFizer Component 

The RDFizer was designed and implemented in close relation to the ADOxx 
metamodelling platform – however it employs a multi-abstraction vocabulary that can 
be easily mapped to other environments. It is independent of domain and modelling 
language, in the sense that it can be applied for both of the mentioned modelling 
prototypes without any changes, since it includes a metamodel component that 
generates vocabulary elements from the modelling language concepts and connectors. 

The user interface of the RDFizer is shown here in two versions – the basic one 
(Fig. 76 and Fig. 77) and an advanced one providing additional support features (Fig. 
78 and Fig. 79). Both provide a metamodel-oriented and a model-oriented component 
that will produce the RDF graphs corresponding to the domain-specific language 
metamodel and the model contents, respectively. Both allow the customization of 
namespace allocated to the metamodel and model element URIs. 

The metamodel component enables the user to (1) filter the semantics exposed 
from the diagram, by selecting the editable properties that they want to have exported 
as Linked Data; (2) indicate which editable property should take the role of final URI 
(allowing the user to override exported URIs with preferred ones); (3) perform the 
generation of the serialized metamodel in TriG, Trix or Turtle. The output must be 
uploaded manually to Sesame in the basic version, whereas the advanced version is 
more streamlined in the sense that it connects directly to a pre-configured Sesame 
repository via its HTTP protocol and can upload/download the graphs directly from 
its user interface. Additionally, the advanced version provides a user interface for 
locally running SPARQL CONSTRUCTs in order to override URIs at metamodel 
level, after the RDFization was performed. 

The model component performs, in the basic version, strictly the RDF 
serialization in accord with a loaded metamodel in the syntax of choice. The advanced 
version is again streamlined and also permits the user to inspect the model graphs. 

In addition, the advanced version provides a component for configuring the 
Sesame HTTP Protocol parameters (e.g., endpoint, port, repository name) and to test 
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queries against the selected repository. The model and metamodel components will 
also use the declared server to exempt the user from performing manual uploads and 
queries.  

 

 
Fig. 76. Metamodel management component in the RDFizer (basic UI) 

 
Fig. 77. Model management component in the RDFizer (basic UI) 

We provide here a brief explanation on the advanced UI elements, according to the 
numbering from Fig. 78 and Fig. 79: 

1. The Open/Save buttons provide, by means of file format selection, the key 
functionality: transformation from the internal format of the metamodelling 
platform (ADOxx to the targeted named graph serialization or vice versa (if an 
import to the modelling tool is necessary); 

2. The metamodel visualization area provides means for consulting the RDF triples 
that are generated for the meta-model information, as well as means for filtering 
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the information (e.g. if the modeller does not want to export all the properties of 
the model elements); 

 
Fig. 78. Advanced UI of the RDFizer 

 
Fig. 79. Server configuration and tester client for Sesame (only in advanced UI) 
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3. For each metamodel element, some key properties  (e.g. type, superclass, label) 
may be quickly consulted in this area; 

4. A selected property may be designated to override the generated URI of model 
elements for the purpose of link-ing to external resources (hence equivalent to 
owl:sameAs); another property may be designated to be equivalent to rdf:type 
(hence allowing the modeller to attach types at model level); 

5. A Sesame triplestore may be selected for RESTful upload or download of the 
model information (the REST URL and parameters are configured in the window 
highlighted by item 13); 

6. Two buttons trigger the upload or download through Sesame's REST protocol; 
7. Local queries may be run to perform transformations on the metamodel graph  via 

query-time production rules (CONSTRUCT) whose results are merged or 
substracted from the current state of the graph; 

8. A button triggers the local query execution; 
9. The Open/Save buttons are also present in the Model Management area, with the 

same role of performing the transformation, but this time strictly for the model 
information; 

10. A navigation view is also available for the model elements, where their generated 
URIs may be consulted; 

11. Some key properties may be consulted for each model element; 
12. The upload-download functionality to a Sesame server is also available for the 

model graphs; 
13. A dedicated window provides means of configuring the connection to the Sesame 

server (URI components and credentials necessary in the REST calls); 
14. Remote queries against the currently selected Sesame server may be tested; 
15. This area displays query results and performance for the tested remote query. 

The feasibility and performance of remote model querying has been tested using the 
Sesame triplestore v 2.7 on a i5@2.6Ghz with 8GB RAM and the query tester client 
running the Sesame query-over-HTTP protocol. Queries have been run on models that 
reflect ComVantage project use cases, as well as on improvised models aimed to 
challenge scalability. 

A common query pattern used for testing is highlighted in Fig. 80: starting from a 
key activity from a business process model, all resources used downstream from that 
activity are retrieved (e.g., required human roles from organizational models), 
together with other objects from the resources’ context (e.g., departments and 
companies providing those roles), and finally a particular property of these contextual 
objects is retrieved (e.g., location). The full property sheets of model elements were 
exported as Linked Data, although for practical needs this is usually filtered down to 
some key attributes, significantly lowering the number of generated quads in the 
output hypergraph. 

The tests gave stable results shown in Table 10, with some reliability issues for the 
last row which used a business process model with 162 process elements and 64 
elements spread in 3 organisational charts. However, most practical cases encountered 
in the project (a) deal with less than 100 modelling elements (across multiple models), 
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(b) reduce the exported attribute set significantly (less than 50%, producing less than 
1000 quads per Linked Model Cluster) and (c) use targeted, well constrained queries 
rather than "searching queries" that must deal with a large search space (such as "give 
me some data related to whatever there is downstream from an activity"). 

Table 10. Query test results relative to model size 

Number of 
modelling 

objects 

Number of 
modelling 
relations 

Number of 
Quads exported 

Average 
query 

performance 
(ms) 

14 15 208 21 
30 40 575 22 
76 112 1510 27 
166 199 2652 30 
226 288 3966 34 

  

 

Fig. 80. Modelling relations traversed by the SPARQL tests   
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7 Conclusions 

The thesis addressed the research challenges stated in Section 1 by proposing a novel 
approach to enriching the Web of Data by leveraging the semantics available in 
domain-specific diagrammatic models based on an agile metamodelling approach 
complemented by formalisms, practices and the technological space established in the 
Linked Data paradigm. The thesis provides motivational argumentation, a minimal 
running example, formal description, use cases and applications (both visionary and 
existing) and implementation details pertaining to the different demonstrators that 
showcase the proposal feasibility. The conclusions are summarized here in the form 
of a SWOT evaluation based on the implementation and its encompassing conceptual 
work. Weaknesses and Opportunities are more elaborated, in order to suggest future 
directions: 

Strengths: The mechanism described in this thesis exposes diagrammatic models 
in a Linked Data cloud and enables their linking to other available resources. If the 
(discussed) pre-conditions are met, it enables model-to-model linking, model-to-data 
linking, models-as-shared-vocabularies and model transformation that can fuel a new 
generation of model-aware information systems and can drive model-based 
collaboration with the kind of network effect that is expected for the development of 
the Web of Data. Therefore, the thesis envisions a novel conceptual layer over the 
Web of Data, a possible intermediate stage between the pragmatic approach of Linked 
Open Data and the high level vision of an ontology-driven Semantic Web. 

Weaknesses: As with Linked Open Data, several challenges are raised regarding 
management and publishing practices for Linked Open Models. The current solutions 
for version management are quite rudimentary: model versioning metadata is applied 
on the named model graphs and the PUT Graph Store Protocol Method is used to 
fully replace a model graph after it is edited. However, a better granularity for model 
editing operations mapped on SPARQL-over-HTTP operations is a key future 
direction, to the aim of synchronizing model changes with the Linked Models 
repository. This is only one aspect of a broader work that needs to be developed for 
setting up a dedicated Linked Models repository that can guarantee quick access to 
metamodel and model descriptions, to support the sharing and documenting of 
relevant URIs for the discussed linking scenarios. Additional benefits may come from 
making URIs dereferenceable in ways that are richer compared to the generic Linked 
Data practices (e.g., internal DESCRIBE queries and HTTP content negotiation). 

Opportunities: Ontologists can benefit from the knowledge externalized through 
modelling tools, as a starting point for engineering fully-fledged domain or task 
ontologies. They can build on the models themselves or on the Linked Metamodel 
(e.g., it can be derived from the example in Section 4.1 that a Subsequent relation has, 
as domain and range, at least the union of Activity and Decision classes). Competency 
questions elicited as requirements usually suggest relations and attributes that must be 
captured by models; from these, domains and ranges can be derived, then organized in 
a class hierarchy covered by an upper ontology. Following Guarino's classification 
(Guarino, 1998), certain model types could be the basis for the task ontology (e.g., the 
process- and goal-related models), others for the domain ontology (models describing 
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resource types involved in or triggering processes). Therefore, a wide terrain of 
investigation for semantics-aware systems opens. 

Finally, support for importing Linked Data in modelling tools may open new 
possibilities: values for modelling attributes may be available in the Linked Data 
cloud, originating in various sources such as semantically lifted legacy repositories 
(e.g., organizational structure and employees extracted from an ERP system). Another 
opportunity is to employ, for model transformations, reasoners and fully-fledged 
ontologies instead of the query-time rules exemplified in the work at hand. 

Threats: There is a risk that the scope of the work seems limited to the 
ComVantage research project specificity. To avoid this, discussions on the level of 
generality and an alternative running example were included to emphasize the 
reusability and global value of the proposal. The proposed RDF vocabulary relies on a 
minimal meta-metamodel derived from the ADOxx metamodelling platform and, just 
as any RDF Schema, can be extended to include additional specialization. The 
metamodel elements are derived from the modelling language, hence they will are 
synchronous with the metamodel itself, acting like a controlled vocabulary for 
everyone who uses the same modelling tool. Furthermore, the Linked Data 
serialization of models can be used for notational interoperability, to transfer or 
transform similarly structured diagrams between different notations. 

The success of Linked Data is heavily dependent on the "killer apps" that will 
convince end-users of the benefits they can get from semantically annotating and 
describing content. A Linked Data representation of conceptual models may facilitate 
the impact but also takes some risks, as end-users must be educated to embrace 
domain-specific modelling languages in order to produce a new type of Web content 
in diagrammatic form. 

Final takeaway message: The vision promotes the transfer of diagrammatic 
conceptual models between a human-oriented knowledge tier (with conceptual 
models used for knowledge acquisition) and the machine-oriented tier of the Future 
Internet, in order to enrich the semantics of Linked Data. The Linked Data paradigm 
requires means of producing data graphs from various types of legacy systems – (a) 
relational databases, via adapters such as D2RQ; (b) gleaning mechanisms relying on 
tools like Any23. A yet untapped source for lifting Linked Data is the modelling tools 
which traditionally rely on underlying graph structures. Richer structures can be 
injected in the Web of Data via modelling tools, enabling new query federation 
scenarios. This may be less ambitious than the ontology-centred vision of the 
Semantic Web, but it follows the pragmatic goals of Linked Data as an enabling 
technology. 
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8 Career Development Plan 

This section provides an overview of the candidate's career timeline, from past 
experience to future contribution proposal. It will cover the following key points 
mapped on the two dimensions of the academic activity – Teaching and Research: 

• An overview on the candidate profile in context of the currently occupied position; 
• Details on the candidate’s academic achievements (the research focus, as well as 

derived teaching results); 
• Future contribution proposals, both for the research and the teaching directions. 

8.1 Career Overview and Highlights 

After starting a PhD program in 2002, the candidate has accumulated teaching and 
research experience in both national (at Babeş-Bolyai University, the Business 
Information Systems Department) and international environments (a 3 years research 
fellowship at University of Vienna, in the Knowledge Engineering Research Group 
and the Open Model Initiative Laboratory). 

Currently, the candidate occupies the position of Associate Professor in the 
Business Information Systems (BIS) Department of the Faculty of Economics and 
Business Administration, the Babeş-Bolyai University, in Cluj Napoca. The 
international experience is a valuable asset, enabling the candidate to contribute to the 
curricular and research enrichment of the host institution. Subsumed to this goal, the 
candidate initiated and coordinates, starting 2015, a new masters program in English - 
Business Modelling and Distributed Computing (BMDC) – with the aim of attracting 
research-oriented human resources who want to prepare for international research 
positions, in academia or in industry. 

As a candidate to obtaining a habilitation degree, the author of this thesis aims to 
make an impact on the quality of teaching and research in the Romanian academic 
environment, in difficult times when traditional models must be aligned to 
international requirements and best practices, while deep transformations must be 
enabled and pursued towards system-level goals. The candidate considers himself 
qualified with respect to the topics and requirements of the degree, and is prepared to 
invest the effort and competencies necessary in creating additional value for the host 
institution, and for the Romanian academic environment in general. 

The candidate pays equal attention to both the teaching and research dimensions in 
the Business Information Systems field, with a topical focus on semantic 
information systems. This section provides a brief overview of challenges identified 
during the candidate’s academic career, to be further tackled in the long term. 

In the teaching direction, there is a particular challenge in attracting both students 
from the business side and from the technical side, in providing an integrated 
curricular offer that brings students on a common ground without sacrificing depth of 
knowledge and skills. Learning must be guided with a diverse methodology, where 
the practice of lecturing high-level concepts is anchored in low-level pragmatic skills, 
where business use cases are complemented by technological insights. Teaching 
materials must integrate both enablers for beginners (as intuitive tutorials) and 
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advanced content for experienced technical students. The teaching approach must be 
founded on the key requirement of continuous curricular improvement, as 
technological progress in BIS must be captured in curricular updates with cycles as 
short as possible, which further requires continuous learning on the teacher's side, as 
the candidate's career timeline and topical evolution proves (see Fig. 81). Establishing 
a managerial process and a working group to stimulate the fulfilment of these 
requirements is one of the medium-term teaching goals of the candidate. This will be 
done in alignment with the current goal of the Department to pursue the ACM 
Information Systems curricular guidelines (ACM, 2005). 

In the research direction, due to tradition-based inertia and recent political 
instability, there is a general confusion regarding the quality criteria, relevance and 
positioning of BIS research problems and the potential connections with industrial 
research. The candidate considers that international research experience is a key 
factor in channelling young researcher’s competencies towards fast development of a 
high-impact approach in the BIS field. By targeting his publications to prestigious 
venues (with the majority of publications appearing under publishers such as Elsevier, 
Springer and IEEE) the candidate supports the current strategy of the BIS Department 
towards research quality criteria that subsume the more generic ones established at 
national level. 

By introducing the BMDC research-oriented master program in English, the 
candidate aims to stimulate the emergence of a Semantic Information Systems 
research direction in the BIS Department, as well as among the master students who 
will acquire international-level research skills before applying for a PhD position, 
therefore making future PhD work more productive and efficient with respect to the 
learning curve. 

 
Fig. 81.  Candidate career timeline and highlights 
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8.2 Details on Research Achievements 

Fig. 81 indicates four phases in the candidate's career timeline: 
 
Phase 1. PhD Thesis on e-commerce 
The development of the PhD thesis Contributions to the Conception, Design and Im-
plementation of Businesses on the Internet, under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Niţchi 
Ştefan Ioan. The thesis focus was on e-commerce design patterns and was awarded 
with the Babeș Bolyai University Research Council award 2004 for its published 
version (Buchmann, 2004). The thesis proposed an innovative application design 
pattern relying on user interface animations (Shockwave-based) whose timelines and 
key frames are determined by XML triggers and packages dynamically generated and 
asynchronously transferred to the browser. The design pattern mixed novel principles 
that were to become popular in the subsequent years as part of the Model-View-
Controller and AJAX design patterns, this being a confirmation of the research rele-
vance. A doctoral grant won by national competition (CNCSIS) between 2002-2004 
supported the development and publication of the thesis. 

 
Phase 2. Postdoctoral research on syntactic and semantic interoperability 
The PhD thesis concept was further pursued by managing a post-doc research grant 
(CNCSIS CEEX 2005-2007), towards the goal of fully replacing relational databases, 
as back-end for e-commerce applications, with XML repositories, thus making XML 
a syntactic interoperability backbone along all the tiers of an e-commerce application. 
The project enabled the candidate to manage his first research team and to publish for 
the first time in international venues indexed as ISI Proceedings (conferences in Italy, 
Greece, Malta) as well as to gain national visibility throughout various Romanian 
scientific events. The candidate was awarded with the 2008 award for professional 
debut by the Romanian Associations of Faculties of Economics and was included in 
the CNCSIS Success Stories brochure of the Romanian national research authority. 

The second post-doctoral grant (CNCSIS IDEI, 2009-2011) stimulated the 
candidate to advance from the area of syntactic interoperability (based on the XML 
technological space) to the area of semantic interoperability (based on the RDF 
technological space / framework). The project aimed to model, represent and annotate 
eye tracking data as RDF graphs, in order to: 

1. enable both semantic and computational processing (SPARQL pattern querying, 
funnel analysis, clustering and graph analysis) on eye tracking data collected from 
users (Fig. 82); 

2. integrate the eye tracking graphs with RDF representations of relational databases 
in e-commerce, captured with experimental tools and methodologies (the 
RDB2RDF (W3C, 2015g) and Formal Concept Analysis (Ganter et al., 2005) 
methodologies, as suggested by Fig. 83). 

The application areas targeted by the project were e-marketing and software testing, 
with goals related to usability and user interface optimization. The project provided 
the opportunity of reaching new publication venues with higher visibility (published 
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by Springer, IEEE) and included in the Australian Research Council ERA 
classification (CORE, 2015) – e.g., BIS, SYNASC. It also provided the scientific 
foundations from which the first draft of a Knowledge Management course has been 
derived and introduced by the candidate in the Department curricula at masters level. 
 

 
Fig. 82. Capturing eye-tracking scanpaths in RDF graphs (Buchmann and Meza, 2010) 

 

 
Fig. 83.  Semantization of a relational database in RDF format (Buchmann et al., 2011a) 

Phase 3. International experience on Linked Data and metamodelling 
International research experience was acquired as an internal team leader for the 
University of Vienna research partner in the FP7 IP project ComVantage 
(ComVanatge, 2015) during 2011-2014, under the management of Prof. Dr. Dimitris 
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Karagiannis, head of the Knowledge Engineering Research Group and Open Model 
Initiative Laboratory.  

The ComVantage research project aimed to define an IT architecture to support 
collaborative processes running in virtual enterprises with a front-end based on 
mobile apps and a back-end relying on Linked Data. The run-time component (left 
side of Fig. 84) was complemented by a design-time component (right side of Fig. 
84) that includes the ComVantage modelling method - the main contribution realized 
under the candidate's coordination, discussed as an application case in this thesis - 
together with the mechanism for diagrammatic model serialization as Linked Data. 

 

 
Fig. 84. Overall ComVantage architecture (ComVanatge, 2015) 

The candidate’s responsibilities in the project were as follows: 

• To lead the requirements analysis for the project as a whole, using a mix of 
methodologies (Volere, Persona and Feature-oriented analysis); 

• To lead the design, implementation and documentation of the Comvantage 
modelling method (including a modelling language, procedure and model 
serialization mechanism), as a customized and domain-specific alternative to 
standards such as UML and BPMN (insufficient for the project goals). 
Metamodelling and the Agile Modelling Method Engineering framework 
(Karagiannis, 2015) have been employed to this aim; 

• To lead the dissemination and exploitation plan on behalf of University of Vienna, 
resulting in prototypes hosted in the Open Model Initiative Laboratory (OMILab, 
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2015a) and several papers published by IEEE, Springer and Elsevier, presented in 
venues such as: 
─ BIR conferences (2012 in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia (Kirikova et al., 2012) and 

2013 in Warszaw, Poland (Buchmann et al., 2013)), 
─ IFAC conferences (2012 in Bucharest, Romania (Woitsch et al., 2012) and 2013 

in St. Petersburg, Russia (Buchmann and Karagiannis, 2013)), 
─ the KSEM conferences (2013 in Dalian, China (Prackwieser et al., 2013)), 
─ PRO VE conferences (2013 in Dresden (Münch et al., 2013), 2014 in 

Amsterdam (Ziegler et al., 2014)), 
─ the HICSS conference (2014 in Hawaii, USA (Buchmann, 2014) 
─ the International Journal of Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering 

(Prackwieser et al., 2014). 
Details are available in the companion publication list. 
 
During this period and in the subsequent years, the candidate's academic visibility was 
consolidated by the inclusion in the program committees of several reputed 
international conferences (volume editor for KSEM 2014, PC chair for the FSFE 
workshops, PC member for PoEM and GECON conferences). 
 
Phase 4. Habilitation preparation. 
After the ComVantage project closure, the candidate occupied an Assoc. Prof. 
position in the BIS Department of Babeş-Bolyai University, and started publishing 
various facets of this thesis' contribution, as well as follow-up results, in order to 
generalize them beyond their original scope, to develop new application examples and 
curricular content, and to stimulate the creation of new research directions in the 
Babeş-Bolyai University, based on lessons learned during the previous phase. Results 
derived from this this thesis contents, or parts of it, have been published in highly 
ranked journals: Springer's Requirements Engineering (Buchmann and Karagiannis, 
2015c), Elsevier's Information Systems (Karagiannis and Buchmann, 2016), and in 
several international conferences: RCIS 2015 (Visic et al., 2015), KES 2015 
(Buchmann and Karagiannis, 2015a), PoEM 2015 (Buchmann and Karagiannis, 
2015b), KSEM 2015 (Bork et al., 2015). 

8.3 Details on Research-driven Teaching Achievements 

Phase 1. PhD Thesis on e-commerce 
As a Ph.D. student (2002-2005), the candidate conducted seminars and wrote didactic 
materials for the BIS Department on topics related to his PhD thesis - mainly Business 
Informatics, Web Development and Internet Business. He developed different working 
styles aimed to different target groups – face to face lectures, practical exercise guid-
ance, distance learning andragogy, tutorial training for adults on technical topics and 
on-line e-learning through the Moodle platform. 
 
 
Phase 2. Postdoctoral research on syntactic and semantic interoperability 
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After advancing on a lecturer position (2006), the candidate had the opportunity to 
create or coordinate new courses and content, as required by the Department goals of 
satisfying requirements from the labour market and of developing competencies 
established for the BIS domain by national bodies during the 2009 consultations, or 
by the ACM Information Systems curriculum (as a guiding reference). The main 
achievements in this respect are as follows: 

• Introducing the Knowledge Management course in 2010 at masters level, in order 
to kickstart a semantics and knowledge-oriented research and teaching direction 
within the BIS Department, as a result of the growing interest and experience of 
the candidate with semantic technologies; 

• Restructuring and updating yearly the Web technologies track of disciplines, with 
up-to-date design patterns and technologies (AJAX, MVC, XML technologies etc.) 
based on the research developed in the first two phases of the career timeline. The 
Internet Business course was fully rewritten towards XML-based integration and 
design patterns for e-commerce; 

• Introducing the Software Testing course in 2009 at bachelor level, in order to 
answer the local industry demand for software testing skills with background 
knowledge in various business sectors. 

 
Fig. 85. Contributions of the candidate to the development of the BIS curriculum 

The curricular structure provided by the BIS Department is indicated in Fig. 85. The 
arrows highlight the contributions of the candidate. He coordinated on a regular basis 
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bachelor and master theses on topics from e-Business and Semantic Web, and 
supervised projects for various student contests. 

During 2010-2011, the candidate was involved as an IT expert in several socially-
oriented projects funded by the European Union through the POSDRU (Human 
Resource Development) programme, for developing IT-oriented courses in order to 
raise the technical competence and skill levels of pre-university teachers. In two of 
these projects (RLNM (Babes Bolyai University, 2015a) and LMG (Babes Bolyai 
University, 2015b)), the candidate was coordinator of the ITC curriculum. For a 
different target group, the candidate was an expert for the e-Business curriculum and 
the Semantic Web course for the eStart distance learning masters programme created 
by a consortium of Romanian universities (Technical University, 2015). 

 
Phase 3. International experience on Linked Data and metamodelling 
As an exploitation goal of the ComVantage project, the candidate developed in 
collaboration with Prof. Dr. Dimitris Karagiannis a new course on the topic of 
Semantic Business Process Management, covering lessons learned from the project 
experience and tutorials on emerging semantic technologies - Linked Data, ontology 
engineering, Semantic Web Services Frameworks (e.g., OWL-S (W3C, 2015m)) and 
Metamodelling. 

The same technologies, with a focus on semantic interoperability aspects and 
actionable results of ComVantage, have been employed to further develop contents 
for the existing IS Integration course, for the Faculty of Computer Science at 
University of Vienna. 

Additionally, the candidate was invited to hold lectures promoting the proposal of 
this thesis in the Next Generation Enterprise Modelling summer school (editions 
2014-2017) which takes place in Austria (Klagenfurt and Vienna), with students and 
lecturers from all over the globe (OMILab, 2015b). 
 
Phase 4. Habilitation preparation. 
After occupying the Assoc. Prof. position in Babeş-Bolyai University, the candidate 
introduced a new masters-programme in English – Business Modelling and 
Distributed Computing (BMDC), whose curricular structure is shown in Fig. 86. 
 

 
Fig. 86. Curricular structure of the BMDC masters programme 

The BMDC masters programme aims to prepare students for pursuing research-
oriented careers, either in academic research projects or in industrial research, and to 
reduce the learning curve once they enlist a PhD program on any of the covered 
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topics. Students will be prepared to enrol and adapt easily to international PhD 
programs, to work in international research projects, as well as in industry projects. 
Professors with international research experience share their knowledge and learned 
lessons along three parallel tracks that cover the main research directions of the BIS 
department, plus a research-oriented meta-track. In the first year of the programme 
(2015) the program presents experiences and results from lecturers who worked in 
University of Vienna, University of Cardiff, INRIA France, University Hyatt-Watt 
UK, University of Coimbra, Eindhoven University of Technology. Each track of the 
programme provides multiple disciplines to be studied in parallel, as indicated in Fig. 
86: 

1. The Business Modelling Track includes topics focused on the management and 
analysis of business processes within the context of an enterprise. The candidate 
contributes with contents to this track, including courses developed in 
collaboration of University of Vienna (Semantic Business Process Management, 
Development of Enterprise Modelling Tools). Contents are also derived from the 
results of this habilitation thesis;  

2. The Distributed Computing Track develops skills for working with Cloud and 
High Performance environments; 

3. the Web Content and Analysis Track focuses on state-of-the-art methods emerging 
in paradigms such as Data Science, Big Data and Natural Language Processing;  

4. The Meta-track aims to develop researcher skills on any of the above mentioned 
topics – it covers research methodologies, best practices for communication of 
scientific results, as well as simulated experience with research projects 
development. As part of this track, the candidate leads dissertation theses and 
student projects on topics related to the Business Modelling Track.  

8.4 Future Contribution Proposal 

Several high level institutional guidelines provide the framework for the candidate 
goals, as follows: 

• The Information Systems curriculum developed by ACM (ACM, 2005) and its 
updates (Topi et al., 2010), adopted as general guidelines by the BIS Department. 
The candidate contributed during 2009-2010 to the analysis of these guidelines and 
the way they are implemented by various high education institutions throughout 
Europe. A gradual adoption of these has been pursued, with new courses 
successfully introduced by the candidate as a consequence of this curricular 
evolution; 

• The University strategic goals (Babes Bolyai University, 2015) of reaching higher 
classification in international rankings, by raising the visibility and quality of 
research work, by pursuing higher quality criteria, by strongly interlinking 
curricular offer with research activities and by assimilating social and industrial 
requirements in the provided services; 

• The Faculty goals that reflect the University mission for the Economics and 
Business domain. The Faculty strategy of imposing internal quality criteria that are 
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higher than the ones adopted at national level (based on the ERA conference and 
journal rankings) is supported by the candidate. 

In the research direction, the candidate aims to bring his expertise in Semantic 
Information Systems in order to stimulate and consolidate this research direction at 
national level and within the BIS Department. This will facilitate the sharing of 
lessons learned from international experience, the emergence of new research 
questions and a network effect in academic collaboration. The candidate’s aim is to 
setup the conditions and credibility for attracting research funding for this area of 
expertise, for raising the publication visibility in accord to the BIS Department quality 
criteria and for providing systematic guidance to young researchers interested in the 
field. 

The main research challenges identified by the current work of the candidate are as 
follows: 

• How to bridge the gap between knowledge management (seen as a form of 
intangible asset management focused on business processes, practices and visual 
models) and knowledge engineering (as derived from artificial intelligence, 
typically from knowledge representation concerns). A gap can be identified 
between the managerial approach and the technical one, a recurring issue in several 
FP7 projects, particularly from the FinES cluster (FInES, 2015) where 
ComVantage also took part. The modern paradigms of Semantic Web and Business 
Process Management, respectively, are current approaches to these two facets of 
knowledge-driven BIS. The emerging paradigm of Semantic Business Processes 
has the potential of filling this gap and is one of the main areas targeted by the 
candidate’s current work; 

• How to extend process-awareness to awareness on arbitrary domain-specific 
semantics in an agile and usable way? Here the main goal is to bridge the 
disciplines of conceptual modelling and ontology engineering in order to integrate 
„usable knowledge" (as perceived by the end-user) at front-end level in run-time 
systems. This was partly addressed by the contribution of this thesis, although a 
wide range of opportunities are open in the context of Agile Modelling Method 
Engineering (Karagiannis, 2015). 

Subsumed to the above mentioned research challenges, several specific objectives are 
indicated here: 

• Enrichment of Linked Data with ontological descriptions derived from 
metamodels; 

• Definition of Agile Modelling Method Engineering techniques for domain-specific 
enterprise modelling; 

• Enabling via metamodelling the diagrammatic design of domain-specific 
ontologies; 

• Definition of model management approaches for diagrammatic model repositories. 
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In order to achieve such objectives, a key approach will be to transfer the open 
knowledge gained and shared within the Open Model Initiative Laboratory 
environment to the BIS Department at Babeş-Bolyai University. 
 
In the teaching direction, the goals defined against an assessment of the current state 
for the Department curricula are: 

• To stimulate and consolidate the popularity of the BMDC masters program and to 
attract international collaboration for the enrichment of the curricular content, in 
order to train young researchers at pre-doc level; 

• To coordinate alignment and streamlining between all the Web-related courses 
(both in contents and examination methodology) for a coherent and comprehensive 
coverage of up-to-date e-business technologies, based on design patterns rather 
than instance-level syntactical aspects; 

• To stimulate curricular evolution, an increase in topical density and identification 
of industry requirements; 

• To transfer research findings towards curricula and student competencies towards 
research, by stimulating research-based approaches in the theses of the students. 

The candidate aims to setup an informal managerial framework in order to track and 
assess yearly progress regarding the hereby stated goals. 
 
To conclude this outlook, the candidate's proposal aligns to a noticeable "history of 
separations of concerns" in e-Business: business implementations over the Internet 
raised key requirements for separation between communication syntax and internal 
formats (thus, the birth of XML), followed by a separation of data presentation from 
representation (thus, the birth of MVC architectures), later followed by a separation of 
interfacing from resource management (thus, the birth of SOA and Cloud 
Computing). The candidate aims to have his research profile identified with 
challenges pertaining to the separation of meaning from data, as a foundation for a 
model-driven Semantic Web where actions (tasks, decisions, processes) are separated 
from their resources and executable on a semantic basis. 
 
The candidate considers that the habilitation degree is a key enabler for this 
desideratum and for opening new opportunities in the proposed directions 
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